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Executive summary
The importance of agriculture has increased

due to poor infrastructure, insufficient grain

markedly since the conflict and the loss of the

dryers and elevators and a low number of

main industrial areas and their markets for

buyers. This is compounded by the lack of

food products. Over 700,000 people live in

access to rail transport to the ports, which is,

rural areas and the two oblasts have over

post-conflict, unusable in most of Luhansk

950,000 IDPs who have moved from the NGCA.

and requires a long detour from most of

Donetsk has 1.6mln hectares of arable land

Donetsk to the ports. VAT refunds on grain

and Luhansk 1.2mln hectares, which gives a

are now working better but this has actually

total of 2.8mln hectares which is more than

caused serious problems to smaller farmers

the entire arable land of Sweden. Rural

that are not registered for VAT and most of

households and small farms own over 80% of

whom are now forced to sell their grain into a

dairy cattle and produce over 80% of the fruit

black market for cash at much lower prices.

and vegetables.

There is almost no access to finance for either
working capital or investments in machinery

FAO commissioned a comprehensive study of

and equipment and 88% of farmers surveyed

the agriculture sector in the

need to urgently replace machinery and

Government-controlled areas of Luhansk and

equipment.

Donetsk Oblasts in the summer of 2017. This
study included a survey of 310 farmers of

The farmer survey revealed that all farms have

different scale including small and medium

found access to credit and finance very

farms as well as family farms. At the same

difficult, while livestock, fruit and vegetable

time, the study’s implementers interviewed the

farmers have lost their traditional markets in

heads of agriculture departments in 13 Rayons

the large urban centres in the NGCA. Most of

of the two Oblasts.

the food processing industry and all the
modern food laboratories are now located in

Additionally, two focus group discussions were

the NGCA. The advisory and extension

held and a team of local experts prepared

services in rural areas have been greatly

seven sub-sector reports. A conference was

disrupted for farmers in the GCA, and the

held in Kyiv in October 2017 to present the

regulatory environment remains difficult,

findings and enable further discussion with

especially in regard to the registration of

stakeholders, donors and experts.

property.

The study found that cereals and oilseeds are,

The three key constraints identified in the

by far, the most important sub-sector and in

study are lack of access to markets, lack of

the national economy, cereals make up over

credit, and insufficient advisory, technical and

33% of all exports in 2016. The farmer survey

machinery services in rural areas. These

shows a cost-price squeeze where farmers are

constraints can only be addressed by the

unable to obtain trade credit on inputs (seeds,

combined efforts the national and local

fertilisers, sprays and diesel) and sale prices

administrations, with significant technical and

are lower than in comparable other locations

financial assistance from donors. Efforts
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should be structured around a value chain

Given the importance of the agriculture sector

approach that will focus on all levels in the

in Eastern Ukraine, it is hoped that the current

supply chain, and also concentrate on the 3

study will guide stakeholders in formulating

main value chains in the GCA of cereals (and

beneficial programs resulting in economic

oilseeds), dairy, and fruit and vegetables.

growth, and improved social cohesion in the

Access to markets can be improved by the

area. FAO stands ready to provide its

development of farmer groups or

knowledge of the area and extensive technical

co-operatives, especially in livestock production

expertise to achieve results for the farmers

and fruit and vegetables where the

and businesses in the agriculture sector of

consolidation of production can have an

Eastern Ukraine.

immediate impact. Improved advisory services
through the development of local service
providers would also assist farmers to access
price and technical information, which could be
coordinated with the ‘light agricultural advisory
service’ (state funded) which is already being
implemented by FAO in a number of rayons.
Rural business support centers (RBSC) can
assist in improving both access to markets and
improved advisory services by providing
information, training, and connection to
sources of finance for farmers and SMEs.
Lack of access to finance can addressed
through improvements in availability of credit
unions, re-establishing trade credit, and
providing matching grants. Trade credit can be
supported by a matching grant fund which
would restart trade credit (for seeds, fertilisers,
sprays, feed and fuel) by providing a form of
political risk insurance. Matching grants could
also support the rehabilitation or expansion of
food processing facilities, as well as food
storage and improved logistics. Additionally,
part of the grant funds can be used for
risk-sharing to encourage banks and leasing
companies to restart operations and,
importantly, the grants can be used to facilitate
access to other lines of credit e.g. the EIB
Agri-Apex credit line of 400 mln € for cereals,
oilseeds and fisheries.
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I. Study background and
development
1.1

General context

Over 60% of the IDPs from the conflict affected
areas of the Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts are
registered in the GCAs of the same Oblasts
and others are disbursed all over Ukraine. In

The ongoing conflict in Donetsk and Luhansk

some localities the number of IDPs exceed the

regions has severely affected the

number of permanently residing hosting

socioeconomic sphere of the whole of eastern

communities. Such high concentrations of

1

Ukraine. Over 2mln people were displaced

people in the GCA increased pressure on the

during the active phases of the conflict and

limited employment opportunities and

about 1.6mln remain being registered as

increased the level of unemployment. National

internally displaced . The economy of the

statistics for 2016 show 14.1% unemployment

region and social sphere suffered serious

in Donetsk Oblast and 16.0% in Luhansk

losses. The line of conflict has become a

Oblast (highest among all the Oblasts)

de-facto border cutting communities in half,

compared to a national average of 9.3%. Actual

between the Government Controlled Area

unemployment levels may in times be even

(GCA) and Non-Government Controlled Area

higher due a possible underreporting to the

(NGCA). Most of the industries and businesses

state employment services. Employment

that, not only formed a core of the region’s
economy, but were also of national importance
are now in the areas beyond government

opportunities are very scarce in the rural areas
and share of unemployed has doubled in
Luhansk Oblast and almost tripled in the

control. Due to the concentration of heavy

Donetsk Oblast (figure 1).

industry, the Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts

The line of conflict has left major agrarian parts

comprised about 16% of Ukraine’s GDP

of the two oblasts in the areas under

2

pre-conflict .

government control. The agricultural sector is
facing serious challenges caused by the

Figure 1: Rural unemployment
rate,
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ongoing military conflict and disruption of

are recognizing the importance of improving

traditional supply chains in the region.

agricultural activities as the easiest and best
method of creating large numbers of

Large-scale producers cultivating

self-employed opportunities. FAO as a

export-oriented crops are facing challenges of

technical organization and other international

broken logistics. Farmers in the northern parts

partners have been requested by local

of Luhansk oblast are affected the most. Many

authorities to support this process.

elevators, storage facilities, railroad hubs and

FAO specialists in consultation with local

other infrastructure used by these farmers in

authorities are developing concepts of

the past are now located in the NGCA and

providing comprehensive strategic assistance

therefore are inaccessible. As a result, these

tailored to the needs of the different segments

farmers are paying higher prices for the

of agricultural sector in the region. The needs

farming inputs delivered to them but have to

of the large scale, industrial and export

agree to lower than national average farm-gate

oriented farms would need to be met by large

prices for their harvest. As an inevitable result,

scale funding programmes to improve logistical

while farmers have maintained their total

infrastructure in the region, access to

volume of grain production, their income has

affordable loans and closer integration with

decreased significantly in the Luhansk oblast.

the world markets through technology transfer

SME producers, who are normally producing

and favourable policy reforms. The ongoing

high value crops and are mainly focused on

conflict will unavoidably continue having a

domestic markets for selling their products,

negative effect on the decisions of the private

are also facing serious challenges caused by

sector to invest in large-scale projects in the

the conflict. They lost access to the largest

region. Carefully designed stimulation

consumer markets of the region for selling

programmes would therefore need to be

their products. The largest cities of Donetsk

implemented to mitigate parts of the perceived

and Luhansk are now in the NGCA.

and real risks.

That is against the backdrop of farming input

The needs of SME agricultural businesses are

prices increase and no banks providing loans

being studied, mainly related to the revival of

in the GCA of the Luhansk and Donetsk

broken value chains, advisory services and

Oblasts. The etwork of advisory services is also

access to finance. New technologies of

non-operational in the two Oblasts after the

production, processing, packaging, labelling

conflict. Farmers lack access to quality

and marketing is another area assessed by the

information and advice on sustaining and

study, as this segment requires assistance to

improving their practices, which is very much

improve competitiveness. Small and medium

needed during this difficult period.

size businesses in the agricultural sector are

Conflict, displacement and business

mainly focused on high value crops. They lost

disruptions resulted in increased

consumer markets of the large cities of

unemployment. The number of unemployed is

Donetsk and Luhansk and need assistance to

gradually increasing further because of the

redirect their focus to the already competitive

slowdown and closure of more industries in

markets of the other large cities of Ukraine.

the region. The agriculture sector, even with all

Limited or no access to loans is making the

the challenges, is demonstrating higher

work of this segment of economy difficult.

resilience to absorb these difficulties. With
some reduction in output volumes, due to the

FAO see this group of businesses as a major

above-mentioned difficulties, the agriculture

potential driver of the recovery of the economy

ector’s role as a driver of economic growth is

of the two conflict affected oblasts. Their

increasing compared to the other sectors of

needs require smaller financial resources to

economy.

fulfil and they are more flexible in adjusting
their business models. Small and medium size

Local authorities in the conflict affected oblasts

businesses can create employment

2
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opportunities for a large number of the

economic development in the region. USAID is

working age population in the region.

also planning to make a new allocation of
resources for the East comparable to the

A comprehensive plan of action needs to be

funding committed by the EU.

designed and implemented to create an
enabling environment for the growth of the

The government of Germany is another key

small and medium agribusinesses. This study is

donor providing support to the various

focused on the provision of a solid analytical

economic development projects through the

background for the purpose.

structures of KfW, GIZ and utilizing other
mechanisms. Projects funded by the loans of

1.2 Anticipated international
assistance
Many International multilateral and bilateral
partners responded positively to the call from
the Government of Ukraine to come and assist
in the conflict affected Eastern territories of
Ukraine. In the immediate aftermath of the
conflict eruption, the priorities of the

the international financial institutions, such as
European Investment Bank (EIB) and World
Bank are more and more inclusive of the GCAs
of the conflict affected regions.
FAO funded this assessment and analysis to
support the overall process of identifying the
main constraints in agricultural value chains
and developing a coherent program that could
benefit activities of all the related national and
international partners.

international partners were tackling the large
humanitarian needs of the affected population.
Over the time, the conflict is taking a more

1.3

Assessment methodology

protracted nature and affecting the lives of the
people in all spheres. International partners
are also adjusting their programmes to better
serve the needs of the affected people.
The EU is one of the donors providing
multifaceted support to the government and
people of Ukraine. For the conflict-affected
areas, the EU is developing a comprehensive
range of support measures to move from
‘early-recovery’ programs to a more long-term
process of social and economic recovery and
regeneration. This new approach is building on
the achievements of the many humanitarian
and recovery programmes successfully
implemented in the regions since the onset of
the conflict. The EU is planning to allocate
about EUR 50 million to support
implementation of the recovery and
development projects in the East.
USAID is another major donor providing
significant resources for the recovery,
rehabilitation and development projects in the
conflict affected Eastern Ukraine. Their level of
financial support is also increasing towards
funding programmes that are focused on

3

3

This comprehensive assessment was
geographically carried out in the GCAs of the
Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts. The study
aimed to address the main research questions
of “What can be the role of agriculture sector
in improving economy of the Donetsk and
Luhansk Oblasts?”, “How can the agricultural
sector bring more revenues to the local
budgets of the newly amalgamated
3

Hromadas?” , and “What specific actions are
needed to be carried out by the government
and international partners to stimulate
generating employment opportunities related
with agriculture sector?”. The set of research
questions were discussed during the
consultations process with the partners and
during the implementation of the study.
FAO has mobilized key technical experts for
carrying out this study, such as value chain
experts, agricultural economists, agricultural
marketing specialists, extension service
specialists, animal production specialists,
agronomists and operations specialists. This
expertise is in Ukraine, the FAO Regional Office

Hromada is a Ukrainian term for community or public, more precise an association of the people united
by mutual interest, position and goal.

The agriculture sector in eastern Ukraine:
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and Headquarters and includes both National

Surveys of farmers was carried out in the

and International personnel working for

Government controlled areas of the Donetsk

various FAO programmes. A local NGO

and Luhansk Oblasts. To keep the scope of

“Ukrainian Rural Youth” with a dedicated

field activities and interviews at a manageable

International Consultant helped to facilitate

level, the research team selected 13 Rayons in

the process of carrying out the study.

the two Oblasts for farmer’s survey. Such

Capacities of other local NGOs with whom FAO

selection enabled identification of a

is implementing various projects in the field

representative number of farmers for the two

were also used for undertaking large number

Oblasts. A total of 310 farmers were

of interviews and focus group discussions.

interviewed, which included a limited number
of agricultural enterprises and the majority

Some of the field interviews for the study were

being small farms and Family Farms. Such

carried out in close collaboration with the

selection was made to make a better focus on

partner agencies UNDP and UNWOMEN.

the issues SMEs are facing and undertaking an

Technical and operational specialists from the

in-depth analysis to propose possible

partner agencies joined the research team and

solutions.

contributed to finalization of the interview
questions, methodology and carrying out key

The farmer’s survey questionnaire was

informant interviews. Counterparts from the

formulated of 47 questions. Interviewers for

Ministry of Agrarian Policy and Food and local

this survey were nominated from among the

authorities from the two Oblasts joined the

staff and partners of FAO, UNDP and

research team when necessary. Guidance and

UNWOMEN. All the identified interviewers were

advisory support were also provided from the

given a half day training by FAO specialist to

international experts, such as specialists of the

fully understand the details of the questions

EU Delegation in Ukraine and others working

and ensure a consistent approach when

for various projects in Ukraine funded by the

conducting interviews. A field test was

donors, including the EU funded project

conducted using the designed questionnaire

specialists.

after the training of interviewers. Some minor
adjustments were made in the structure of the

The research team used a comprehensive

questionnaire based on the recommendations

methodology of collecting information for

of the interviewers after the field test. The

analyses. It started with desk research of the

farmer’s interviews were undertaken during

available and relevant various reports prepared

July to August 2017 and the collected data was

by the different organizations. Statistical

consolidated into a single database in the FAO

information was collected both from the central

office.

Kyiv level and from the Oblast Administrations.
Consultations were carried out with a large

IIn addition, the research team designed a

number of local specialists to assess the

second questionnaire for conducting

specificities of all the various subsectors of the

interviews with the heads of agriculture

agriculture that has importance for the Donetsk

departments in the Rayons. Questions were

and Luhansk Oblasts. Seven local specialists

designed to collect information at the Rayon or

were selected to undertake more specific

Hromada level on the status of the agricultural

analysis of agricultural sub-sectors. Two types of

sector, potentials and challenges. A total of 18

questionnaires were designed one for

Rayons were selected for interview in two

conducting interviews among farmers and

Oblasts – 3 geographically representing north

second for interviewing agricultural specialists of

of each Oblast, 3 others from the central parts

each Rayon and Hromada in the two Oblasts.

and 3 more Rayons from the southern parts of

Focus group discussions were conducted in

the Oblasts.

both Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts among
farmers and local specialists to collect qualitative

Depending on their availability, heads of the

information to strengthen the analyses.

Rayons or heads of Rayon agriculture
departments were interviewed in person.

4
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Figure 2: Value of agricultural production
min UAH inproduction
2010 prices
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Interviews were focused on nine main areas of

Selected local experts were familiar with the

possible constraints and solutions in the

context of eastern Ukraine and undertook

respective Rayon territory. The guiding

their analyses based on their own knowledge,

questions were designed in Ukrainian language

available statistical data, review of various

and interviews were conducted in Ukrainian or

existing analytical reports and key-informant

Russian languages.

interviews. The sub-sector reports prepared by
the local experts are provided in Annexes 3 –

Two focus group discussions were held in

9. An attempt was made in the reports to

August - one in Luhansk and another in the

provide information about the key players,

Donetsk Oblasts to complement the collected

such as main producers, aggregators and

data with qualitative information. Participants

processors who can become drivers of

included farmers (micro and SMEs),

development.

administration officials, processors, other
potential value chain participants, local experts
and other key stakeholders. Each meeting was
split so that there was a separate session for
just the farmers as it was felt they would be
more forthcoming without the presence of
local officials. The first focus group discussion
was held in the UN compound in Kramatorsk
on the 18th August and the second was held in
the UN House on the 31st August in
Severodonetsk. Focus group discussions were
followed by a separate meeting with the head
of the oblast agricultural department and the
Deputy Governor responsible for agriculture.
The local experts identified for undertaking
sub-sectoral analyses were tasked to review
the dairy sector, grains and oil crops,
vegetables, fruits, aquaculture, access to
finance, environment and climate change.

5
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II. Role of Agriculture in
GCA Economy
2.1 General role of agriculture
sector in Luhansk and Donetsk
Oblasts

was in the list of top six Oblasts of the
country. The value of agricultural output in the
Luhansk Oblast in the same year was higher
than in several other Oblasts, such as
Ivano-Frankivsk, Chernivetska and Zakarpatska
Oblasts.

Agriculture sector was performing well in the
Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts during the last

However, because of the conflict,

decade but its importance was overshadowed

inaccessibility of parts of the territory in NGCA

by the large scale of the industrial complex of
the two Oblasts. At a pre-conflict times share of
agriculture sector was only about 10% of the
economy of the region (GRP) and the remaining
part was deriving from the industries, trade and
4

services. Similarly, only about 10% of the

and other impediments induced by the conflict
a sharp decline of agricultural outputs is
observed in both the Donetsk and Luhansk
Oblasts after 2013. In 2015 statistics, the value
of agricultural production of the Luhansk
Oblast was the lowest in the Eastern region

labour force were employed in the agriculture

and in the whole country.

sector and the others were working in the
factories, mines, services, trade and other
sectors.

The number of cattle in Agricultural

Nevertheless, in pre-conflict times, the value of

neighbouring Oblasts in pre-conflict times.

Enterprises (AE) was comparable to the

agricultural production in Donetsk and Luhansk
Oblasts was comparable to and even higher

agricultural production of the Donetsk Oblast

the number of cattle has reduced by half in
the two Oblasts. (Figure 3) Luhansk is at the

than of the neighbouring Oblasts (Figure 2).
Before the conflict, in 2010, the total value of

Statistics of the year 2017 demonstrate that

bottom of the list among all the other Oblasts
5

of Ukraine by number of cattle.

Figure 3: Cattle number in AE,Cattle
thsd. number
heads in AE, thsd. heads
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Grain, thsd. t

Figure 4: Grain, thsd. t
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The volumes of grain production in Luhansk

Donetsk has 1.6 million hectares of arable land

and Donetsk Oblasts demonstrated higher

and Luhansk 1.2 million hectares. The two

resilience to the conflict. Despite the loss of

oblasts combined have a total of 2.8mln

access to NGCA territories, the total volumes of

hectares of arable land, which is more than the

grain production did not reduce significantly

total arable land in Sweden . Arable land is

(Figure 4). The trend of gradual increase of

cultivated by different types of farmer entities in

production volumes however was stopped and

the two Oblasts. Over half of the arable land in

downturned in the two Oblasts. The

Donetsk Oblast is cultivated by agricultural

neighbouring Oblasts continued to increase

enterprises (53%) whereas the largest group in

their total volume of grains production.

Luhansk Oblast are small and medium size

8

farms who cultivate about 45% of the arable
Within the two Oblasts statistical data show that

land. Households have 22% of the land in

cereals are, by far, the most important part of

Luhansk and 31% in Donetsk Oblast. Only a few

the agricultural sector. In 2016 crops production

Agro-Holdings operate in the two Oblasts and

formed 68% of total agricultural outputs in the

they cultivate up to 21% of land in Donetsk and

Donetsk Oblast and 85% in the Luhansk Oblast.

less than 10% in Luhansk Oblast . A large

9

number of SME farms are operating in the two
At present, because of inaccessibility of

Oblasts each cultivating up to about 3,500 ha of

industrial parts of the Luhansk and Donetsk

land. A small number of SME farms or only

Oblasts located in the NGCA, agriculture has

about 5% have more than 3,500 Ha of land.

more importance for the local economy.6
Luhansk is very rural and Donetsk is more
mixed, though its industrial part,

2.2 Most important value chains
in Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts

mainly used for processing, remained in
Non-Government Controlled Areas. The two

2.2.1

Grain and Oilseeds

oblasts have over 700,000 people living in rural
areas – and it may well be considerably more

Cereal production and exports have been the

with IDPs.

strongest performing sector of the Ukrainian
economy since 2013. The share of cereals in

All the people living in rural areas have access to

total value of exports of goods has increased

a kitchen garden for farming. Average size of the

from 10% in 2013 to about 16% in 2015.

kitchen gardens is about 2,000 m2 per

Export of cereals is bringing about 6 billion

household.

USD to the country per year. Cereal

7

7

6 In Luhansk Oblast agriculture is forming about 17% of the GRP at present compared to only about 10% at
pre-conflict times
7 FAO Socio-Economic Impact and Needs Assessment report, 2017
8 Sweden has 2.6mln ha of arable land, FAOSTAT, 2015
9 Agricultural Statistics and company websites.
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production is, by far, the largest sub-sector in

Sunflower production also had record low

the region and has had little focus from

levels of yields in 2015 and production volume

donors and studies. Generous land resources

somewhat recovered in 2016. The yields of the

available in Ukraine allowed expansion of

sunflower farmers in the Luhansk and Donetsk

areas for cultivating grains and oilseeds.

Oblasts were nearly 40% less compared to the
10

harvests in the other Oblasts leading the list .
Grain and oilseeds production is also quite

Statistics of the year 2016 demonstrated some

widespread in the Luhansk and Donetsk

improvement of the yields in Luhansk and

Oblasts. Over half (57%) of the total arable

Donetsk Oblasts, but still with about 1.9-2

land is used by farmers to cultivate cereals and

tons/ha the yields are among the lowest in the

sunflower. Total area of cereals and sunflower

country.

exceeded 2mln hectares in the two Oblasts in
pre-conflict times (Figure 5). At present,

Despite the hardships of the day and low

because of inaccessibility of the parts of the

yields, farmers in the two Oblasts are working

land, which are in the NGCA, total land used

hard to maintain their volumes of production.

for cultivation of cereals and sunflower is

A significant share of the farming land

about 1.6mln hectares.

continues being allocated for cultivation of
grains and oilseed crops. Interviewed

In 2015, productivity of cereals cultivated in

agriculture specialists of the Rayons reported

the two Oblasts was lowest in the country.

that up to 45% of arable land is being used for

With an average of only 2.5 tonnes per

oilseed production in the territories of their

hectare, Luhansk was the lowest yielding

Rayons. Similarly, a significant share of the

Oblast for cereals. Some other Oblasts had as

land is being used for grains production and

high as 6 tonnes per hectare of cereals. 2015

farmers carry their crop rotation mainly

followed the immediate aftermath of the

between the grains and oilseed crops.

conflict start and therefore was the most
difficult for the farmers in the Luhansk and

Grains and oilseed production require large

Donetsk Oblasts. Cereal yields have

fields for cultivation. Therefore, the larger the

normalized in the following year of 2016 and

area of the land of the farm, the higher is the

average of about 3.3 tonnes were harvested

likelihood of the farm concentrating on

per hectare. This is a comparable harvest rate

producing only these crops. Results of the

to the pre-conflict times of the two Oblasts,

survey carried out among the farmers

but still nearly twice lower than harvests

demonstrated that interviewed farming

collected in the other leading Oblasts.

Figure 5: Cereals and sunflower, thsd. ha

10 Average yields of sunflower in Donetsk Oblasts was only 1.9 tons/ha compared to 3.0 tons/ha in Vinnitsa Oblast
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enterprises derive 60% of their income from

disconnecting producers who were previously

oilseed and the remaining 40% from the grains

selling their produce to these elevators and

production. At present, oilseed cultivation is

buyers who were previously purchasing from

bringing higher revenues compared to the

them. Many farmers and buyers who were

grains and therefore among small and medium

using services of these elevators are in the

size farms cultivation of oilseeds became more

GCA. The Luhansk Oblast is also facing the

popular. They reported deriving about 70% of

same difficulties having a total of 32 elevators

their revenues from oilseed crops. Statistical

of which six are in the NGA and two in close

reports indicate that in 2016 profitability of the

proximity to the contact line. Three heads of

grains was about 37% in the two Oblasts but

the Rayons named unavailability of elevators

profitability of the oilseeds was 65% in

as a main constrain affecting agribusiness

Donetsk and as high as 80% in the Luhansk

growth in their territory and 5 Rayons reported

Oblast. This significant discrepancy of

having no elevator in their territory.

profitability resulted in increased
concentration of farmers on the oilseeds

Most of the elevators were built closer to the

cultivation.

administrative centres, such as Donetsk and

Another factor that resulted in increased

logistical connectivity for the entire territories

Luhansk cities, which were also centres of
interest of agricultural enterprises in oilseed

of the two Oblasts. Most of the harvests of

production was the price discrepancies. Prices

grains and oilseed crops were received by

11

for sunflower seeds were lower compared to

these elevators in the past, dried, cleaned,

the national averages but still the difference

sorted and then transported for exports in

was not very high. Price difference for grains

bulk. The territories of the two administrative

was more significant. In 2016 grain prices

centres and many elevators are now in the

received by agricultural enterprises in Luhansk

NGCA causing disruptions to the value chains.

were about 15% less compared to the other
Oblasts leading in the sector. Farmers

Farmers in GCA who were previously using the

participating in the study focus groups were

services of these elevators and logistical hubs

unanimous in expressing their concern over

have to find alternative solutions and new

the fact that they have to sell their crops at

buyers for their crops. Similarly, the buyers

lower prices due to the current circumstances.

who were previously purchasing in large

The price difference is more pronounced in

quantities from the elevators are now facing

the Luhansk Oblast, where the logistics are

challenges of traveling long distances to collect

more complicated because of the ongoing

the quantities they need from the large

conflict and geographic remoteness.

number of scattered farmers. Because of
increased logistical costs these buyers are

Logistics and infrastructure, which are the

offering prices lower than national average for

important elements of the grains and oilseeds

the grains and oilseed crops procured in the

value chains, are being disrupted by the

two Oblasts.

conflict in the Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts.
There were total of 31 grain elevators

Railway facilities are offering the most

operating in the Donetsk Oblast in pre-conflict

competitive option for transportation of large

time. Eleven of them are now located in the

volume commodities like grains. The cost of

NGCA and therefore inaccessible from the

rail transportation is lower than land

government controlled side. Another four

transportation for the same commodities.

elevators are located in close proximity to the

9

line of conflict, which makes access to them

Grains are sold in large volumes and need

disruptive and irregular depending on the

transportation over long distances to reach

intensity of the conflict and insecurities. This

exporting seaports. The railway infrastructure

causes disruption in the value chain

and connectivity is therefore another

11 Sunflower is the main type of oilseed cultivated in Ukraine. Colza (or rape) seeds, flax seeds and others
are cultivated at incomparably smaller volumes.
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important aspect in the cereal value chain. The

the conflict, this railroad is disconnected by

seaport of Mariupol was the shortest

the contact line in the south and therefore

destination for most of the grains from the

cannot be used for transportation of grains to

Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts at pre-conflict

the elevators and seaports. In the north, this

times. The contact line has now disconnected

railroad is connected to the Russian

one of the main railroads that was supplying

Federation. Ukraine has cut economic ties with

Mariupol port from the Donetsk city.

the Russian Federation and therefore this
railroad is not being used for delivering goods

Transportation of grains through alternative

to the north. This section of the railroad and

routes to the Mariupol port, such as through

the entire territories of the Luhansk Oblast it

Zaporizha significantly increases the distance

served before are now disconnected.

and costs (Figure 6). Ten Rayon heads out of
the interviewed 18 indicated having no loading

Land transportation of the goods to these

points for grains onto railway carriages in their

territories and transportation of grains from

territories.

there is therefore expensive. As a result,
farmers from Luhansk Oblast have few buyers

Another significant disruption of the railway

to choose between, and there are insufficient

operations caused by the conflict is no access

grain elevators and grain stores, which

from the ‘Luhansk-Valuyki’ railway section to

increases charges for cleaning, drying, loading

Ukrainian ports. This railroad previously

and unloading compared to other regions.

12

connected the Luhansk city with Valyuki town
in the Russian Federation. This railroad was

Oilseed crops, such as sunflower, are less

passing through many towns and villages of

sensitive to the costs of transportation

central, east and north-eastern parts of the

because of the smaller volumes and higher

Luhansk Oblast. It was therefore one of the

cost per ton. Respondents of the Rayon level

important railroads used for transportation of

interviews conducted under the current

large volumes of grains from the different

assessment reported that in 2016 their

parts of the Luhansk Oblast. Since the onset of

farmers harvested up to 137,000 tons of

Figure 6

Source: https://liveuamap.com/en/2017/23-may-map-situation-in-eastern-ukraine-may-23-2017-0000
12 Seven Rayon administrations named logistical complications as a main impediment of the agriculture
sector growth in their territories.
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grains and 73,600 tons of oilseeds. This

contributed to the significant drop of fertilizer

indicates that the transportation needs of the

use suggesting that much of the land is being

oilseeds is about two times lower for oilseeds

degraded. It is compounded by farmers

compared to the grains. At the same time price

growing a high proportion of sunflowers,

of the oilseeds is about 2.4 times higher

without a sustainable crop rotation.
On a positive note, farmers indicated that the

compared to the grains.

government introduced a new scheme for VAT
Most of the produced grains and oilseeds are

for agricultural producers from 2016 to

transported out of the two Oblasts

facilitate the refund of VAT when grain is

unprocessed. Only 8 Rayons out of the

exported (which was one of the major

interviewed 18 reported having some

complaints of farmers and traders in the past).

processing facilities in their territory for grains

The initial results of this seem to be quite

and oilseeds. Their capacities need to be

positive for VAT registered farmers. Traders

checked and current state of operation

report that they are able to obtain refunds on

assessed. With a high degree of confidence

VAT when grain is exported and have passed

however, it can be stipulated that these

on better prices to grain farmers.

processing facilities will not be able to absorb
the full volume of grains and oilseeds

During the interviews with Rayon

produced in the territories of the two Oblasts.

administrations, only four respondents

That is because of the value chains for the

indicated grains and oilseeds having a good

same commodities being built with raw

market and potentials compared to the other
types of farming for sales and revenue growth.

material export orientation.

Honey production, dairy, greenhouse
Only oilseeds are undergoing initial processing

production and meet production were named

to some degree for producing vegetable oil

having higher potential for growth and income

and grains are processed at limited volumes.

generation. At present, however most of the
farmers derive their income from cultivation of

Cereal farmers are getting lower prices and

grains and oilseeds. Out of the 310

higher charges when selling grain, as well as

interviewed farmers, 45% reported deriving

receiving no trade credit for inputs of seeds

over half their income from grains and

and sprays, which is the major source of

oilseeds farming.

14

seasonal credit in Ukraine. Access to
independent laboratory services for testing
13

As described above, there are number of

grains and chemicals are limited . Farmers

weaknesses in the value chains of the grains

have to accept the results issued by the

and oilseeds crops because of the conflict.

laboratories of the elevators, where they are

Insufficient drying, sorting and storage

selling harvest with no possibility of

facilities, access to elevators, logistical

independent analyses. Therefore, farmers are

challenges are among those weaknesses. In

placed in a disadvantageous position to prove

addition, processing facilities that existed at

the quality of their harvest when selling or test

pre-conflict times and helped to add value to

the quality of chemicals when buying. As a

the grains and oilseeds before leaving the

result, farmers are adopting coping

boundaries of the Oblasts are now in difficult

mechanisms through planting lower quality

situation. While grains, such as wheat and corn

seeds (wheat, corn or sunflower) and using

are exported from Ukraine as a row material

limited plant protection to lower investment

with no processing, the export oriented value

requirements of production.

chain for the sunflower is based on in-country
processing.

In the focus group discussions farmers

11

informed that the lack of trade credit and

There are several sunflower crushing factories

general poor access to finance further

in the two Oblasts. Two sunflower crushers

13 Three Rayon representatives mentioned that laboratory services are required to improve the efficiency of the agriculture
sector. Laboratories are available in 6 Rayons and unavailable in 12 Rayons.
14 It includes all the three categories of respondents namely Farming Enterprises (large farms), Legal Farms (medium size)
and Private Entrepreneurs (small farms).
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with significant capacity located in the GCA

population (Figure 7).

reduced production due to the conflict. One is

Reduction of the total volume of milk is

named ’Slavoliya’ and is located in Slavyansk

however only about 7% between the same

15

Rayon of the Donetsk Oblast and the second

years nationwide. Such disproportionally

one is located in Milove Rayon of the Luhansk

smaller reduction of milk outputs compared to

Oblast. A crushing plant of around 300k tons

the number of cows could be attributed to

annual capacity would require around 300

some increase in productivity per cow.

staff and would generate another 150 jobs in

Annual output of milk in the Donetsk and

logistics and transport services. Revitalization

Luhansk Oblasts reduced significantly after the

of the work of these plants will therefore have

start of conflict in 2013 (Figure 8). Reduction

a significant positive impact on the economy of

was registered being especially high in the

the region. Similarly, establishing new

Luhansk Oblast. In 2010 milk production was

small-scale plants could provide new jobs,

284mln tons there but in 2016 only 124mln

better prices for farmers and importantly

tons were reported. This is a 56% reduction in

relieve the damaged transport and logistics

the milk outputs of the Oblast. During the

infrastructure greatly.

same period milk production in the
neighbouring Kharkiv, Dnipro and Zaporizha

2.2.2

The Dairy Sector

The dairy sector of Ukraine is facing an overall
decrease in number of cattle and total volumes
of milk production. According to the national
statistics, total number of cow population in
Ukraine has reduced from 2.6mln heads in 2010
to 2.1mln in 2016 or by about 20%. A dramatic
fall in cow numbers was one of the reasons for
reduction of the milk. Number of cows reduced
from a high of 553,000 heads in 1995 in the two
oblasts to only 61,000 cows in 2016 (GCA only)
vividly demonstrating the fall in livestock

Oblasts did not change significantly, followed
the national trends and somewhat increased.
Just like in all the other parts of Ukraine, milk
production is dominated by rural households
in Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts. Over 83% of
all cattle is owned by the households in rural
areas and therefore scattered over large
territories and distances. It makes logistics of
aggregating the produced milk a challenging
process and a weak point in the value chain.
Before the conflict, small farms and
households had strong demand for their raw
milk and processed dairy products in the

Figure 7
Figure
7: No of Cows ‘000s

15 Output of milk in Ukraine was 11.2mln tons in 2010 and 10.4mln tons in 2016
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Figure 8: Output of milk, thsd t.
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industrial centres such as Luhansk and

Their combined capacity is about 85,300 tons

Donetsk cities with large number of population

of milk a year but in 2016, they only processed

and good consumer markets. Demand for milk

38,500 tons. The operating factories were only

was also increased by the export opportunities

half-loaded, which significantly reduces their

of processed products such as cheese to the

profit margins.

bordering Russian Federation. The large-scale

As high as about 59% of the milk is produced

dairy processing facilities that purchased milk

by the households and only 41% by the

from the farmers were located in close

agricultural enterprises. Most of the milk from

proximity to the Donetsk and Luhansk cities

households is of grade II and lower off-grade

both for domestic markets and exports. Now

quality.

these marketing options are disrupted
because of the conflict.

Currently there is a new draft law on milk
quality, which is designed to substantially

The Luhansk and Donetsk cities are located in

improve milk quality standards and initially is

NGCA and trade is prohibited between the

likely to be a recommendation to dairies on

GCA and NGCA territories. Similarly, because

the minimum standards for the purchase of

of the ongoing conflict related political

raw milk, which would discourage dairies from

disputes, export of the products to the Russian

purchasing milk of below Grade 1 quality.

Federation is suspended. Many producers,

Upon the entry into force of the amendments

aggregators, processors and exporters who

to the quality standards, the milk factories will

were participating in these value chains lost

not be recommended to take raw materials

their businesses and only some could redirect

below the 1st grade. Estimated 25% of the

their operations to the domestic markets of

current milk supply will not qualify for

other Oblasts of Ukraine.

processing and suppliers will need to work on
improving the quality of their milk.

Twenty-five dairy processing factories were

13

registered in the territories of the Luhansk and

Milk production without a well-established

Donetsk Oblasts at pre-conflict times. Many of

quality control system means the presence of

them are now located in NGCA and some others

problems with raw materials for industrial milk

in GCA are not working. In the Luhansk Oblast

processing. The absence of a controlling

only four milk-processing factories are operating.

system for fat content, acidity, bacterial
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contamination and somatic cells results in

In the focus group discussions, low milk prices

qualifying large shares of produces as

were the most common complaint from the

unsorted milk. Prices for unsorted milk are

farmers. The division of the two oblasts has

lowest in the market and therefore family

not only separated the producers from their

farms are receiving lowest prices for their milk.

markets but also several larger dairy

Absence of appropriate milk collection and

processors were based in the NGCA and so

storage facilities further contributes to the

those supply chains have been broken. Farmer

production of large quantities of unsorted

interviews demonstrated an interesting fact

milk, part of which otherwise could qualify at

that it is mainly the larger farms (farming

higher grades.

enterprises and legal farms) who had reduced
the number of their cows since the onset of

Rural households in the two Oblasts dominate

the conflict. Individual entrepreneurs

milk production because households own over

demonstrated more resilience and flexibility to

83% of all cattle. Not every household keeps

adopt in changing environment. They

and animal and those who does are normally

maintained the number of their cattle despite

keeping not more than few heads of cattle

all the challenges.

each. As a result, the sector is dominated by
large number of very small producers of

Interestingly, while the locations of the

usually keeping 1-3 cows. Geographically these

households with up to three cows is quite

households are located in rural areas and are

evenly disbursed all over the populated areas,

scattered all over the territories of the Oblasts.

farmers keeping herds of over six cows are

Households keeping three cows or more

roughly concentrated in few geographic

consider milk production as a significant part

locations of the two Oblasts. Such

of their income and are interested in

concentrations can be considered for the

developing the necessary skills and knowledge.

establishment of clusters of specialised dairy

A complete list of all producers with three

farms. Donetsk Oblast has more large farms

cows and more is provided in the sub-sector

compared to Luhansk Oblast. Their capacities

report. Farmers keeping six cows and more

can be used for establishment of area hubs for

are professionally engaged in milk production

clusters. However, the experience from similar

and derive most of their income from selling

transition countries, e.g. Poland, has shown

milk.

that small herds of six or more cows have the

Interestingly, while the locations of the

resources and supported by technical and

households with up to three cows is quite

business training.

potential to rapidly expand, given access to

evenly disbursed all over the populated areas,
farmers keeping herds of over six cows are

In the focus group discussions, low milk prices

roughly concentrated in few geographic

were the most common complaint from the

locations of the two Oblasts. Such

farmers. The division of the two oblasts has

concentrations can be considered for the

not only separated the producers from their

establishment of clusters of specialised dairy

markets but also several larger dairy

farms. Donetsk Oblast has more large farms

processors were based in the NGCA and so

compared to Luhansk Oblast. Their capacities

those supply chains have been broken. Farmer

can be used for establishment of area hubs for

interviews demonstrated an interesting fact

clusters. However, the experience from similar

that it is mainly the larger farms (farming

transition countries, e.g. Poland, has shown

enterprises and legal farms) who had reduced

that small herds of six or more cows have the

the number of their cows since the onset of

potential to rapidly expand, given access to

the conflict. Individual entrepreneurs

resources and supported by technical and

demonstrated more resilience and flexibility to

business training.

adopt in changing environment. They
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Figure 9: 1,000 population

Figure 9

maintained the number of their cattle despite

inside the two Oblasts.

all the challenges.
Quality of the produced milk is becoming an
Proportion of the number of cows per

important factor of profitability for the

population was traditionally smaller in Donetsk

producers. Consumers are becoming more

Oblast compared to Luhansk and other nearby

and more demanding on the quality and

Oblasts. In addition to the absolute fall in cow

regulation standards are becoming stricter for

numbers, they have also fallen per head of

food safety quality control. Unfortunately,

population in the two conflict affected Oblasts.

proportion of poor quality milk is quite high in
the two Oblasts (Figure 10).

This is in part due to the increase in
population from IDPs that have come into the

Figure 10 above shows a large fall in milk

GCA. It improves the possibilities of selling

production over the last 6 years and that the

milk but the dislocation of the supply chains

fall is quite significant in both Grade I milk and

creates a disconnect between the producers

in lower quality, grade II milk. The overall

and end-users. The whole structure of the

production in 2016 was 265,200 tons which

dairy value chains will need to adjust to the

from 67,000 cows represents an average yield

new realities including collection points of row

of 3,960 kg per cow per year, which is close to

milk, processing and marketing to the

the Ukrainian average.16

end-users. Reduced number of cows per
population will result in a grown unmet

It should be noted that the top grade milk is

demand for milk and dairy products among

‘Extra class’ which is not produced in Donbas

population of the two Oblasts. While this

and so Grade I milk is really ‘medium quality’

demand can be met with the supplies of milk

and Grade II is low quality, that will

and dairy products from the neighbouring

discouraged based on the new quality

Oblasts, it still creates a favourable

standards to be introduced from 2018. From

environment for promoting production and

our survey, the average milk price paid to

strengthening of the dairy sector value chains

households in July was 3.7 to 4.2 UAH / litre,

16 4,035 kg p.a. is the Ukrainian average milk yield for 2016, State Statistics Office
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Figure 10: Production of milk in Luhansk and Donetsk oblasts, thousand tons
№
1
2
3
4
5

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2016/2011
+,%

182,4

172

170,4

163,2

98

78,8

-103,6

43%

157,2 163,6

162

162

116,8

89,2

-68

57%

65,6

66,4

63,2

58

46,4

36

-29,6

55%

126,4 120,4

109,2

98,4

81,2

61,2

-65,2

48%

531,6 522,4

504,8

481,6 342,4

265,2

-266,4

50%

Indicator
Grade I milk
(Luhansk)
Grade I milk
(Donetsk)
Grade II milk
(Luhansk)
Grade II milk
(Donetsk)
Total

Source: State Statistics Office
which is in line with the price of second grade

Absolute majority of the farms are small size

milk from the MilkUA website above. However,

farms keeping 3-5 cows in both Oblasts. This

there is a huge difference for 1st grade milk

group of farmers demonstrated higher

which was sold for 7 to 8 UAH / litre in other

resilience to the changes in the market because

regions of Ukraine and Extra Class selling for 8.5

of the conflict and continue surviving. However,

to 9.5 UAH / litre (this is equivalent to 0.28 € and

the productivity of their farming model and

in line with EU prices). According to the survey

quality of outputs is hard to control.

conducted 10-20% of households supply to a
dairy processor, while the rest sell the surplus at

Nevertheless, this group of farmers are

markets within a radius of 20 km. The total

interested in increasing productivity and scale

number of registered producers of different

up of farming activities. Many of them have a

groups is 284 in Luhansk and 129 in Donetsk

good potential for scaling up and entering

oblasts and they are listed in the dairy

higher categories of more significant production

sub-sector report in Annex 7. The data list of

scale. There are many farms with six or more

registered dairy farms is not a complete list and

cows and this is a group of farmers, who have

does not include households owning less than

made decision to be commercial dairy farmers.

three cows.

Figure 11
No. of cows per farm

No. of Farms

%

Luhansk

284

3-5 cows

262

92%

6-10 cows

12

4%

11-30 cows

10

4%

>30 cows

0

0%

Donetsk

129

3-5 cows

102

80%

7-10 cows

8

6%

11-30 cows

3

2%

30-60 cows

5

4%

60-300 cows

5

4%

300-500 cows

5

4%
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Only the surplus of the harvests are sold in

2.2.3 Fruit and Vegetables

local markets on irregular basis. As a result,

Overall, growing vegetables, fruits and berries
is not a specialized profile for Donetsk and
Lugansk Oblasts. In fact, fruits and vegetables
constitute a small share of the agriculture

brought from Zaporizhe and Kharkiv Oblasts
or imported from abroad. The main type of
berries that are grown and sold in local
markets are strawberries and raspberries.

structure everywhere in Ukraine, not only in
the Donetsk and in Luhansk Oblasts. However,
as in any other Oblasts, there are Rayons and
villages that specialize in the cultivation of the
fruits and vegetables and have a good

Domestic production does not meet the
demand for many types of fruits and berries.
Vegetable production in the two Oblasts was
of small volumes starting from the pre-conflict

prospect for development. With this capacity,

times. The volumes of vegetable production

fruits and berries production in Donetsk

have further reduced in Donetsk and Luhansk

Oblast was exceeding quantities produced in

Oblasts after the onset of the conflict (Figure

the neighbouring Kharkiv and Zaporizha

14). Average yields of the vegetables also

Oblasts (Figure 12). Because of the conflict

reduced significantly in the two Oblast since

however, volumes of fruits and berries

the conflict. Luhansk Oblast once had the

production is steadily declining in both

highest productivity of vegetables in the region

Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts. Productivity of
the fruits and berries in Donetsk Oblast is

most of the fruits sold in the local markets are

(22 t/ha in 2012) but now with about 18 t/ha it
17

significantly higher than the national averages.
Prices at which farmers sold their harvest of
fruits and berries in Donetsk Oblast were
higher than in the neighbouring Oblasts
(Figure 13).

stays behind the neighbouring Oblasts, where
the tendency of productivity increase is
continuing steadily. Yields of vegetables
harvested in Donetsk Oblasts (14 t/ha in 2016)
are the lowest in the region and among the
lowest nationwide. Lack of investments,

In orchard production, the focus of the
farmers is mainly on apple production for
larger orchards. Many other fruits are grown in
small numbers mainly for self-consumption.

degradation of technologies and other conflict
related factors are contributing to this
reduction of yields in the Luhansk and
Donetsk Oblasts.

Figure 12: Fruits and berries, thsd t.
figure 12
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17 Productivity of fruits and berries in Donetsk Oblasts in 2016 was 13.6 t/ha compared to 10.2 t/ha national
average. In Luhansk Oblast it was 5.6 t/ha.
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Figure 13: Average prices,
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Dnipro

Vegetable production is dominated by the
households in the two Oblasts like in many
other parts of the country. About 64% of
households that grow vegetables sell more
than half of their harvests. Households
producing berries sell about 60% of their
harvest and households producing fruits sell
about 33% of their produces. Production of
fruits is by large for consumption in the
households and therefore only small share of
their harvests are sold when there is a
surplus.

Zaporizha

Luhansk

Donetsk Oblast
According to the statistical data, in 2016 from
the total sown area of all categories of farms
of the Donetsk Oblast, the share of
vegetables, melons and potatoes was only
6.1% and fodder crops 4.8%. The average
productivity of potatoes from all categories of
farms in 2016 was 11.5 tons / hectare and
productivity of the vegetable crops from both
open fields and greenhouses was about 14.1
tons per hectare.

Vegetables yield, t/ha

Figure 14: Vegetables yield, t/ha
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According to the latest official data (by the end
of 2016), the volume of agricultural
production in comparison with 2014 has
decreased by 34.7%:
- 396,800 tons of potato was
harvested, which is almost 49% less than in
2014;
- the gross harvest of vegetables
decreased 2.3 times and amounted to
210,000 tons;
- fruits and berries harvests in 2016
was about 108,800 tons, which is almost 15%
less than in 2014.
Geographic locations with concentration of
the fruits and vegetables producers is quite
spread across the entire territory of the
Oblast. The main production facilities are
concentrated in 11 districts of the Donetsk
Oblasts, namely Bakhmutsky, Kostyantynivskyi,
Velikonovolokivsky, Dobropilsky, Mangush,
Marinsky, Yasinuvatsky, Aleksandrovsky,
Nikolsky, Slavic, and Liman Rayon and
Hromdas. Officially registered producers of
vegetables and fruits are absent only in the
Volnovakh Rayon. In Nikolsky, Aleksandrovsky,
Pokrovsky, Slavyansky Rayons and Limansky
Hromada, the fruits and berry production is
carried out with significant scale by the legal
farming entities. Cultivation of vegetables is
quite limited in these territories.
In the territory of the Oblast, there are areas
with historically developed potential for
production of vegetables and fruits. One of
such centers is the Slaviansk Rayon, in
particular the settlement Chervony Molodchar,
where in 2014 up to 300 hectares were
allocated for growing vegetables. At present,
because of an increased demand in local
markets, there is a growing attempt by the
farmers to restore the pre-conflict volumes of
production. In the field of fruits and berries
production, there is a good potential in
Velykonovosilkivskyi Rayon, where there are
several farming enterprises engaged in
producing fruits (in particular, apples) and
large number of households producing
berries and working in small-scale gardening.
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Lugansk Oblast
Producers and processors of fruit and
vegetable products are mainly concentrated in
the areas bordering with Russia and with the
Kharkiv and Donetsk Oblasts - Milovsky,
Markovsky, Novopskovsky, Belokurakinsky,
Troitsky, Kremynsky districts, as well as
Novoaidarsky, which is now located close to
the contact line. Such geographic location of
the production and processing facilities were
part of the value chains for the destination
markets outside of the Luhansk Oblast.
Most of the fruit and vegetable production is
carried out by the households and small farms
representing 82-83% of all the produced
volumes. On the territory of Luhansk Oblast,
there are areas with historically developed
potential for gardening and vegetables
production, such as in Stanychno-Luhansk
Rayon, Novoaidarsky Novopskovsky Kreminsky
and Starobelsky Rayons. The main production
facilities are concentrated in six Rayons of the
Luhansk Oblast (Belokurakinsky, Markovsky,
Novoyadyrsky, Kreminsky, Trinity,
Popasnyansky). Most of the vegetables are
cultivated in open fields with some smaller
share being cultivated in the greenhouses.
Potato is one of the staple foods and
important vegetables grown by the farmers in
both Oblasts. In 2016, total of 17,200 hectares
of land were allocated for potato production
in the Luhansk Oblast. Even more land was
used for potato production in the Donetsk
Oblast (35,700 ha). Gross harvest in 2016 in
the Lugansk Oblast was 252,840 tons and
409,100 tons in the Donetsk Oblast.
As stated earlier, many farmers grow
tomatoes, cucumbers, cabbage, onions,
paprika, zucchini, eggplants and other
vegetables predominantly in the open fields.
The total area of vegetables (without potatoes)
in 2016 in the Lugansk Oblast was about
9,300 hectares and 14,800 hectares in
Donetsk Oblast. Gross harvest of vegetables in
Lugansk Oblast was 168,000 tons and 213,800
tons in Donetsk Oblast.
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Pumpkin is grown in significant quantities, but

times, and expenditures farmers invested for

not like a vegetable. Most often, pumpkin is

repairs and maintenance decreased by almost

grown as an oilseed crop because of the good

by 2 times.

price and high demand in the domestic
market. This is a profitable business among

Three quarters of the agricultural enterprises

farmers these days. Many farmers also grow

do not have the appropriate equipment for

pumpkins to feed cattle or pigs.

processing of vegetables, which prevents
them from obtaining additional added value,

The problems of the subsector:
Causes and consequences
Vegetables are mainly located in households
with a share of over 86% in total production.
The cost of producing vegetables in
households is one and a half to two times
higher than in agricultural enterprises due to
the inefficient use of resource potentials,
technologies, use of manual labour, lack of
innovation and mechanization. Manual labour
is forming most of the structure of
expenditures in household-based model of
growing vegetables, which results in an
increase in labour use intensity. The main
reasons for the considerable costs of manual
labour are the low level of complex
mechanization of production processes and
the poor organization of production,
especially in private plots. Unlike other
spheres of plant growing, vegetables
production is the most labour-intensive
sub-sector. The share of labour costs in the
overall structure of the cost of production of
open soil vegetables is more than 30%.
As a result, in vegetables growing due to the
disparity of prices for means of production of
vegetable products, proceeds from sales do
not reimburse the costs in the amount
necessary for extended reproduction.

because washed and packaged vegetables can
be sold at 15-20% higher prices. There are
almost no facilities for freezing and drying
vegetables.
A significant problem is the small volumes of
harvests and scattered supply from
households. There are not many agricultural
enterprises that would supply sufficient
quantities of products through marketing
channels. Scattered location of small
quantities of vegetables makes the logistics
complicated for formation of minimally
required uniform quantities. The unorganized
production has resulted in lack of professional
local branding for the grown vegetables and
fruits. Value chains are broken for many types
of fruits and vegetables because of the lack of
large-scale trade through organized food
markets, where the sale of products is
guaranteed on economically advantageous
terms. As a result, the value chain of
"producer-aggregator-processor-retailer-cons
umer" remains congested by a large number
of business entities and is not functional in
many instances.

Available infrastructure and
market opportunities
Many local intermediaries work in the territory
of the Donetsk Oblast who purchase

As a result, farmers engaged lose their

vegetables and fruits from the farmers. In the

invested resources. In addition to the ongoing

southwestern parts of the Donetsk Oblast, in

conflict in Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts,

particular in Velikonovosilkivsky, Nikolsky and

another negative factor in recent years was

Mangushsky Rayons purchase of raw materials

the consequence of the significant

is carried out by the traders from the

depreciation of local currency and price

Zaporizha Oblast. Similarly, in the northern

disparities. The cost of seeds increased 1.7

territories (Oleksandrivsky, Dobropolsky,

times, fertilizers 1.8 times, plant protection

Slavyansky Rayons and Lyman Hromada)

products 1.5 times, fuel and oils 4 times,

wholesale intermediaries from the Kharkiv

electricity 4.3 times, water consumption 1.9

region are working.
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The situation is similar in the Lugansk Oblast.

accessible large cities of the two Oblasts and

One of the differences is the lack of a

elsewhere in Ukraine with various levels of

systematic purchase from Zaporizhzhya

success. Competition in these markets is

Oblast because of the long distances. Larger

already quite high and requires farmers to

number of traders from the Kharkiv Oblast

work hard on increasing quality of their

operate here because of close proximity.

produces and productivity. Supporting

Traders from the Dnipro Oblast also purchase

farmers in establishing mini-processing

vegetables and fruits from the farmers in the

facilities for vegetables and fruits will be an

Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts.

important contribution in speeding up the
process of re-orientation to the new markets.

Most of the berries produced in the Luhansk
and Donetsk Oblasts are sold in the local

At present, there is very few well-established

markets. Nearly all the berries are produced

distribution channels for fruits and vegetable

by the households in the two Oblasts and

harvests of small producers. They can be

unfortunately the produced quantities do not

described as the private intermediaries and

meet the demand in the territories of their

retail chains. The private intermediaries are

Oblasts. Similarly, local market demand for

purchasing harvest of the vegetable products

different vegetables, such as potatoes and

in rural communities for further resale in the

onions are not fully met by local production.

markets of the Oblasts. Their activities are not

The missing quantities are brought by the

systematic or organized. As a rule, they are

traders from the other Oblasts of Ukraine and

more interested on purchasing products in

sold in the markets of the Luhansk and

farms that already have a sufficient volume of

Donetsk Oblasts.

vegetables for wholesale. This simplifies the
logistics of their operations.

Loss of opportunity to sell their fruits and
vegetables to the large cities of Donetsk and

Retail chain networks are presented by several

Luhansk has placed the farmers in the difficult

companies, such as Silpo, Brusnichka, ATB,

process of looking for new markets. The main

Family and Fora. Purchase of agricultural

direction of reorientation took place towards

products in such networks is carried out

the remaining larger cities of Mariupol,

through their central offices. Requirements

Kramatorsk, Slavyansk, Starobilsk and

regarding the volumes, quality and

Severodonetsk. However, the potential of

homogeneity of the batches of supplied

these cities does not match the absorption

products are very rigid and many small

capacity that existed in the consumer markets

producers are not able to comply with them.

in Donetsk and Luhansk cities. As a result,
since 2014, there was a decrease in
production volumes, as well as a parallel
search for markets in neighbouring Oblasts.
It is an important factor that the two Oblasts
have territories with a long history of
vegetables growing and gardening and
farmers specialised in these spheres. In
Luhansk Oblast, such areas are
Stanichno-Luhansk, Novoajdarsky, Starobilsky
and Kreminsky, and in Donetsk Oblast - Slavic,
Velikovoloskivsky Stanichno-Luhansk,
Novoyadyrsky and Slavic Rayons are now at
the stage of restoration of pre-conflict scale of
growing vegetables. At the same time, farmers
are re-orienting sales of their produces to the
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2.3 Impact of Agriculture on tax
revenues for local Hromadas
2.3.1

Tax mechanism at local level

Ukraine is undergoing a process of
decentralization of administrative functions,
service provision and allocation of state funds.
In this process, new administrative units called
‘Hromada’ in local language are being created
with increased authority and responsibilities
to bring budget allocation decision making
processes and other government services
closer to the population level. Process of
decentralization is well underway in the GCA

The agriculture sector in eastern Ukraine:
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of the Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts with 17
amalgamated Hromadas established already.

businesses is one of the key prospect for
ensuring significant increase of the Hromada’s
budget. In the current circumstances,

As part of the fiscal decentralization reforms,

developing the MSMEs in various sectors

the newly established amalgamated Hromadas

including agriculture is the fastest option with

are receiving increased roles and

minimal investment requirements.

responsibilities for provision of public services
to their communities. They are now delegated
with an authority to independently manage

2.3.2 Value chain improvement and tax
revenues

various socioeconomic services in their
territories, such as schools and nursery

Value chain development can substantially

schools, arranging primary healthcare, culture

increase revenues and profitability for the

centres, clubs, libraries, stadiums, sports

producers and other participants. Weaknesses

centres, social aid and administrative services.

in the value chains negatively affect the work

To deliver these services, Hromadas are now

of all the participants including producers,

provided with an increased authority over

aggregators, processor, retail sellers and even

retaining various tax revenues from their

consumers. Participants will not be able to

territory and benefiting from the different

gain maximum possible profits and benefits if

regional and national programmes. All 100%

the value chain is not developed. For instance,

of the property tax from land, real estate and

where the value chains are disjointed or

transport collected in the territory are now

broken, small farmers will be forced to sell

kept under the management of Hromada.

most of their produce at harvest at low prices.

Similarly, 100% of the single tax, excise tax

Access to storage facilities can transforms the

from retail sale (tobacco, alcohol, oil products)

farmer from a one-off seller into an interesting

and fees of administrative services remain in

supplier with product available for several

the Hromada budget.

months.

Sixty percent of personal income tax of

Tax revenues at Hromadas are proportional to

residents also stays in Hromada and the

the income of population residing in their

remaining 40% are used in the national and

territory and profitability of their businesses.

regional budgets.

In the territories, where most of the incomes
depend on the agriculture-based businesses,
effectiveness of the value chains for

This new modality of public administration

agricultural products determines profitability

requires Hromadas to plan their inflow of

for participants. Findings of the surveys and

resources to meet the needs of the

statistical data analyses conducted in for this

expenditure part of the budget. Therefore,

assessment revealed that there is a tendency

there is a genuine interest in developing

of overdependence on the cereals and

different businesses that could increase tax

oilseeds production in the Luhansk and

revenues in the territories of Hromadas. Some

Donetsk Oblasts, just like in many other

of the Hromadas are ‘luckier’ to have large

Oblasts in Ukraine.

industries geographically located in their
territory, which help with increased inflow of

The value chains for grains and oilseeds are

revenues to the Hromada budget. In many

being developed over decades based on

other instances however Hromadas have to

international exports as row materials. Such

rely on the agriculture-based revenues in the

modality does not require significant value

absence of industries in their geographic

adding to the product in the territories of

territory. While some of the fixed revenues

Hromadas apart from drying, sorting and

such as land and property tax do bring some

storage. Most of the grains are exported as

smaller but stable inflow, development of

row material with no processing. Oilseeds
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pressing is and oil extraction is conducted by
large factories in only few locations. As a

Fruits in Starobilsk

result, at Hromada level grains and oilseeds
are produced and sold as a raw material with
no processing in most cases.
Grains and oilseeds production are highly
mechanized types of farming with new
technologies and does not require much
labour force compared to many other types of
farming activities. Switching to grains and
oilseeds production has resulted in loss of

A young farmer Vasiliy Khimich from
Starobilsk of Luhansk region served
for 1,5 years as a volunteer in the
Armed Forces of Ukraine decided in
2015 to engage himself in
gardening starting from a garden of
500 apple and pear trees. In
2016-2017 he planted 3,5 hectares
additionally. Vasiliy is sure that

employment opportunities in many villages

gardening will create new jobs in

where people were working in the vegetables,

the rural area of Luhansk region.

fruits and berries production, processing,

Previously, only his family worked

animal raising and other sub-sectors of

on such a plot of land. Now he

agriculture. Employment opportunities is a big

employs 3 workers. 30 people

challenge for the Hromadas now.
Large number of unemployed population is
negatively affecting the budget of Hromadas

worked during the planting of a
garden in 2017. Vasiliy is expecting
to employ 10 fulltime and almost 50
seasonal workers to improve his

by reducing the inflow of income taxes and

production efficiency.

increasing the burden of social expenditures.
Interviews conducted in the framework of this
assessment revealed that there is a good
potential for restoration and strengthening
value chains for the different types of
agricultural activities, such as vegetables,
fruits and berries production as well as animal
raising for meat and dairy sector.
These types of agribusinesses are based on
small and medium scale operations and
require large number of people to be
employed. These commodities require first
step processing of small and medium scale,
which can be done in the territories of
Hromadas. The more value added to the
products through processing takes place in
the territories of Hromada the more income
and tax revenues will remain. Such positive
experiences and cases are available for
learning and replication from the other parts
of Ukraine, such as Lviv Oblast.

2.4

Employment opportunities

2.4.1

Farm level employment

At the production level, number of jobs is
gradually decreasing in the Luhansk and
Donetsk Oblasts because of shifting to less
labour-intensive grains and oilseeds
production. If in 2012 total of 269,000 people
were employed in agriculture sector of the
two Oblasts (210,000 in Donetsk and 59,000 in
Luhansk), in 2016 only 102,000 people (64,000
in Donetsk and 38,000 in Luhansk) are
reported in state statistics working in the
agriculture sector. Such a significant reduction
by over 60% is caused by variety of factors,
such as ongoing conflict, loss of access to
parts of the territories of the two Oblasts and
also because of continued trend of shifting
more and more towards cultivation of less
labour-intensive grains and oilseed crops.
Farm level employment opportunities are
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much more diverse and intensive in the crops

the pyramids of their distribution network

other than grains and oilseeds, such as

based in the central cities of Luhansk and

vegetables, fruits and berries as well as animal

Donetsk in the past. Their logistical hubs were

farming for dairy and meat production. Added

also based in these cities originating the flow

value created for the products in these

down to Rayons and villages all over the
territories of the Oblasts. With the onset of

sectors can remain locally.

the conflict access to the central Donetsk and
However, in the context of Luhansk and

Luhansk cities is limited and therefore the

Donetsk Oblasts, our assessment revealed

earlier established networks of farming inputs

that most MSMEs and family farms sell their

distribution all collapsed.

produce to intermediaries and therefore do
not take maximally possible benefits. In dairy

Because of broken networks and the ongoing

sector, it is 81% and in vegetables it is 77% of

instabilities all farmers surveyed for this

18

the produces that are sold to intermediaries.

assessment reported that input suppliers

Only larger dairy farms from among

have stopped providing agricultural inputs on

mentioned producers tend to sell their milk

credit in the two oblasts. Broken networks,

directly to processors. No such dairy farms

lack of trade credit and ongoing conflict has

were found in the Luhansk Oblast by the

limited access of the farmers to the good

research team for this study.

quality farming inputs. The market of farming

This underlines the need to develop value

opportunistic businesses selling doubtful

inputs provision is being taken over by the
chains and their main function would be the

quality seeds, low quality fertilizers and

aggregation of production from small farmers

sometimes even counterfeit pesticides.

and building capacities for basic processing
where possible. Establishing an operational

Revitalization of normal functioning of the

value chain for the products will help with

farming inputs supply markets, legalization

increasing farm level employment and

and use of formal contractual agreements will

retaining a bigger share of product added

help creating employment opportunities for

value close to the farmers.

the network of distributors and sellers of the
various farming inputs.

2.4.2

Inputs industry employment

2.4.3

Processing sector employment

In the context of Ukraine, where most of the
high value crops and animal products are

In Luhansk 7 of the 9 large food processing

produced by large number of small farms,

plants that operated before the conflict are

provision of farming inputs is a logistically

located in the NGCA. Taking roots back from

complicated process. Because of the

the Soviet times, most of the processing

geographically scattered location of the

facilities are of the large scale in the two

farmer, diversity of the types of needed

Oblasts.

farming inputs and small quantities needed by
each farmer the inputs supply industry is a

Their scale of operation made some of them

labour-intensive sector.

vulnerable to the changes in business
operation imposed by the conflict. In contrast

Ongoing conflict has disrupted the structure

to the large-scale processing factories, the

of the farming inputs provision networks

smaller processing businesses are easier to

established in the two Oblasts. Companies

adjust to the changing needs of the markets.

selling various types of farming inputs, such as
seeds, fertilizers and sprays had the tops of

Small-scale processing facilities have a good

18 USAID survey of Donbas, 2017
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potential to grow and create employment
opportunities at local community level.
Small-scale processing can create both short
term or seasonal jobs as well as regular
employment opportunities. Many types of the
agricultural products produced in the Luhansk
and Donetsk Oblasts, especially vegetables,
fruits, berries and dairy products can be
processed locally in the communities of
products origin. Such processing capacities
however are very limited at the moment as
revealed by the interviews of this study.
Where existing, the small-scale processing
facilities are helping to improve the efficiency
of the product value chains and increasing the
amount of added value remaining in the
territory of the producing farming community.
It is also worth noting that processing
capacities are helping farmers to increase
their production of the types of crops and
products needed as a raw material for
processing. It gives a sense of stability for
selling harvests and therefore increases
interest of the farmers to produce. As a result,
processing sector directly employs people and
indirectly contributes to increasing
employment at production level by increasing
demand for raw materials and providing
stability of the purchases from farmers.

Vegetable packhouse
Value Chains need to aggregate
production and this can be done in
a ‘Pack House’ which can be run by
a group or co-op. An example from
a value chain project in Lviv showed
a packhouse in a very poor region
with high unemployment. The
packhouse was a converted cow
barn which was insulated and
cooling systems added for a cost of
about $30,000 of which 40% was a
matching grant.
The packhouse was used for
cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli and
carrots and had a capacity of 400
tons. It was also used in summer
for cooling and packaging
strawberries from 6 ha. It created
new value chains for each product
and resulted in 70 new seasonal
jobs, most of which were for more
than 6 months. Farmers using the
pack house reported their selling
season extended from 2 months to
6 months and incomes increased
by 40 to 60%.

2.4.4 Transport, logistics and wholesale
sector employment
Transportation, logistics and wholesale sector
are important parts of the value chains for the
grains and oilseed crops. Because of the large
volumes grains and oilseeds value chains are

and poor transport logistics, which results in
significantly lower grain prices for farmers,
especially in Luhansk Oblast.

more dependent on the logistical
infrastructure compared to the other high
value crops. During the focus group
discussions, many farmers brought up the lack
of grain storage, drying and loading facilities
as a key issue. During the surveys of the
study 77% of farmers interviewed said they
did not have a grain dryer.
This is compounded by ‘few buyers’ for grain
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Wheat and barley harvests will usually not
require drying due to the hot summers but
sunflowers, which are harvested later in
autumn, almost always does. About a million
tons of sunflower are harvested annually from
the two Oblasts, which indicates the
significant scale of the required logistics.
Luhansk Oblast has 2 larger crushing plants,
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which are operating, and about 20 very small
ones, which have a combined annual capacity
of processing 332,000 tons of sunflower.

19

It is estimated that the current processing
capacity in Luhansk Oblast is only sufficient
for 52% of the total harvests. Donetsk Oblast
has more crushing capacity with a large plant
of 666,000 tons annual capacity, but it is in
Mariupol city situated in the south of the
Donetsk Oblast. Because of the difficulties of
logistical connection this plant mainly serves
the southern part of the oblast and
neighbouring Kherson Oblast due to the
difficult access from the northern parts of the
Donetsk Oblast and the Luhansk Oblast.
The sunflower crushing plants employ
significant number of people reaching
hundreds depending on the scale and types of
final products. There is considerable scope in
increasing value added through increasing the
local crushing capacity which would add a
significant number of jobs (as well as directly
in the crushing plants, but also in grain drying
and cleaning.
As the rail network to transport grains from
Luhansk Oblast only operates from the
western side of the oblast, any increase in
local crushing capacity would also, greatly
reduce the pressure on the road network
going west to ‘export’ the grains out of the
oblast.
This would also solve the problem of lower
prices for sunflower in the oblast, which
farmers have complained about. Sunflower
crushing can be profitable in small scale
crushers, where the output is used mainly for
animal feed or biodiesel.
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III. Strategy to develop
agriculture sector
3.1 General constraints and
proposed solutions

Formation of cooperatives

3.1.1

difficult situation is to unite and work together to

Market access

One of the practical options for the farmers in this
overcome the difficulties they are facing. FAO is

Access to local consumer markets for selling

supporting some 50 groups of SME farmers who

agricultural products become very limited after

are interested in collaborating in their work.

the conflict. This was highlighted by many of

Twenty of these groups are registered as

the interviewed farmers and those

agricultural service cooperatives and support

participating in focus group discussions. The

their members with various services in

central cities of the two Oblasts had a large

procurement of inputs, machinery sharing,

consumer market not only for the producers

grading of produce and sales and marketing.

of their own Oblasts, but also for the entire

Cooperatives provide services of common

region. Donetsk city for example with its nearly

interest for their members, such as joint

a million population most employed in the

procurement of farming inputs, packing, labelling

industries with good earning was one of the

and selling of produces, shared mechanisation

biggest consumer markets of Eastern Ukraine.

services and others. The other groups are also

Many businesses were selling products to

working on formalization of their operations and

Donetsk or buying from there from all over

registration of agricultural cooperatives. A

Ukraine.

growing number of farmers are realizing that it is
much more difficult for them to address the
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In the new reality of today, farmers and

challenges they are facing individually and much

agriculture related businesses must adjust

easier if they are in a group.

their business and target the other domestic

Joint procurement of farming inputs is one of the

markets of various regions of Ukraine or link to

most important activities of these groups. Before

the international export markets. Grain and

formation of the groups, individual farmers were

oilseed producers had suffered less because

purchasing their inputs, such as seeds, fertilizers,

their products were mainly export oriented

pesticides and others separately. Individually,

and did not depend on the structure of

depending on their farm size, farmers were each

domestic markets. Depending on the

buying small quantities of the farming inputs they

destinations, the export oriented markets are

need. Because of the small volumes, farmers had

also negatively affected by the ongoing conflict

to buy the inputs from the very end of the supply

and political disputes. Trade with the Russian

chains of distributors and therefore were paying

Federation is banned, which had a negative

the highest prices. Farmers, especially small ones,

effect on the number of businesses buying

were also quite often disappointed with the

products from there or selling their product to

quality of the farming inputs received because of

the Russian Federation. Dairy sector producers

counterfeit products in the market and

of both Luhansk and Donetsk Oblast exported

negligence in storage and transportation

part of their products to the Russian

requirements for the inputs. Cooperating allowed

Federation in the past. Close geographic

them to form larger quantities of farming inputs

proximity to the Russian Federation was an

to order from trusted suppliers at better prices

advantage for the two Oblasts.

with assured quality.
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smartphone application in Ukraine for fruit
OUR CAPABILITIES.” Members of
agricultural service cooperative
"Striltsivka-Nova" that unites small
farmers in Milovsky district of the
Lugansk region used to lease their
land shares to large farmers and
were engaged in backyard farming.
Later, due to the conflict, farmers

and vegetables, meat and dairy prices is the
20

“Shuvar” wholesale market in Lviv, which
publishes daily market prices from several
markets as well as two of the wholesale
markets in Poland. An example of the daily
prices for vegetables is shown in Figure 15.

Trade show attendance

were forced to process their own
land shares and diversify

This will provide producers with the

production. This required

opportunity to travel internally and externally

appropriate equipment. With the

to see opportunities in new markets, and

help of FAO, cooperative received 3

make trade contacts. Attendance at trade

units of machinery that allowed to

shows needs to be well planned and should

expand the range of services

include previously set up ‘matching meetings’

provided. In the beginning of 2015

between representatives of farmers or farmer

cooperative included 23 farmers

groups and potential buyers. This should

that cultivated together 200

include samples of product but, if these are

hectares, by 2017 number of

not available as it’s too early in the season,

members raised to 35 with doubled
area of cultivated land.

then carefully prepared simple presentations,
which stress the quality control of the
producers all along the value chain, starting

Bezkrovniy Anatoliy, Head of
the Cooperative: “My wife is
disabled. We need to go to the district

from the quality of the inputs used. Estimates
of the predicted volume of production by
month are very important to show buyers that

hospital often. Our family needed

this can be a long-term relationship. Local

means of transportation very much.

consultants (service providers) can play an

Thanks to the cooperative's

important role as they will be perceived as

machinery, the income of my farm

more ‘neutral’ than the buyers and so can

allowed me to buy a car. This greatly
improved

ensure good follow up to answer any
questions from the buyers and move towards
negotiation of contracts.
Visits to trade shows should also be combined

Information services
The provision of better information especially
on prices is a major factor in improving access
to markets. Farmers need prices both for
various farming inputs to buy and prices for
the agricultural products to sell. Several good
websites and applications show prices across
several markets in Ukraine and in Europe.
Demonstrating them to the farmers and local
service providers will help to improve
knowledge of the farmers on market dynamics
and situation. One of the main websites and

with visits to leading producers and
processors in those regions so that the
Luhansk and Donetsk Oblast farmers can see
‘best practice’ in action.

3.1.2

Access to Finance

Lenders perceive a high risk in the region
which is both political and commercial as they
see fewer buyers and lower margins there.
They assess collateral there as very poor
(difficult to sell) and so low value. This applies
to banks, input distributors and machinery
leasing. The difficult business environment

20 https://info.shuvar.com/
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Figure 15

adds to these difficulties, especially for

as well. Raiffeisen Aval is considering the

households, who want to register property,

possibility to start SME lending via their office

obtain documents, transfer land and generally

in Dnipro but only to SMEs operating in rayons

find no improvements in the regulatory

of Donetsk oblast that are situated next to the

environment.

border of Dnipropetrovsk oblast. Other banks
didn’t manage to restore lending activity.

In 2014 as the conflict started all the banks
stopped their activity in the region. All the

Summary of the main constraints in Access to

SME debt management activities were passed

Finance:
• Trade credit for inputs (seeds,

to branches in Kharkiv and Dnipro. As of 2017
banking activity in the region is limited to

sprays, fertilisers etc) has stopped
• Bank finance almost completely

management of operations and doesn’t
include SME lending. The areas of banks
concentration are:

stopped
• GCA collateral considered to be of
low value

• Luhansk oblast: Severodonetsk,
Lysychansk, Rubizhne;

• Machinery leasing unavailable
• Very high interest rates

• Donetsk oblast: Kramatorsk,
Bakhmut, Slovyansk, Mariupol.

In all interviews and focus group discussions
conducted for this assessment ‘difficult Access

According to interviews only Privat Bank and

to Credit’ was cited as a key problem. 80% of

Oshchad Bank are slowly starting to lend

the surveyed farmers said they did not apply

again. According to some unofficial

for credit and many added ‘because it would

information Megabank considers some loans

be rejected’. Effectively the banks have almost

21

21
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Figure 16: Did the enterprise apply for a bank loan or credit from 2013?
Type of the farm

Yes, %

No, %

Enterprise

24%

76%

Legal farm

24%

76%

Private entrepreneur

4%

96%

stopped lending and cite ‘risk’ and ‘low value
of collateral’ as the two main issues.

As indicated in the Figure 17, 62% of farms

As shown in the Figure 16, almost none of the

own all their machinery and equipment and

interviewed private entrepreneurs

that 38% hire or borrow it from others. The

representing small farmers ever applied for

market of borrowing machinery is not very

the loan since the conflict. Only nearly one

developed in the Luhansk and Donetsk

quarter of the larger enterprises and legal

Oblasts and therefore farmers who can afford

farms did apply for loans, but not many

try to purchase their own machinery. It can be

received approvals.

a new or secondhand machine, but still

Banks and leasing companies are not

preference is higher towards purchasing and

providing loans or leasing contracts for

operating a personally owned equipment.

businesses in the Donetsk and Luhansk
Oblasts as they consider it ‘risky’. Similarly, the

61% of the surveyed farmers who did apply

input suppliers that used to provide trade

for a loan had difficulties in the application

credit for seeds and agri-chemicals in the past

process and were refused. The most common

are also now insisting on 100% pre-payment

response (37%) was insufficient collateral. In

for these inputs. The effect of no credit is

the sub-sector report on Access to Finance

that farmers are buying less and cheaper

(Annex 18) Banks stated that they assessed

inputs such as seeds and animal feed, and

property and collateral in Donbas at a very low

applying less fertilizer and crop protection

value, as in case of default, they feel it would

chemicals. This results in lower yields, quality

be very difficult to find a purchaser for the

and therefore lower prices for crops.

asset.

Demand for credit

The strong demand for machinery and
equipment identified in the survey suggests

Over 88% of the SME farms surveyed

the value of credit required is very large. The

responded that they would like to buy

USAID Agricultural SME Lending Overview

machinery – and many mentioned that they

showed that there was a strong demand for

had delayed the purchase of necessary

loans by Agricultural SMEs in 2012

machinery and equipment, due to the

(pre-conflict) which was $121mln in Luhansk

instability and absence of credit but now, after

and $158mln in Donetsk Oblasts. These

3 years, it was becoming a necessity.

figures were for the whole oblasts at

Figure 17: Survey Results – Access to machinery and equipment
Own all machinery and equipment in use

62%

Rent/borrow part of the machinery/equipment from others

35%

Rent/borrow all the equipment from others

3%
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Figure 18: Did you experience any problems getting the loan?
Because of the active conflict

11%

Administrative difficulties to get clearance from bank HQ

20%

Did not deliver a proper description of the potential of the
enterprise

9%

Lack of collateral

37%

Complicated government regulations

17%

Other

6%

pre-conflict times but gives an indication of

credit applications through banks and are

the demand volumes and, as the GCA of each

unable to use their land for collateral. Trade

oblast, have the majority of agriculture, it

credit is flexible and does not require a credit

means that substantially more than half of this

application or financial assessment. The

demand could be assumed for the GCA, and

distributor simply provides the products

this demand has now built up over the 3 years

based on the previous track record of the

of the conflict.

farm with the farmer usually paying a 20%
deposit. Arable crops like wheat and

Matching Grants

sunflower require around $300 / ha to
purchase seeds, fertilizers and sprays.

Matching grants depend on the recipient

Traditionally it was based on the track record

providing some part of the cost of an

of the farmer – they borrowed 200,000 UAH

investment. The grants can vary from 20% of

last year and repaid on time, so the credit is

the total cost. They have proven to be

increased the following year. It has started to

effective as the recipient (e.g. farmer in this

become more sophisticated in other Oblasts

case) has to risk his own funds or to raise

of Ukraine as IFC, EBRD and others have

funds from a credit application or private loan.

developed ‘agrarian receipts’ or ‘warehouse

Grants that are above 70% or even 100% are

receipts’ programmes, where the future crop

much less effective as the recipient bears little

can be pledged against trade credit.

or no risk. In the development of value chains

Surveyed farmers complained that they could

where farmers have to either invest in new

not get trade finance for agricultural inputs,

systems (e.g. storage) or to group together to

which they used to regularly get before the

aggregate their production a matching grant

conflict. The research Team Leader

can be a very effective stimulus to encourage

interviewed the largest distributor of

the investment or the creation of a group or

agricultural inputs in Ukraine and they

cooperative.

confirmed that the two oblasts were not
considered for trade credit due to the political

Trade Credit

risk with the exception of 2 to 3 farms near
the boundaries of neighbouring oblasts and
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Trade credit for the finance of inputs is, by far,

with whom the distributors had a long

the most common types of working capital

experience. In response to the question of

finance for arable crops in Ukraine.

what would be required to restart this – they

Agricultural distributors are interested to sell

said ‘a guarantee or similar for the ‘political

more seeds, fertilizers and chemicals and

risk’ – they are happy to take the commercial

farmers are constrained by cumbersome

risk and have a large database of SME farms
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they have traded with before so they could

3.1.3

restart the trade credit very quickly.

Inadequate provision of services

Survey of the farmers found that rural

Credit Unions

services were considered inadequate or poor
by the majority of surveyed farmers and this

Three credit unions were interviewed and

was especially highlighted in the focus group

each had 2-4 branches in the Donetsk and

discussions. One of the main issues

Luhansk Oblasts – Azov (4), Farmer (2) and

identified was the lack of laboratory services.

Milove credit (4). The conflict and subsequent

Farmers and the oblast administrations

division of the oblasts caused them serious

complain that the modern laboratory facilities

problems and most deposits had to be

are in the NGCA and this has caused

returned and, effectively, they had to restart

problems in the ability to inspect some

operations in 2015-16. Loan sizes vary from

agricultural inputs, especially chemicals, soil

20,000 UAH to 150,000 UAH in these credit

and seeds, as well as to test farm produce,

unions. Interest rates are from 36-72% p.a.

particularly milk and horticultural produce. At

and the highest rates are now reducing as the

the same time good quality and modern

Hryvna has become more stable following the

laboratory services are available in the

steep devaluation in 2014. Their preferred

neighbouring Oblasts. Some of the required

security is a personal guarantee from a 3rd

tests are not time sensitive and can be

party but some other collateral can be used.

carried out by sending samples to the

Most of the loans are for consumption credit

distanced laboratories. Capacities of these

but around 12% were used for farming

laboratories does allow fulfilling the needs for

activities and this would certainly be much

most of the cases for such tests in Donetsk

higher if the interest rates were lower. EIB

and Luhansk Oblasts.

reports that around 20% of credit union loans
were used for business purposes pre-conflict.

Information provision, technical advice and

The credit unions all stated that they were

market information services are another

performing well and expanding as people

constraint reported by the farmers. While the

perceive a more stable situation away from

larger scale farms can afford receiving such

the contact zone.

information for their purposes, the small
farms are in a more disadvantaged situation.

It is also interesting to note that over 7,740

Over 63% of the interviewed small farms

SME businesses (from all sectors) moved out

reported that their access to technical and

of the two oblasts during 2015 to other

price information did not become easier in

regions of Ukraine.22 The large majority of

the last years (Figure 19).

these would have not been farmers who find it
much more difficult to move but would also
include some rural businesses that would
have been potential partners and investors in

Rural Business Support Center
Establishing Rural Business Support Centers

agricultural value chains.

Figure 19: Did the enterprise apply for a bank loan or credit from 2013?
Type of the farm

Yes, %

No, %

Enterprise

56%

44%

Legal farm

52%

48%

Private entrepreneur

37%

63%

22

Small and medium businesses in the Donbas: development and support policy, UNDP, 2017
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(RBSC) found being a successful model in

chains, farm management, value chains,

other countries supported by FAO. The RBSCs

marketing and promotion.
- Training of Machinery Service

are helping to address the shortcomings in
the services provided to the rural population

Providers in how to develop a contracting

and businesses. RBSCs are using a

service business, business management,

multi-pronged approach in addressing the

planning, machinery operation and

identified inadequate provision of services in

maintenance, sourcing of machinery, how to

rural areas. They focus on the development of

apply for bank loans, leasing, grants and other

selected value chains which will set the

financing and more value chain specific tasks

framework of development of sustainable

e.g. services to make high quality forage,

local service providers. The RBSC will then:

agbags for silage storage etc
.

• Help strengthen local service
providers;
• When none exist, the RSBC will

- Rural Business Support Centres will
work in close liason with the ‘Light Agricultural
Advisory Service’ (LAAS) which is currently

provide advisory services directly;

under preparation with FAO support. LAAS is

• Provide a bridge between service providers

designed to be based at hromada or rayon

and MSMEs;

level, as well as having a liason officer in each

• Provide targeted training for

oblast administration office. Staff will be hired

service providers as clusters of service

by the state and they will mainly perform the

providers are identified;

function of collating requests for information

• Assist with access to finance and/or
grants as appropriate;

and support and linking them with service
provider, which could include the RBSC.

• Develop demand-based training
programs and curricula;
• Analyze and support the provision

All the value chains would be supported
through the development of Rural Business

of market information services to the

Support Centres, which would provide

agriculture sector;

ongoing support to all parts of the value

• Assess technical and financial

chains and to the other related activities (e.g.

advisory services available to MSMEs and

access to finance and improving the

farmers, and develop ways to strengthen local

regulatory environment). The RBSC would

public services if possible, and expand private

provide very practical advice and training and

service providers;

most of the training would be in ‘Farmer Field

• Introduce digitized agricultural

Schools’. The RBSC can encourage local

services for commercial and household

private service providers, NGOs and state

farmers.

advisors to provide services to all participants
of any value chains, including rural

In addition, the RBSCs will be essential in

non-agricultural ones, and specifically to

supporting the following areas of activity:

develop a market for the commercialisation of
these services so they become sustainable

- Training of advisory service

private service providers.

providers who come from a variety of sources:
Local experts, Chambers of Commerce, NGOs,

Agricultural Advisory Services

State extension service and others. They will
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be trained in the operation of Farmer Field

An extension service in the Donetsk Oblast

Schools, business planning, crop and animal

was supported by International donors in the

husbandry targeted at the selected value

period 2000-2002 and then by the state
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budget. There was a main office and five

(LAAS) system. This was an initiative from the

sub-offices in Rayons, including locations in

Oblasts administrations themselves, as well as

Donetsk and Kramatorsk with specialists of

some of the Hromadas. This would be a

agronomy, legal, animal husbandry, economics

comprehensive, locally developed system of

and business planning. The service was doing

agricultural advisory services tailored to the

hard work, training farmers and helping them

needs and realities on the ground. The system

to cooperate. The advisory service in Donetsk

is being developed to provide information and

Oblast completed operation when the state

advisory services to MSME farmers of the two

funding ended and conflict erupted.

Oblasts. One of the key principles followed
while working on the design of a new

A similar structure of advisory services was

structure of the advisory services is its

established in the Luhansk Oblast. Seventy

financial and administrative lightness. The

per cent of all staff were professors from the

developed model will also ensure information

Luhansk agrarian university. Funding was

flow between the various participants,

obtained from projects, small grants from

including farmer-to-farmer exchange, learning

state and municipality (10 per cent of total

from academia, access to FAO analytics and

budget), and consultancy and training fees.

others.

The service in Luhansk Oblast, an NGO,
stopped working in Spring 2014 with the onset

The structure of the LAAS will be actively using

of instabilities.

online platforms and digital methods of
communication for provision of their services.

FAO is currently working with both oblasts to

In particular, they would help farmers to

support a ‘Light Agricultural Advisory Service’

access various mobile phone applications,
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which are already freely available in Russian or

Value chain development has proved to be

Ukrainian languages and provide training on

one of the most effective development

their use.

interventions across a variety of transition

As an example, this application for cucumber

countries and Ukraine has also experienced

production (above left) is free and in Russian.

several high quality agricultural value chain

It was developed and distributed by a very

projects. As resources are limited they should

successful commercial training centre called

be focused on a small number of specific

‘Neksigol’ in Tajikistan. Neksigol have

value chains. From this study the priority

commercialised their advisory work and

value chains should be:

import and sell seeds and chemicals as well as
small scale machinery.

• Dairy sector
• Cereals and oilseeds

Another example, on the right is the Bayer

• Fruit and vegetables

‘Weed Spotter’ application – a similar
application is available in Ukrainian.

Dairy Sector

3.2 Constraints and solutions by
value chains

In the dairy sector, as elaborated earlier in

Analyses of this study suggest that the four
main constraints are hindering developing a
sustainable agriculture and agri-business in
the GCA:

number of small producers and quality control
are the main weak points in the value chain.
Logistics of collecting milk from geographically
scattered producers to the processing
factories includes long distances of
transportation, which is costly. The low prices

• Difficult access to markets
• Very difficult access to credit and
finance
• Inadequate provision of services in
rural areas
• Difficult business operations
environment
Access to markets would need to be improved
through a value chain approach to achieve
quick impact and long-term sustainability.
Access to finance and investments would
require interventions with the financial
instruments tailored to the needs in the area
and realities on the ground. The provision of
rural advisory, knowledge and consulting
services will be more effective when provided
by the local institutions with the support of
the international partners using good
experiences from the other countries. An
enabling environment for the start and
development of rural MSMEs will be important
prerequisite for creating jobs in the
agriculture sector.
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this report, aggregation of the milk from large

paid by the milk processing factories for the
low-grade milk cannot cover all the costs of
logistics from remote locations. Prices paid for
the high-grade milk is sufficient in most cases
to cover the logistical costs and bring good
revenue to the producers.
Improving value chains in the dairy sector
requires a multifaceted approach. At a
production side, farmers need trainings on
improving the quality of their milk by
improving genetics of their animals, feeding
and care of the animals, sanitary and
mechanization of milking cows. This aspect is
becoming more and more relevant
countrywide to improve quality of the milk at
the production stage. Improving quality of
produced milk will take time because
implementation of the listed activities is a
lengthy process. Therefore, at the current
stage, at least two directions of the value
chains could develop. One can base on the
produced good quality milk and a different
value chain for the lower grade milk.
The lower grade milk does not stand the
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quality requirements of the dairy factories,

reach 15-20 cows or more. This generates

has a low price and therefore is not

much more income and employment on those

transportable over long distances. Value chain

farms.

for the lower grade milk has a short cycle
therefore, and includes basic processing into

Close cooperation among farmers is an

dairy products, such as cheese to sell locally.

important factor in operating and maintaining

The potential for systematization of these

the milk collection centers. Entering into

business schemes are not very high and they

contractual agreements between all the

can remain successful only in some particular

participants of the value chain including

locations, where other options are limited.

producers, aggregators, intermediaries and
dairy plants is another important factor that

Value chains of good quality milk has

will help to systemize interrelations among

weaknesses related with aggregation and

participants and give stability to their

quality control in many geographic locations

businesses.

of the two Oblasts assessed under this study.
Basic milk collection points equipped with

Grains and Oilseeds

quality control tools, filtering and cooling is
missing in many villages. As a result, not all

Value chains in grain and oilseeds are mainly

the quantities of produced milk can reach the

suffering from the disrupted logistical

processing facilities in time and with a good

networks. Restoration of the logistics are very

quality. Addressing this weakness of the dairy

costly and time-consuming in some spheres,

sector value chain in the Luhansk and Donetsk

such as reconnecting railroads, paving the

Oblasts will improve businesses for thousands

roads and construction of new elevators.

of producers in local communities and the

While these difficulties should be addressed in

dairy plants will receive a stable source of row

the longer term, several quick solutions can

material supplies.

help with improving the efficiency of the
grains and oilseeds value chains now.

At present, the intermediary collects milk from
various villages and transports it to a dairy

Figure 20

processor. Provision of a refrigerated bulk
milk tank and simple testing equipment to
form a milk collection centre in a village is the
first and important step in developing that
value chain. This allows the village to set up a
direct relationship with a dairy processor and
importantly improves milk quality by ensuring
the milk is cooled soon after milking and
increases the milk price to the village. The milk
collection centre can be established by setting
up an informal common interest group or
agricultural cooperative. While the milk
collection centre may require two or three

Creation of small-scale storage facilities in

people to operate it, the impact on rural jobs

many locations can help with postponing the

is much greater, as the small farmers can see

time of selling harvest during the winter

a quick benefit in increasing their number of

season when prices will increase in the

cows. The experience from across transition

market. Farmers will have a choice on

countries has universally shown that once

selecting when to sell their produces as

small farms move to over 5 or 6 cows, they will

opposed to selling from the field immediately

then expand quite quickly, and many will

at harvest time. Equipping these storage
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facilities with small-scale machines for sorting
grains and drying will increase the quality and

Figure 22

uniformity of the produced grains and allow
farmers to sell at higher prices.
Using other modern techniques for lower cost
temporary storage of the grains, such as large
grain storage bags (Ag-bags) or plastic covered
open-air storage can also help in some cases
(Figures 20 and 21). Introduction of these new
technologies is timely in the context of the
Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts to address the
logistics related weaknesses of the value

In other locations, where farmers reported
about having difficulties with remoteness of

chains.

the loading points of the grains on to the rail

Figure 21

ongoing conflict, using mobile loading

or their inaccessibility because of the
machines can serve as a solution (Figure 22).
The selected example illustrates loading
grains into the barge but these loading
machines also work for loading on to the rail
cars, big trucks and other transports.
Establishing contractual relationships
between the farmers, farmer groups,
elevators, traders and exporters is another
area of support needed for improvement of
the value chains in grains and oilseeds.
Exporters work based on contractual

The use of grain rings has recently entered
the market of Ukraine and their popularity is
growing among the farmers. Cost of this
technology is cheaper than using services of
the grain elevators. Grain rings (covered with
a plastic tent) offer a great deal of flexibility
in logistics, when the harvested grains do not
need to be transported long distances to
reach elevators for storage.
Using these new technologies will require
some starting investments to purchase the
needed machines and materials. Often
individual small and medium farmers cannot
afford purchasing such equipment on their
own. Establishing cooperation among several
farmers allows to overcome this challenge
and create a system of undertaking farming
activities together and cumulating larger
volumes that will be of more interest to the
bigger buyers.
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obligations with their international buyers
and based on that can sign deals with the
intermediaries, farmer groups or farmers
from whom exports will buy the grains.
Having these mutually beneficial contracts
will help to increase stability of business for
all the participants.

Fruits and Vegetables
Weaknesses in the fruits and vegetables
value chains identified in this study include
lack of processing and storage capacities,
packing and labelling, quality control and
certification as well as disconnect from the
retail markets. Value chains in the fruits and
vegetables have more weak points compared
to the grains and dairy sectors, but if
addressed, the vegetables, fruits and berries
have much larger potential of employment
generation in the two Oblasts.
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Strengthening fruits and vegetables sector
Formation of the interest groups is one of

with the value chain approach will help to

the first steps towards strengthening the

create self-employment opportunities for

value chains in the fruits and vegetables

thousands of people. Investments required

sector. In isolation as they are operating now

for each new start-up in fruits and vegetables

and scattered over the whole territories of

is lower than other sectors, and return on

the two Oblasts small and medium farmers

investments is higher.

engaged in fruits and vegetables production
have little chance for success.
They need to work together, agree on the
types and varieties of cultivars they will grow
and ensure uniformity of the final products
they produce individually. This will allow
formation of the required quantities of the
uniform products for bringing together,
processing, packing, labelling and marketing.
Farmers will need training to improve
knowledge on advancing farming techniques
and financial resources to invest in highly
productive cultivars, sprays, tools and
equipment. They need packinghouses with
materials supply where farmers could all
bring their harvests for sorting, packing and
labelling. Joint procurement of farming inputs
and materials as well as forming bigger
quantities of the final products for selling will
be beneficial for each member of the groups.
As a group, farmers can enter into
contractual agreement with both suppliers of
the farming inputs and retail network or
exporters for selling their produces.
The established groups of producers need
assistance in linking them with the retail
network inside Ukraine and companies
dealing with the export of vegetables, fruits
and berries from Ukraine. Participation in the
trade fairs, exhibitions and other business
forums will help the groups to establish the
needed contract relationships with the other
companies in the country. Organizing study
tours to the Western Oblasts of Ukraine,
such as Lviv Oblast, where fruits and
vegetables production is more advanced will
help to learn from the peers.
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IV. Access to finance and
grant support
Access to finance is a concern mentioned by

operational matters only. Agribusinesses as

most of the interviewed farmers as a major

well as other businesses in the region have no

constraint and is a key part in the development

access to financing for regular activities. They

of value chains when investments are required.

only rely on the own resources and ad-hoc

Matching grants can be critical in encouraging

financing received from various official and

farmers and other value chain participants in

unofficial sources.

committing to specific investments. Access to
finance in both oblasts, according to USAID,
was provided through the banking sector,
which delivered about 99% of all finances
involved. Financial needs of SME farmers
consisted of approximately 20% working
capital loans and 80% investment loans. In
pre-conflict times, the main players in SME
lending were Privat Bank, Alfa Bank, PUMB,
Megabank, Raiffeisen Bank Aval and Credit
Agricole Bank.

4.1

Loans

In all interviews carried out for this study,
‘difficult Access to Credit’ was cited as a key
problem. Eighty percent of the surveyed
farmers said they did not apply for credit and
many added ‘because it would be rejected’.
Effectively the banks have almost stopped
lending and cite ‘risk’ and ‘low value of
collateral’ as the two main issues. As a result,

In 2014, when the conflict began, situation
changed dramatically. All the banks stopped
their activities in the Luhansk and Donetsk
Oblasts leaving branches in GCA for

out of the over 300 farms surveyed only 12
received a loan in 2017.
As reported by the interviewed farmers, the
total amount of loans fell dramatically from
around USD 2.8mln in 2013 to just under USD

Total loans, USD
3 000 000
2 500 000
2 000 000
1 500 000
1 000 000
500 000
-
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Figure 23: Q31 - How many official loans did your enterprise received through 2013-2017?
Year

Number of
farmers
received a loan

Average size of
loans received,
UAH

2013

22

1,034,133

2014

11

2015

USD

Average
loans, USD

Total loans,
USD

8.16

126,732

2,788,104

733,571

12.60

58,220

640,419

11

388,750

22.52

17,262

189,887

2016

11

926,250

25.84

35,846

394,301

2017

12

2,410,000

26.76

90,060

1,080,717

/UAH

190,000 in 2015 after the start of the conflict.

based in the two Oblasts were obliged to

The reported total loan among the interviewed

return all deposits while facing a big raise of

farmers has recovered in 2017 but they were

bad loans. According to the Association of

restricted to only 12 farms with an estimated

Credit Unions, 21 credit unions in Donetsk,

total loan size of only USD 1mln. The loans

Luhansk Oblasts stopped their activity.

were entirely restricted to larger enterprises,
which have more collateral, which may well

Nevertheless, as revealed by the outcomes of

include collateral outside of the conflict area.

interviews, credit unions remain literally the
only institutions who issue loans in GCA of the

4.1.1

Credit Unions

two Oblasts using their own equities as a main
source of funding.

Credit unions are usually small credit

As part of this assessment, three credit unions

cooperatives that according to legal

were interviewed - two in Luhansk oblast and

restrictions work exclusively with individuals.

one in the Donetsk oblast. These are:

Due to a good rural reach and
1. “Azov Credit Company” with its four

relationship-based approach to analysis and
decision-making credit unions remain a

branches based in Mariupol city of the Donetsk

significant source of finance in rural areas.

Oblast;

Usually credit unions establish small (EUR

2. “Farmer” with its headquarters in

650-750) short-term loans mainly for

Starobilsk Rayon of the Luhansk Oblast and a

consumption purposes of their members but it

branch in Bilokurakyne (another branch in

is also usual that they provide a working capital

Bilovodsk is currently inactive due to a conflict);

for small businesses by issuing loans to its

3. “Milove Credit” with headquarters in

managers as individuals. According to EIB,

Milove Rayon of the Luhansk Oblast and

credit union loans for business purposes in

branches in Novopskov, Bilolutsk and Markivka.

pre-conflict period were estimated around
15-20 % of all credit union loans. According to

All the interviewed credit unions declared that

Association of Credit Unions as of 2015,

starting 2017 they are showing some positive

around 12.3% of all loans in Eastern region

dynamics in lending. They prefer to lend to

were issued to households and micro

their members with a good credit record.

businesses for farming purposes.

Average loan size varies between UAH

The main source of funding for credit unions

20-30,000 with minimum of UAH 3,000 and

traditionally are the deposits of their members

maximum not exceeding UAH 150,000. Interest

(individuals), which dictates the nature of their

rates are quite high and vary from 36% to 72 %

credit policies and complications they faced in

per annum. As a security, they use hard

Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts during the

collateral but in most cases, prefer a

conflict. Starting from 2014 all credit unions

third-party individual’s guarantee.
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4.1.2

Commercial Banks

4.1.3

Trade Credit

Banks remain the main financing source for

In cases when a full range of banking services

SME in Ukraine. As of May 2017, there were 90

are not available, supply trade credit may

banks active in Ukraine (184 in 2008) including

become a significant source of finance for

38 with foreign investment. Most of them

farmers. Traders, input suppliers other

officially offer SME loans, but many, including

businesses in value chain may provide financial

biggest ones, have not developed some SME

services to SME farmers. In most cases,

specific lending policies and use corporate

farmers do not receive cash but receive inputs

appraisal procedures. The main instruments

(fertilizers, seeds, pesticides, etc.) or other

for SME financing are short-term (up to 1 year)

goods. The limitation of trade credit is that it

working capital loans and investment loans (up

does not finance all farmers but only those

to 3-5 years). According to USAID, shares of

cultivating certain crops based on the product

each type of loans usually is 1/3 – working

that inputs supplier is providing. In most cases,

capital loans, 2/3 – investment loans. Interest

financing is short term (3-9 months) and covers

rates start from 17-19% in national currency

up to 100% of purchase. Usually there is no fee

based on real estate, equipment, machinery

for the service but the risk interest is included

and vehicles used as collateral.

to the price of the supplied goods (20-30%).
The main players in Ukrainian market providing

At the pre-conflict period, main players on

trade credit are the following companies:

agricultural SME lending market in Donetsk

Eridon, Agroscope, Soufflet Agro, Spektr,

and Luhansk Oblasts were Privat Bank, Alfa

Imperia-Agro. Among those present in Donetsk

Bank, Mega Bank, PUMB, Raiffeisen Bank Aval,

and Luhansk Oblasts are Eridon having

Credit Agricole and Oshchad Bank. In 2014 as

representatives in Kramatorsk and Starobilsk,

the conflict started all the banks stopped their

and Agroscope covering from their offices from

activity in the region. All the SME debt

Kharkiv and Dnipro, and Spektr-Agro in

management activities were passed to

Rubizhne. Besides traditional products in

branches in Kharkiv and Dnipro. As of 2017,

partnership with banks (agrarian receipts and

banking activity in the region is limited to

bank guarantees) which are not available in the

management of operations and does not

two Oblasts they also provide trade credit.

include SME lending. The geographic areas of

The scope of operations of the companies

banks concentration are:

providing trade credit in the two Oblasts is very
limited now and they need assistance to

• Luhansk oblast: Severodonetsk,
Lysychansk, Rubizhne;
• Donetsk oblast: Kramatorsk,
Bakhmut, Slovyansk, Mariupol.

expand input distributions. This is a ‘quick win’
as it just requires an agreement to be signed
with one or two large distributors to provide
them with ‘political risk insurance’. This can be
as simple as providing funds on a deposit

According to interviews, only Privat Bank and

account that could be drawn upon, in case of

Oshchad Bank are starting to lend again.

default, due to specific actions, such as the

According to some unofficial information,

conflict spreading. It may be possible to do

Megabank considers some loans as well.

this through an international insurance

Raiffeisen is considering possibility to start

company but, in the first year, is most likely to

SME lending via office in Dnipro but only to

be quickly done by providing a bank deposit.

SMEs operating in Rayons of Donetsk oblast

The input supplier agrees to take the

that are situated next to the border of

commercial risk as they do in other regions of

Dnipropetrovsk Oblast. Other banks did not

Ukraine. Trade credit is from 3-9 months so

manage to restore lending activity.

the deposit can then be released within 12
months and either re-used and used for
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another purpose. This will also provide
considerable leverage for the funds which

4.2.1

Matching grants

could be 3 to 5 times more lending than the

A matching grant is a tool that will support a

amount on deposit.

broad range of needs and has been
successfully employed in Ukraine. Matching

Similarly, providing risk sharing for machinery

grants support investments, are simple in

leasing companies is an important step

operation, and follow procedures already

towards increasing access to finance in the two

successfully implemented in the Luhansk and

Oblasts. A simple scheme whereby political risk

Donetsk Oblasts. MSME businesses,

is covered, additional insurance against

entrepreneurs and others who wish to invest

damage from land-mines or unexploding

in agricultural value chains, especially in

ordinance (although farmers and contractors

priority sectors need small matching grants.

will be linked up to the various projects active

The principal condition of providing matching

in the region which are mapping this). The

grants is the readiness of the recipient to

cost of the leasing for prioritised machinery

invest time and own resources to the business

and equipment (grain drying, cleaning and

activities. Recipients of such grants should first

transporting, grain production equipment,

be trained on the business plan development

specialist fruit and vegetable equipment and

and assisted in improving their business plans

forage equipment) could be subsidised by

to match the realities of the market and be

covering the foreign exchange risk on lending

commercially viable.

(again by a deposit fund) which is, in reality, a
low risk, since the devaluation, freeing of the

A successful model, which was developed and

exchange rate and the strong linkage of local

used in other parts of Ukraine, is available for

prices to world prices for cereals and oilseeds.

replication in the Luhansk and Donetsk
Oblasts. Under this scheme, MSME in selected

4.2

Grants

The ongoing conflict has caused series of
destructions as elaborated in various parts of
this report. The whole structure of the market
has changed and is adopting to the new reality
of the conflict time and functions differently
compared to the other parts of Ukraine. Assets
owned by the farmers, especially the
immovable assets, which they could use as
collateral in the past for loans are no longer
accepted by the banks because of disruptions

value chains and other priority areas would
apply on a standard form for evaluation by a
grant committee to include two or three
project staff, a representative of the oblast
administration and a representative from the
private sector. Once approved the applicant
would need to supply the technical
specification and the example of the
equipment to be purchased – the project
would then compare 3 offers for this. Then a
three-way agreement would be signed
between the issuing organization, applicant

in assets markets.

and equipment supplier, which will stipulate

Similarly, because of the conflict, many farmers

the supplier has to deliver the equipment, at

and agribusinesses lost assets, incurred losses
because of business disruption and lack capital
for continuation of their work. While most of
the needs for the funding, especially
large-scale financing should be provided only
through the commercial market mechanisms,
such as loans from the banks, there are parts
of the needs of the small and medium scale
businesses that can be covered by the grants
in a more effective manner.

that the applicant has to transfer his share and
which point, it can be inspected and the
organization would then pay its contribution.
Results of the survey carried out among the
farmers revealed that almost unanimously
farmers would invest additional resources
received as grants or loans on renewal and
modernization of their machinery and
equipment. Only 3% mentioned that they
would use the funds for other purposes in
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their business. In fact, due to the ongoing

Donetsk Oblasts. As elaborated in the analysis

conflict in the last several years, farmers did

of this report, agricultural production and

not have an opportunity to renew their

agricultural business had good bases in the

machinery and their older machines are no

two Oblasts in pre-conflict times. Revitalization

longer efficient. Therefore, prioritization of

of the lost capacities is easier than building

equipment and machinery renewal is an

systems completely from new.

important area for selection of recipients of
the matching grants.

In addition, because of the large natural
resources and industrial capacities the two

Matching grants should never cover the total

Oblasts had significant financial resources

cost of the project and should limit the amount

historically. Those resources are not

to the smallest possible and not exceeding

completely lost and the farmers and

maximum of 50%. Applicant will be responsible

agribusinesses can mobilize the remaining

for finding the remaining resources either from

parts when favourable market conditions are

own funds or borrowing elsewhere. From

created. Support from donors and the

experience of various local and international

government will therefore need to focus on the

organizations, businesses designed with the

existing market structures and the priority

entire funds coming from grant resources are

value chains to maximize the effect of catalytic

often not sustainable.

investments.

4.2.2

Findings of the surveys with the farmers, Rayon

Other grants

administration survey and focus group
Because of the ongoing conflict there are

discussions revealed that there is a growing

several national and international

interest from the side of various businesses on

organizations working in the conflict affected

the agriculture sector. Similarly, another FAO

Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts. Some of them

study conducted in the two Oblasts found that

are implementing projects providing small

the number of unemployed people turning to

grants for various purposes. Business start-ups

labour migration is growing. This group of

and self-employment are the priorities of most

people in many instances are highly interested

of these projects. Some of them operate under

in small business start-ups and

the auspices of humanitarian programmes

self-employment. Provision of matching grants,

prioritizing IDPs and other vulnerable

formation of interest groups and other

segments of the population and some others

activities related with creation of an enabling

are supporting any good initiatives that could

environment will help these people to decide

make life better in the region.

on business start-up, reduce unemployment

While each of these projects individually are of

and labour migration.

relatively small scale and does not have a
systematic impact on the economy of the

At the time of administrative reforms for

Oblasts, together the number of small grants

decentralization of financial management

they issued amounts to many thousands of

responsibilities to the Hromada level, these

mini-grants. Establishing a coordination

investments from the donors will be very

mechanism between these agencies and

timely. Creating jobs and promoting formal

projects is important to systemize issuance of

contractual arrangements in agribusinesses

the grants and scale-up their impact.

will help with increasing incomes of the
businesses followed by increased tax

4.3
Impact on the agriculture sector and
the economy

revenues. Therefore, in the established
amalgamated Hromadas, especially in rural
areas, interest of administration on the

Investments required from the government

agriculture-based economic development

and donors at this difficult time will have a

planning is very high. Several of them

quick catalytic effect in the Luhansk and

requested FAO team to support with their
strategic planning.
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V. Conclusion and
recommendations
Importance and significance of the role of

comparative advantage of adopting to the

agriculture remained underestimated in the

changing environment easier and therefore

economy of the Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts

are more resilient to the difficulties caused by

for a long time. The scale of agricultural

the ongoing conflict. MSMEs in agriculture

production of two Oblasts was significant in

sector are creating large number of jobs based

the past, but the large volumes of revenue

on self-employment principles. Establishing an

generated by the extraction and metallurgic

enabling environment for MSMEs development

industries overshadowed it. Donetsk and

in agriculture will therefore create thousands

Luhansk Oblasts have reputation of the most

of the needed jobs and employment

industrial part of Ukraine.

opportunities in the conflict affected Luhansk
and Donetsk Oblasts.

Today, because of the difficulties of the conflict
and inaccessibility of the parts of the two

Analyses of this study identified access to

Oblasts the levels of industrial revenues are

markets, access to finance and inadequate

reducing. Agriculture sector is demonstrating a

services as the major impediments preventing

higher resilience to the difficulties caused by

growth of the small and medium-scale

the conflict. Once unconsidered and relatively

agricultural businesses. These areas require

smaller compared to the industrial, revenues

urgent attention of the local authorities,

from the agriculture sector are now becoming

businesses and international partners to

important as never. Agriculture is therefore

unlock the potential of the agriculture sector.

receiving higher attention from the local

The region is undergoing through the difficult

authorities, businesses and people residing in

times of its history and therefore requires

the region.

coordinated actions from the participating key
players to use the limited resources more

Farming land – one of the main assets needed

efficiently.

for successful farming is generously available
in Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts. The GCAs of

From experience of FAO projects in Ukraine

the two Oblasts have few millions of hectares

and other countries in the region, provision of

of farming land comparable to the total

support in the agriculture sector becomes

farming area of some EU countries. This

more efficient and brings longer lasting change

valuable resource is ready to use for the good

if designed based on the value chain analyses.

of the people, society and economy of the

Findings of this assessment suggest that the

region. Efficiency of usage with

dairy sector, cereals and oilseeds, fruits and

environmentally sound farming practices can

vegetables are the areas for which improving

ensure increased employment, income and

value chains can bring quick and significant

revenues over an extended period.

impact. Production in these sectors is already

Because of the various difficulties listed in the

taking place in the territories of the two

analyses of this report, promoting small and

Oblasts and good potentials exist for their

medium-scale farming is the most viable

strengthening and development.

option in the current context of the Oblasts.
From the existing experiences, both in the East

Set of recommendations are provided for

and other parts of Ukraine, MSMEs have a

improvement of each of the listed priority
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value chains in the body of the report. While

markets. MSMEs in the East would need

implementing those recommendations, all the

assistance to join their counterparts in the

stakeholders should place extra efforts in

West, learn from their experience and join the

tackling informal mode of business relations

established exporting channels.

existing in the agriculture sector. Government
and development partner programmes should

Longer term, improving the value chains for

focus on promoting proper registration of the

the identified high-value agricultural products

agricultural entities engaged in production,

would be beneficial regardless of the future

aggregation, processing and marketing.

developments in relation with the conflict. In
the worst-case scenario of further

Programmes should also help the actors to

deterioration of the conflict many

establish contractual relationships for their

achievements will be vanished again of course,

selling and purchases instead of the currently

but from the assessments of political analysts

widespread practice of using opportunistic

that is an unlikely scenario to materialize. The

market mechanisms. Entering to contractual

status quo, which is most likely to continue in

mode of business will provide stability and

the foreseeable future does allow

predictability of operations to all participants.

implementation of the value chains

MSMEs development and formalization of

strengthening projects and taking maximum

activities will be extremely important now in

advantage of their results. If the positive

the process of establishing newly

scenario will materialize, conflict will be over

amalgamated Hromadas. These new territorial

and market ties re-established in the region,

entities of administration rely on

the assisted participants of the value chains

agriculture-based revenues in many

will be in a more advantageous position to

geographic locations, where other industrial

further expand their businesses. Therefore,

capacities do not exist. Tax revenues

improving the work of agriculture-based

generated from the agriculture-based

MSMEs in the Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts is

businesses located in their territory is one of

important now during the ongoing conflict and

the main sources of budget formation of these

will have important prospect regardless of

Hromadas.

future scenarios and how conflict will evolve.

23

Developing MSMEs in the agriculture sector
based on the value chain analyses carried out
under this study can be organized in several
stages. Set of immediate actions required for
each value chain are listed in the
corresponding sections of the report and
include provision of technical, methodological
and financial support. These activities should
be targeted at increasing quality of the
production, processing and competitiveness to
improve marketing mechanisms. Medium term,
attention of the authorities and international
partner programmes should be focused on
improving interconnectivity between the
businesses of the different Oblasts within the
priority value chains. For instance, farmers and
businesses in the Western parts of Ukraine are
establishing good export networks for the high
value agricultural products to the European

23 USIP Special Report, 2015 (https://www.usip.org/sites/default/files/SR366-The-Ukraine-Russia-Conflict.pdf )
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ANNEX 1

Terms of Reference
Undertaking a comprehensive study on the
role of agriculture sector in the conflict
affected Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts
of Ukraine
1.

Background

The ongoing conflict in the Donetsk and
Luhansk regions has severely affected the
socioeconomic sphere of the whole of eastern
Ukraine. Over 2mln people were displaced
during the active phases of the conflict and
about 1.5mln remain being registered as
internally displaced. Economy of the region
and social sphere suffered serious loses. The
line of conflict has become a defacto border
cutting by half communities between the
Government Controlled Area (GCA) and
Non-Government Controlled Area (NGCA).
Most of the industries and businesses that not
only formed a core of the region’s economy
but were also of the national importance are
now in the areas beyond the government
control. Largely due to concentration of the
industries, the Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts
were forming about 16% of the whole
Ukraine’s GDP in the pre-conflict times.
Over 60% of the IDPs from the conflict affected
areas of the Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts are
registered in the GCAs of the same Oblasts
and others are disbursed all over Ukraine. In
some localities number of IDPs exceed the
number of permanently residing hosting
communities. Such high concentration of the
people in the GCA increased pressure on the
limited employment opportunities and
increased level of unemployment. National

statistics numbers for 2015 show 14%
unemployment in Donetsk Oblast and 16% in
Luhansk Oblast compared to a national
average of 9.1%. Employment opportunities
are very scarce in the rural areas and share of
unemployed is much higher among the female.

2.

Agriculture sector

The line of conflict has left major agrarian parts
of the two oblasts in the areas under the
government control. Agriculture sector is
facing serious challenges caused by the
ongoing military conflict and disruption of the
earlier established value chains in the region.
Large-scale producers cultivating
24

export-oriented crops are facing challenges of
the broken logistics. Farmers in the northern
parts of Luhansk oblast are affected the most.
Many elevators, storage facilities, railroad hubs
and other infrastructure used by these farmers
in the past are now located in the NGCA and
therefore are inaccessible. As a result, these
farmers are paying higher prices for the
farming inputs delivered to them but have to
agree on lower than national average farmgate
prices for their harvest. As an inevitable result
the total volumes of grain production is
25

decreasing in the Luhansk oblast.

The small and medium scale producers, who
are normally producing high value crops and
are by large focused on the domestic markets

24 Such as wheat grains, corn, sunflower and rapeseed.
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for selling their products, are also facing

oriented farms would need to be met by large

serious challenges caused by the conflict. They

scale funding programmes to improve logistical

lost access to the largest consumer markets of

infrastructure in the region, access to

the region for selling their products. The

affordable loans and closer integration with

largest cities of Donetsk and Luhansk are now

the world markets through technology transfer

in the NGCA. That is in the backdrop of farming

and favorable policy reforms. The ongoing

input prices increase and no banks providing

conflict will unavoidably continue having a

loans in the conflict affected area. The network

negative effect on the decisions of the private

of advisory services is also non-operational in

sector to invest in the large-scale production

the two Oblasts after the conflict. Farmers are

sphere in the region. Carefully designed

lacking access to quality information and

simulation programmes would therefore need

advice on sustaining and improving their

to be implemented to mitigate parts of the

practices, which is very much needed during

perceived and real risks.

this difficult period.
The needs of the small and medium size
Conflict, displacement and business

agricultural businesses are mainly related with

disruptions resulted in increased

revival of the broken value chains, advisory

unemployment. The number of unemployed is

services and access to finance. Advancing

gradually increasing further because of the

technologies of production, processing,

slowdown and closure of more industries in

packaging, labeling and marketing is another

the region. The agriculture sector, even with all

area this segment requires assistance to

the challenges, is demonstrating higher

improve competitiveness. Small and medium

resilience to absorb the difficulties of the time.

size businesses in the agriculture sector are

With some reduction in the output volumes

mainly focused on the high value crops. They

due to the above mentioned difficulties the

lost consumer markets of the large cities of

agriculture sector’s role as a driver of

Donetsk and Luhansk and need assistance to

economic growth is increasing compared to

redirect focus to the already competitive

the other sectors of economy.

markets of the other large cities of Ukraine.
Limited or no access to loans is making the

Local authorities in the conflict affected oblasts

work of this segment of economy difficult. FAO

are recognizing importance of improving

see this group of businesses as a major

agricultural activities as an easiest and fast

potential driver of the recovery of the economy

mechanism of creating large number of

of the two conflict affected oblasts. Their

self-employment opportunities. FAO as a

needs require smaller financial resources to

technical organization and international

fulfil and they are more flexible in adjusting

partners are requested by the local authorities

business model. Small and medium size

to support.

businesses can create employment
opportunities for large number of working age

3.
Assessment of the needs
and opportunities in the agriculture
sector
FAO specialists in consultation with the local
authorities are developing concepts of
providing comprehensive strategic assistance
tailored to the needs of the different segments
of agricultural sector in the region. The needs
of the large scale, industrial and export

populations in the region. A comprehensive
plan of actions needs to be designed and
implemented to create an enabling
environment for the growth of the small and
medium agribusinesses.

4.
Geography, methodology,
partners and timing
This comprehensive assessment will be
geographically carried out in the GCAs of the
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Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts. The study will

May-August 2017 period. Most of the data

be aiming to address main research questions

collection works will be completed in May-June

of “What can be the role of agriculture sector

making preliminary findings available soon

in improving economy of the Donetsk and

after.

Luhansk Oblasts?”, “How can agriculture sector
bring more revenues to the local budgets of
the newly amalgamated Hromadas?”, and
“What specific actions are needed to be carried
out by the government and international
partners to stimulate generating employment
opportunities related with agriculture sector?”.
The set of research questions will be further
streamlined during the consultations process
with the partners and carrying out the study.
FAO has mobilized key technical experts for
carrying out this study, such as value chain
experts, agricultural economists, agricultural
marketing specialists, extension service
specialists, animal production specialists,
agronomists and operations specialists. This
expertise is in Ukraine, Regional Office,
Headquarters and includes both National and
International personnel working for various
FAO programmes. A dedicated International
Consultant will be recruited by FAO to facilitate
the process of carrying out the study.
Capacities of local NGOs with whom FAO is
implementing various projects in the field will
be used for undertaking large number
interviews and focus group discussions as
required.
The study will be carried out in close
collaboration with the partner agencies UNDP
and UNWOMEN. Technical and operational
specialists from the partner agencies will join
the research team and contribute to
finalization of the research questions,
methodology and carrying out field activities.
Counterparts from the Ministry of Agrarian
Policy and Food and local authorities from the
two Oblasts will join the research team as
necessary. Guidance and advisory support will
also be requested from the international
experts, such as specialists of the EU
Delegation in Ukraine.
This study will be carried out during the
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Farmers Survey Analysis
Summary
Sampling of the Survey
Category

Number of interviews

Share

Enterprise

99

32,0%

Legal farm

135

43,5%

Private entrepreneur

76

24,5%

Total

310

100%

Q9.1. Which goods/services does your enterprise currently produce.
•

Over 50% of income comes from dairy production – 2,3% of farmers

•

Over 50% of income comes from grains and oilcrops production – 44,5% of farmers

•

Over 50% of income comes from fish production – 0,3% of farmers

•

Over 50% of income comes from vegetables, fruits and berries production – 2,9% of

farmers
•

Over 50% of income comes from meat production – 2,9% of farmers

•

Over 50% of income comes from honey production – 1,3% of farmers

Q10.1. What goods/services you had to refuse to produce / provide.
Farmers have listed several production categories that were impacted, these included:
•

Refusal from meat production;

•

Decrease in area of cultivated land;

•

Decrease in the volumes of milk production;

•

Number of livestock reduced;

•

Refusal from grains processing (into flour);

•

Refusal from greenhouses cultivation;

•

Refusal from providing transportation services.

Q11. How many buyers did you engage with in each of the following years (2013-2016)?
On average, farmers reported that they involved the following numbers of new buyers through
2013-2016:

Type of the farm

2013

2014

2015

2016

Enterprise

11

14

16

21

Legal farm

7

7

7

8

Private entrepreneur

18

18

19

20
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Q12. How many input suppliers did you engage with in each of the following years
(2013-2016)?
On average, farmers reported that they engaged the following numbers of input through
2013-2016:

Type of the farm

2013

2014

2015

2016

Enterprise

20

18

19

21

Legal farm

6

6

7

8

Private entrepreneur

5

5

5

5

Q13. How many new contracts (written and verbal) have you concluded in each of the
following years (2013-2016)?
On average, farmers reported that they concluded the following numbers of new contracts (both
written and verbal) through 2013-2016:

Type of the farm

2013

2014

2015

2016

Enterprise

21

21

24

26

Legal farm

8

7

7

7

Private entrepreneur

19

19

20

18

Q14. How many individuals does the enterprise employ now and in 2013 (including the
owner/manager)? How many of them are women?
On average, farmers have the following number of workers employed:

Type of the farm

Now

2013

Total number of Women
employees

Total number of
employees

Women

Enterprise

39

13

38

13

Legal farm

7

2

7

2

Private entrepreneur

3

1

2

1

Q15. What is the total area of land that you cultivate now?
Average figures:

51

Type of the farm

Total area of
arable land, Ha

Rented land, %

Owned Land, %

Enterprise

1943,9

97%

3%

Legal farm

592,9

85%

15%

Private entrepreneur

122,4

40%

60%
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Q16. What total area of land did you cultivate in 2013?
Average figures:

Type of the farm

Total area of arable
land, Ha

Rented land, %

Owned Land, %

Enterprise

1936,5

97%

3%

Legal farm

574,3

90%

10%

Private entrepreneur

116,4

41%

59%

Q17. What amount of livestock is/was held now and in 2013?
Today

Type of the farm

Number of heads
Cattle

Pigs

Sheep

Other

Enterprise

208

378

60

7

Legal farm

19

13

2

0

Private entrepreneur

3

8

6

50

In 2013

Type of the farm

Number of heads
Cattle

Pigs

Sheep

Other

Enterprise

341

261

124

3

Legal farm

55

99

160

0

Private entrepreneur

4

19

13

199

Q18. What amount of poultry is/was held now and in 2013?
Today

Type of the farm

Number of heads
Chicken

Ducks

Geese

Other

Enterprise

26089

5

4

2

Legal farm

0

0

0

0

Private entrepreneur

30

20

37

1
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In 2013

Type of the farm

Number of heads
Chicken

Ducks

Geese

Other

Enterprise

333

1

68

0

Legal farm

0

0

0

0

Private entrepreneur

27

23

13

3

Q19. What kind of equipment is used in the enterprise?
Type of the
farm

Using both power driven
and manually operated
machinery, %

Using manually
operated machinery
only, %

Only hand
tools/no
machinery

Powerdriven
machinery
only

Enterprise

7%

0%

2,5%

22%

Legal farm

5%

0%

1%

38%

Private
entreprene
ur

9%

2%

4,5%

9%

Total

21%

2%

8%

69%

Q20. Does the enterprise own or rent the main equipment/machinery in use?
Type of the
farm

Own all machinery and equipment
in use, %

Rent/borrow part or all of the
machinery/equipment from others, %

Enterprise

78%

22%

Legal farm

59%

41%

Private
entrepreneur

45%

55%

Q21. Does the enterprise have an internationally recognized quality certification?
•

Only 5% of the surveyed farmers reported that they have international quality

certification.
•

Most of them are enterprises – 4% and only 1% - legal farms;

•

Private entrepreneurs do not carry out internationally recognized quality certification.

Q22. Have your yearly profits changed in the period of 2013-2016?
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Type of the
farm

Reported
increase, %

Increase
span

Reported
decrease, %

Decrease span

Enterprise

79%

20% – 300%

21%

10% - 250%

Legal farm

73%

9% – 200%

27%

16% - 80%

Private
entrepreneur

46%

3% - 50%

54%

10% – 95%
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Q23. Have you experienced any ease of regulatory requirements since 2013?
Type of the farm

Yes, %

No, %

Enterprise

22%

78%

Legal farm

16%

84%

Private entrepreneur

0%

100%

Q24. Has it become easier to access technical and price information over the last 5 years?
Type of the farm

Yes, %

No, %

Enterprise

56%

44%

Legal farm

52%

48%

Private entrepreneur

37%

63%

Q25. Do you participate in any farmer organization or association?
Type of the farm

Yes, %

No, %

Enterprise

27%

73%

Legal farm

16%

84%

Private entrepreneur

1%

99%

Q26. Did you make any new investments in your business from 2013?
Type of the farm

Yes, %

No, %

Enterprise

59%

41%

Legal farm

60%

40%

Private entrepreneur

67%

33%

Key investments that were mentioned:
•

Equipment/machinery

•

Renewal of livestock

•

Land

•

Storage

•

Technologies

•

Feed

Q27. How were the investments financed?
Farmers refer to several resources at one time when it comes to investments financing:
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Type of the
farm

Own
capital

Loan from
bank / credit
institution

No interest loan
from other
resources

Loan from friends
or relatives with
no interest

Other
sources

Enterprise

57%

13%

10%

10%

10%

Legal farm

44%

16%

13%

15%

12%

Private
entrepreneur

48%

11%

10%

20%

11%

Q28. Did the enterprise apply for a bank loan or credit from 2013?
Type of the farm

Yes, %

No, %

Enterprise

24%

76%

Legal farm

24%

76%

Private entrepreneur

4%

96%

Q29. Did you experience any problems getting the loan, due to different factors (drop-down
list)?
Factor
Farmers faced problems
because of this, %

Lack of collateral

23%

Administrative difficulties in obtaining clearance from bank
authorities

2%

Complicated governement regulations

4%

Ongoing military conflict

1%

Have not provided a proper justification for obtaining a loan

1%

Other

13%

Q30. Why did the enterprise not apply for official loans?
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Reason

%

Already having debts

3%

Did not want to incur dept

31%

Ongoing military conflict

2%

High interest rates

3%

High risks

1,5%

Inadequate collateral

10%

Process too difficult

9%

Other

4%
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Q31. How many official loans did your enterprise received through 2013-2017?
Year

Number of
farmers
received a loan

Average sum of
loan received, UAH

Exchange
rate,
UAH/USD

Average sum of
loan received,
USD

2013

22

1 034 133

8,16

126 732

2014

11

733 571

12,6

58 220

2015

11

388 750

22,52

17 262

2016

11

926 250

25,84

35 846

2017

12

2 410 000

26,76

90 060

Q32. Have you received any training over the past 2 years?
Type of the farm

Yes, %

No, %

Enterprise

52%

48%

Legal farm

32%

68%

Private entrepreneur

17%

83%

Q35. What average price did you get last year for grain e.g. wheat or sunflower?
Type of the farm

Price for 1 ton of wheat, UAH

Price for 1 ton of sunflower, UAH

Enterprise

3638,0

9143,3

Legal farm

3557,2

8615,3

Private entrepreneur

3630,0

8742,6

Q36. Price that was proposed to me for sale of grains was 15% less than in Dnipro or
Kharkiv.
Type of the
Agree
Disagree
Don't know/not Strongly agree
farm
applicable
Enterprise

68%

9%

21%

2%

Legal farm

59%

5%

26%

10%

Private
entrepreneur

43%

5%

44%

8%

56
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Type of the
farm

Agroholding

Big trader

Citizens

Elevator

Local market

Market

Middleman

Neighbors

All options

Other parties

Q37. Who did you sell grains (wheat and sunflower)?

Legal farm

8%

33%

0%

0%

0%

0%

55%

0%

2%

2%

Private
3%
entrepreneur

15%

4%

2%

4%

2%

66%

2%

0%

2%

Enterprise

5%

45%

0%

0%

0%

0%

45%

0%

0%

5%

Q38. What months did you sell the most of produced grains (wheat)?
Type of the
farm

April -May

JuneSeptember

OctoberDecember

Rest of
the year

All year

Enterprise

3%

56%

30%

6%

5%

Legal farm

5%

66%

21%

7%

1%

Private
entrepreneur

0%

75%

17%

5%

3%

Q39. What months did you sell the most of produced sunflower?
Type of the farm

September-November

Rest of the year

Enterprise

39%

61%

Legal farm

56%

44%

Private entrepreneur

59%

41%

Q40. Do you have grain dryer?
Type of the farm

Yes, %

No, %

Enterprise

35%

65%

Legal farm

14%

86%

Private entrepreneur

7%

93%

Q41. Do you have sufficient facilities to store grains?
Type of the farm
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Yes, %

No, %

Enterprise

70%

30%

Legal farm

41%

59%

Private entrepreneur

16%

84%
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Q44. What plans do you have for the development of your business?
•

Enterprise owners are mostly planning to develop their business in the areas of

improvement of their production technologies with emphasis on increasing of productivity,
increasing of yields and increasing of number of livestock.
•

Legal farms representatives are seeing their future in the extension of the land use,

procurement of machinery, introduction of the processing.
•

Private entrepreneurs are mentioning increasing of number of their livestock as future

plans, as well as increase of cultivated land and introduction of the processing.

Q45. If you had the possibility to receive a grant or a loan for up to 5 years with low interest
rate would you consider offering one of the following services to other farmers?
•

Enterprises mentioned processing, grain storage and drying;

•

Legal farms are naming grain storage and drying, milk processing;

•

Private entrepreneurs are referring to grain drying, providing machinery and

transportation services.

Q46. Would you like to buy machinery?
•

Only 3% farmers reported that they don’t want to buy any kind of machinery;

•

24% farmers would like to buy new machinery;

•

5% of farmers are considering buying used machinery;

•

14% of farmers would be okay to have new or used machinery.

Q47. If you could buy machinery at a low interest rate lease, for example, 5% per year, would
such an offer be of interest to you?
Type of the farm

Yes, %

No, %

Enterprise

70%

30%

Legal farm

72%

28%

Private entrepreneur

51%

49%
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Analytical overview
Access to finance for agricultural
smes on government controled
areas (gca) of Donetsk and Luhansk
oblasts of Ukraine

Source: http://mediarnbo.org

List of acronyms used in this report
EIB European Investment Bank
GCA Government Controlled Areas
IFI International Financial Institution
IO International Organization

Author: TARAS ANTONYUK
July 2017

SME Small or Medium Enterprise
USAID United States Agency for International
Development
VAKS Ukrainian Association of Credit Unions
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Methodology

The target group of interviewed stakeholders

This desk research was conducted in July 2017

activists, local NGOs, professional associations.

based on analysis of information available in
open sources and telephone interviews with
stakeholders.
Because of very limited tenors of research
such sources of information as official
requests to stakeholders were unavailable. All
contacts for interviews where provided due to
personal acquaintances of the author. Few
‘’cold” phone calls to target banks and other
stakeholders were unsuccessful: referring to
“commercial secret” policy, interlocutors
refused to provide any information and asked
for official requests to headquarters via postal
service.

included: banks, credit unions, farmers, civic
This report only can be considered as the one
that gives a general view of the situation.
For more detailed analytical overview it is
strongly recommended to conduct a similar
study involving official data received from main
actors including: National Bank of Ukraine,
National Commission for the State Regulation
of Financial Services Markets, State Statistic
Service of Ukraine, Commercial Banks, Credit
Unions, Leasing Companies, Value Chain
Participants etc.

Introduction
Donbas region which includes Donetsk and

Donetsk oblast pre-war agricultural SME profile as of 2012
Arable land

1533,4 thousand ha (57,7% of oblast area)

Number of SMEs (34% of arable land)

1636 (83% up to 1000 ha)

Number of Households (32% of arable land)

207 thousand

SME specialization

Crops (98% of revenues): sunflower, winter
wheat, spring barley, maize

Households specialization

Dairy (61% of gross production)

Assessed SME demand for loans

USD 158,3 million

Source: USAID Agricultural SME Lending Overview

Luhansk oblast pre-war agricultural SME profile as of 2012
Arable land

1059 thousand ha (39,7% of oblast area)

Number of SMEs (42% of arable land)

1291 (88% up to 1000 ha)

Number of Households (19% of arable land)

147,9 thousand

SME specialization

Crops: sunflower, winter wheat, spring
barley, maize

Households specialization

Dairy (81% of gross production), Meat
(47% of gross production)

Assessed SME demand for loans

USD 120,7 million

Source: USAID Agricultural SME Lending Overview

4 8.7% in Donetsk Oblast and 12.5% in Luhansk Oblast
5
State Statistics Service of Ukraine
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Luhansk oblast in a pre-war period used to be

In 2014 as the conflict started all the banks

a big industrial center with developing sector

stopped their activity in the region. All the SME

of agriculture.

debt management activities were passed to
branches in Kharkiv and Dnipro. As of 2017

Speaking of access to finance in both oblasts,

banking activity in the region is limited to

according to USAID, 99% of all finance involved

management of operations and doesn’t

were bank loans. Financial needs of SME

include SME lending. The areas of banks

farmers included approximately 20% of

concentration are:

working capital loans and 80% investment
loans. Main players in SME lending were: Privat
Bank, Alfa Bank, PUMB, Megabank, Reiffeisen
Bank Aval and Credit Agricole Bank.
But in 2014 when the war began, situation

• Luhansk oblast: Severodonetsk,
Lysychansk, Rubizhne;
• Donetsk oblast: Kramatorsk,
Bakhmut, Slovyansk, Mariupol.

changed dramatically. All the banks stopped
their activities in the region leaving branches in

According to interviews only Privat Bank and

GCA for operational matters only. Agricultural

Oshchad Bank are starting to lend again.

production in close to war districts was

According to some unofficial information

stopped (even now some plots of land stay

Megabank considers some loans as well.

mined). This means that agribusiness, as well

Reiffeisen is considering possibility to start

as other businesses in the region were left

SME lending via office in Dnipro but only to

surviving without any means for regular

SMEs operating in rayons of Donetsk oblast

activities.

that are situated next to the border of
Dnipropetrovsk oblast. Other banks didn’t

Supply Analysis
Credit Banks
Banks remain the main financing source for
SME in Ukraine. As of May 2017, there were 90
banks active in Ukraine (184 in 2008) including
38 with foreign investment. Most of them
officially offer SME loans, but many, including
biggest ones, haven’t developed some SME
specific lending policies and use corporate
appraisal procedures. The main instruments
for SME financing are short term (up to 1 year)
working capital loans and investment loans (up
to 3-5 years). According to USAID, shares of
each type of loans usually is 1/3 – working
capital loans, 2/3 – investment loans. Interest
rates start from 17-19%. Security demanded is
hard collateral (real estate, equipment,
machinery, vehicles).
According to USAID in pre-conflict period main
players on agricultural SME lending market in
Donbas were Privat Bank, Alfa Bank, Mega
Bank, PUMB, Reiffeisen Bank Aval, Credit
Agricole and Oshchad Bank.
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manage to restore lending activity.

Credit unions
Credit unions are usually small credit
cooperatives that according to legal
restrictions work exclusively with individuals.
Due to a good rural reach and relationship
based approach to analysis and
decision-making credit unions remain a
significant source of finance in rural areas.
Usually credit unions establish small (EUR
650-750) short term loans mainly for
consumption purposes of their members but it
is also usual that they provide a working
capital for small businesses by issuing loans to
its managers as individuals. According to EIB,
credit union loans for business purposes in
pre-conflict period were estimated around
15-20 % of all credit union loans. According to
VAKS as of 2015 around 12,3% of all loans in
Eastern region were issued to households and
micro businesses for farming purposes.
The main source of funding for credit unions
traditionally are the deposits of their members
(individuals) which dictates the nature of their
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credit policies and complications they faced on

the business are associated with large banks.

Donbas during the conflict. Starting 2014 all

Among the largest are OTP Leasing, Reiffeisen

credit unions based in Donbas were forced to

Leasing, Privat Leasing, ESKA Capital, Ukrainian

return all deposits while facing a big raise of

Leasing, Ukragroleasing etc. The trend showed

bad debts. Still as our research showed credit

some reasonable drop starting 2014 but as of

unions remain literally the only institutions

2016 the dynamics became positive again.

who issue loans in GCA of Donbas using their

Though we don’t know exactly which leasing

own equities as a main source of funding.

companies are active in GCA of Donbas, we

According to VAKS 21 credit union in Donbas

definitely know that leases are actively being

and Crimea were forced to stop their activity.

issued to local farmers, due to information
received from representative of Association of

3 credit unions were interviewed including 2 in

Agricultural Producers in Luhansk Oblast.

Luhansk oblast and 1 in Donetsk oblast. These
are:

Supply chain finance

1. “Azov Credit Company” with its 4 branches

In cases when a full range of banking services

based in Mariupol;

is not available a supply chain finance may

2. “Farmer” with its headquarters in Starobilsk

become a significant source of finance for

and branch in Bilokurakyne (another branch in

farmers. Traders, input suppliers other

Bilovodsk is currently inactive due to a

businesses in value chain may provide financial

conflict);

services to SME farmers. In most cases

3. “Milove Credit” with headquarters in Milove

farmers do not receive cash but inputs

and branches in Novopskov, Bilolutsk and

(fertilizers, seeds, pesticides etc.) or other

Markivka

goods. The limitation of supply chain finance is
that it does not finance farmer as an

All those interviewed credit unions declared

entrepreneur but only the particular product

that starting 2017 they are showing some

farmer grows. In most cases financing is short

positive dynamics in lending. They prefer to

term (3-9 months) and covers up to 100% of

lend to their members with a good credit

purchase. Usually there is no fee for the

record. Average loan size varies between UAH

service but the risk interest is included to the

20-30 thousand with minimum of UAH 3

price of goods (20-30%).

thousand and maximum not exceeding UAH
150 thousand. Interest rates vary from 36% to

Main players on Ukrainian market are: Eridon,

72 % per annum. As a security, they use a

Agroscope, Soufflet Agro, Spektr, Imperia-Agro.

hard collateral but in most cases, prefer a

Among those presented in Donetsk and

third-party individual’s guarantee.

Luhansk oblasts are Eridon (Kramatorsk,
Starobilsk), Agroscope (Kharkiv, Dnipro),

Alternative Sources of Finance
Leasing companies
As of 2016 there were 202 companies in
Ukraine that provided financial leasing
services. The total amount of the leases in
Ukraine in 2016 was UAH 22 billion including
UAH 5,5 billion in agricultural sector. Despite
the big number, according to EIB, almost 70%
of the total volume was made by 5 largest
companies. Some of the biggest companies in

Spektr-Agro (Rubizhne). Besides traditional
products in partnership with banks (bill
financing and bank guarantees) which are not
available in Donbas they also provide trade
credit.

State support
Though State Support Programs don’t make
any significant influence on agricultural
development in Ukraine as its volumes are
miserable and farmers try to avoid it as a
source of potential unwanted attention from
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fiscal bodies, it should be considered as an
additional source of finance. Usually state
support is provided via national support
programs (financed directly from state budget
or special funds like State Farmers Support
Fund of Ukraine) and local support programs
(adopted by each oblast separately and
financed from oblast budget)
Total amount of support from state budget in
Ukraine in 2017 is UAH 5,5 billion distributed
between 6 different programs including
subsidies and partial compensations for new
orchards and wineyards, livestock farms,
machinery and equipment, subsidized loans
etc.
Program of Subsidized Loans in 2017 provided
from State Budget via State Farmers Support
Fund of Ukraine will distribute UAH 2 015
thousand in Donetsk oblast and UAH 2 665
thousand in Luhansk oblast respectively for
3-5 years loans up to UAH 500 thousand each.
Local support program in Luhansk oblast will
distribute total of UAH 22 million among local
farmers and agricultural enterprises on
different purposes including compensations
for livestock purchase, milking equipment,
domestic machinery and equipment purchase,
development of cooperatives, loan price
subsidy.
Data on local support programs in Donetsk
oblast was not available.

Grants
The hostilities in Donbas led to a widespread
presence in the region of international donor
organizations and projects. One of the types of
assistance they offer is grant support. Among
the various objectives for grants,
entrepreneurship grants set a special place.
Donors like UNDP, IOM provide grant support
locally. Nationwide programs like USAID ARDS
provide special grants for agricultural
development in dairy and fruit and vegetable
sectors. Amount of support varies from UAH
500 thousand to UAH 3 million depending on
the project.
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Access to finance for SMEs was a subject to
analyze for USAID AgroInvest project in March
2013 and for EIB in November 2013. In
particular, according to the studies the total
amount of credit issued by banks to
agricultural SMEs in Donetsk and Luhansk
oblasts in 2011 was USD 37,8 million and USD
6,6 million respectively. But this money
covered only 23,9% of needs for Donetsk and
5,5% (!) for Luhansk oblasts. The estimated
unmet demand for finance was USD 120,5
million for Donetsk oblast and USD 114,1
million for Luhansk oblast. If to take into
account that banks via credits used to provide
99% of all finance available, it is easy to
assume that there was a significant gap in
financing of SMEs even in before-conflict
times.
Situation changed to worse when the military
conflict in Donbas began. People were forced
to leave their homes, businesses were
destroyed, infrastructure and logistics were
damaged, usual services were unavailable. As a
result, the level of access to finance dropped
to zero.
As of 2017, though the conflict is still in action,
the region of GCA in Donbas is starting to
recover. In these circumstances the role of
access to finance for businesses, including
agriculture, is vital.
Unfortunately, it is necessary to state the fact
that financing remains a big weakness. Bank
loans, traditionally the main source of finance,
remain unavailable. Only few banks are
restoring lending operations but they can be
estimated as a very small percentage (probably
less than 5%) compared to 2011. Credit unions
are showing some positive though very modest
dynamics in lending to households. Alternative
sources of finance like leases or trade credit
still remain very rare though the only available
way to attract finance for agricultural SMEs.
The main risks and constraints in agricultural
financing are:

The agriculture sector in eastern Ukraine:
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• lack of long term local currency

ANNEX 3
the project which means involvement of some

funding as a main source for lending which

other sources of finance. In this situation grant

could substitute short term deposits;

can be an additional confirmation of

• credit unions are limited only to

borrowers’ reliability.
• Technical assistance. Usually

operations with individuals therefore they can
not provide full service to micro businesses;
• limited volumes and intransparent
procedures of state support;
• disability of businesses to provide
appropriate collateral;
• disability of financial institutions to

accompanies some of the above financial
instruments and in case of agricultural SME
financing it could introduce to recipient some
advanced credit assessment tools, appraisal
procedures, governance and management
support

provide efficient risk assessment procedures;
• political risks;
• high potential of force majeure.
To overcome those hardships, we recommend
referring to international experience of
overcoming crises caused by military actions in
Balkans, Africa and Asia which offers a range of
financial instruments of risk mitigation. IFIs,
IOs and donors have a significant opportunity
to address agricultural SME financing gaps by
providing following solutions:
• Loan Guarantee Fund. Partial loan
guarantee fund is a risk mitigation instrument
which lowers the collateral risk for local banks
or other lenders by substituting some portion
of the risk by providing guarantee.
• Direct Loan Fund. The instrument
that suggests a direct funding in form of
long-term senior and subordinated loans to
financial institutions that finance SMEs.
• Private Equity Funds. In cases when
some promising businesses who require some
micro financing but lack the types of collateral
demanded by banks. Moreover, when banks
lack capability for credit appraisals based on
cash flow or strength of management team,
investing in private equity funds could become
a solution.
• Grant Fund. The least sustainable
instrument in military crisis conditions due to a
poor traceability in force majeure
circumstances. But in cases when other
sources of finance are limited, it can be the
only solution. In addition, participation in grant
contest helps to improve management and
business-plannig abilities of grantees.
Moreover, usually grants finance only a part of
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Machinery in Donbas
Eugen Gura
The agriculture of Donetsk and Lugansk

thousand hectares (5.33%);

regions specializes in pig breeding, poultry

- fodder crops - 40.1 thousand hectares (4.1%).

farming, meat and dairy cattle breeding.

[2]

Natural and climatic conditions allow the
cultivation of cereals and oil crops.

The structure of cultivated areas of the
Lugansk region is distributed as follows:

Horticulture (growing nuts, fruits and berries)
and vegetable growing (except for growing

- cereals and legumes - 383.3 thousand

potatoes and sugar beet) are being developed

hectares (49.61%);

actively. Beekeeping is also represented in the

- technical crops - 333.4 thousand hectares

region. Donetsk region is also one of the

(43.15%);

leaders in the extraction of aquatic biological

- potato and vegetable-chestnut crops - 28.5

resources.

thousand hectares (3.69%);
- fodder crops - 27.4 thousand hectares

In the region, there is a state program to

(3.55%). [2]

support farms on a returnable and
irretrievable basis. [1]

The average yield of cereals and leguminous
crops (excluding maize) in the Donetsk region

The agro-industrial complex is one of the most

in 2016 was 31.4 c / ha (1.9 c / ha less than in

significant sectors of the economy of Donetsk

2015). A total of 150.7 thousand centners was

and Lugansk regions.

collected, which is 902.4% of the 2015 harvest,
the yield of potatoes is 227 centner / ha (only

As of 2016, the sown areas in Donetsk region

0.2 thousand centners have been collected),

amounted 978.7 thousand hectares, including:

the open ground vegetables - 117 centners /

672.7 thousand hectares cultivated by

hectare (harvested total 70,1 thousand

agricultural enterprises, 306 thousand

centners, which is 11,1% more than in 2015),

hectares by households. [2] The area under

fruit crops - 116,3 c / ha (only 221 thousand

cultivation in the Lugansk region is 772.6

centners were collected, which is 0,6% less

thousand hectares of which cultivated by

than in 2015 year).

agricultural enterprises make 598.7 thousand
hectares, by households - 137.9 thousand

The average yield of cereals and leguminous

hectares. [1]

crops (excluding maize) in the Lugansk region
in 2016 was 33.5 c / ha (6.1 c / ha less than in

The structure of the sown areas of the
Donetsk region is distributed as follows:

2015). A total of 6.7 thousand centners was
collected, which is 136.7% of the 2015 harvest,
the productivity of open ground vegetables is
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- cereals and leguminous crops - 549.7

210 centners / hectare (a total of 105

thousand hectares (56.17%);

thousand centners, which is 8.8% more than in

- technical crops - 336.7 thousand hectares

2015) , fruit crops - 60.6 centner / ha (66.7

(34.4%);

thousand centners were collected in all, that is

- potatoes and vegetable-chestnut crops - 52.2

by 3.1% more than in 2015). [3]
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The total area of the territory of Donetsk and

2014 the economic and logistic links of several

Lugansk regions, which is under the control of

districts of Donetsk and Lugansk regions were

the Government of Ukraine is approximately

violated, the years from 2014 to 2014 were

36.3 thousand square meters. km. For this

chosen for the analysis of the situation in the

territory, it is important to have a sufficient

region. Table 1 shows official data on the

amount of agricultural machinery that is

number and types of agricultural machinery in

designed to increase labor productivity in

the region in the above-mentioned period of

agriculture by mechanizing and automating

time.

individual operations or technological
processes. With the help of a sufficient

As it can be seen from Table 1, during the

number of different types of machinery and

analyzed period, the number of tractors

technology, it is possible to link different

increases from year to year only in agricultural

technological processes into a single

enterprises (in the Donetsk region + 8.75%, in

production cycle.

Lugansk + 4,03%), then in farms the increase in
the tractors' fleet has affected only the

The availability of machinery plays a key role in

Lugansk region (in the Lugansk region + 7.22%,

achieving high productivity and productivity of

in the Donetsk region -9.79%).

agricultural producers. This, in turn, affects the
achievement of production of the planned

The increase in the fleet of freight and

volume of agricultural products and, as a

passenger-and-freight cars only affected the

result, the stable development of the country.

agricultural enterprises of the Donetsk region

Thus, the problems associated with the

(+ 16.67%). On farms of Donetsk and Lugansk

equipment of agricultural enterprises and

regions, as well as agricultural enterprises of

farms are of particular importance.

Lugansk region, the amount of equipment
varies from year to year. There is a tendency to

In agricultural production, the machinery of

increase the number of parks (farms in the

various traction classes, types and purposes is

Donetsk region + 4.62%, farms in Lugansk

applied. Dynamic indications of agricultural

region + 17.92%, agricultural enterprises in

machines are determined by their traction

Lugansk region + 4.8%).

class, energy saturation, number and range of
transport gears and design features and the

The number of tractor trailers fleet increased

running gear. First of all, the capacity of the

in the agricultural enterprises of Donetsk

machine and tractor fleet depends on its

region (+ 9.93%) and farms in Lugansk region

composition.

(+ 8.75%). At the agricultural enterprises of the
Lugansk region there is a tendency of

In the light of modern economic conditions,

decrease of machinery quantity (-6.81%), while

the process of updating the fleet of vehicles

in the Donetsk region farms the situation with

has become complex and expensive. The

quantity varies from year to year, but with a

production of domestic agricultural machinery

tendency to decrease (-7%).

was sharply reduced. Increasingly, the
renovation of the park is performed by means

The number of plows is increasing in the

of purchasing the machinery which has been

agricultural enterprises of the Donetsk region

previously in operation in European countries.

(+ 9%) and in the farms of the Donetsk region

Taking into account that Donetsk and Lugansk

(+ 7.4%). At the agricultural enterprises of the

regions are located in the east of Ukraine, the

Lugansk region and in the farms of the

delivery of machinery and spare parts for its

Lugansk region, statistics change every year.

repair costs enterprises and farms more than

There is a tendency to a small decrease in the

for other regions of the country.

number of plows in farms (by agricultural
enterprises -5.13%, on farms -16.42%).

Taking into account, that at the beginning of
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2015

2016

2016

2014

2015

2016

2016

2016

2016

2016

2016

2016

2016

2016

2016

Agricultural
enterprises

4262

4517

4635

5912

3792

3691

3945

5400

8841

11140

9599

13407

8160

10623

13268
6

168926

Family farms

1402

1368

1277

1357

1294

1455

2299

3808

2463

36240

Households.

3227

no
data

no
data

3807

no
data

no
data

7281*

6454*

5377*

18847
3*

Agricultural
enterprises

2376

2720

2772

2145

2277

2248

Family farms

497

633

520

558

716

658

Agricultural
enterprises

1460

1484

1605

1333

1287

1248

Family farms

336

279

314

297

298

323

Agricultural
enterprises

1377

1431

1501

1230

1052

1170

Family farms

446

475

479

560

410

481

Agricultural
enterprises

2719

2741

2808

2487

2523

2664

Family farms

889

867

869

880

909

1017

Agricultural
enterprises

4865

4520

4588

3449

3056

3340

Family farms

1038

768

935

851

661

951

Agricultural
enterprises

2732

2817

2854

2592

2433

2564

Family farms

888

919

836

997

861

942

Spreaders of
humus and
fertilizers

Agricultural
enterprises

472

505

540

386

334

357

Family farms

141

121

112

156

99

109

Combine

Agricultural

925

1040

1064

841

936

958

Lugansk oblast, units

Total
in
Lugan
sk

units

Tractors

Freight and
cargo.

Tractor
trailers

Plows

Cultivators

Harrows

Seeders

3292

1919

1980

3677

5523

3690

652

1460

* - as of 2014
** - total number of machinery

67

2906

5499

Total
in
Lugan
sk
oblast.
**,

6438

939
1571

2738

2901

3290

4845

3745

13396

6114

4658

15360

1249

5947

1858

6337

12053

5596

1555

1218

8694

2027

3610

3392

5620

15751

9566

4534

5511

7418

1225

11567

2034

49306

64559

71659

92585

19202
9

226711

34682
7148

67157

87224

20067
1550

325

2916

58107

20926

1637
1660

48547

15253

2001
7798

99419

9560

1798

442

2447

3070

85417

Total in
Ukraine,
units

14002

1142

2202

306

1330

5365

3698

1289
466

3829

5662

540

2357

1964
3506

4300

1536

1269
4291

3178

4811

851

1122

844
3681

6919

1343

552
1651

5576

Total
in
Dnipro
oblast.
**,
units.

Ukraine

2014

units

Total
in
Donet
sk

Dnipro oblast

Total
in
Zapor
izhya

Donetsk oblast,

Kharkiv oblast

Zaporizhya oblast

Table 1. Agricultural machinery [4, 5, 6]

21634

26771

5137

2763

27366

36530
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From year to year, there is an increase in the

year to year in Donetsk oblast (+ 23.68%) and

number of cultivators in agricultural

Lugansk region (+ 0.63%) and in Donetsk

enterprises in the Donetsk region (+ 3.27%)

region farms (+ 14.66%). On farms of the

and Lugansk regions (+ 7.12%), as well as in

Lugansk region, their number decreases from

farms in the Lugansk region (+ 15.57%). The

year to year (-22.4%).

decrease in the number of parks with a

The number of rolls from year to year is

tendency to a small increase over the past

increased by farms of Lugansk region (+

year has been observed in the farms of the

34.19%) and agricultural enterprises of

Donetsk region (-2.3%).

Lugansk region (+ 20.63%), whereas in Donetsk
the situation with the number of park of this

An increase in the number of harrows is

equipment varies from year to year with a

observed in farms in the Lugansk region (+

tendency towards increase of the park in

11.75%), while their number in agricultural

agricultural enterprises (+ 5.03%) and

enterprises in the Donetsk and Lugansk

decrease in farms (-11.93%).

regions, as well as in farms in the Donetsk
region, varies from year to year with a

The number of irrigation equipment in

tendency to decrease (agricultural enterprises

agricultural enterprises in Donetsk and

Donetsk region -6,04%, agricultural enterprises

Lugansk regions varies from year to year with a

of Lugansk region -3,26%, farms of Donetsk

tendency for an increase in the Lugansk region

region -11,02%).

(+ 24.47%) and a decrease in Donetsk (-1.47%).
The number of milking plants in agricultural

The number of seed drills is increasing in the

enterprises in the Donetsk region increases

agricultural enterprises of the Donetsk region

from year to year (+ 44.71%), while in the

(+ 4,47%), while on the farms of the same

Lugansk region it varies with the tendency to

Donetsk region their number decreases from

increase (+ 26.16%).

year to year (-6.22%). On farms and on farms

The number of incubators for agricultural

in the Lugansk region, the number of seed

enterprises in the Donetsk region is

drills varies from year to year with a tendency

decreasing (-38.64%) from year to year, and

to decrease in quantity (-1.09% and -5.84%,

according to Lugansk, it does not change (0%).

respectively).
For the analysis of the amount of equipment,
The number of fertilizer spreaders and

we determine the ratio of the provision of

fertilizers is increasing in the agricultural

agricultural machinery in Donetsk, Lugansk

enterprises of Donetsk region (+ 14.41%), in

regions, and also in the regions bordering

the agricultural enterprises and farms of

them: Kharkiv, Dnipro, Zaporizhya and Ukraine

Lugansk region their number varies from year

as a whole, based on the amount of

to year with a tendency to decrease (-8.12%

equipment and sowing areas. Based on

and -43.12%, respectively), and the farms of

information sources [2, 7, 8], we compile

the Donetsk region have a stable tendency to

Table 2.

reduce the park (-25.89%) from year to year.

Note. The official statistics regarding the

The park of grain harvesters is increasing in

presence of a mini-tractor.

the agricultural enterprises of the Donetsk

Table 2. Comparative characteristics of some

region (+ 15,03%) and Lugansk regions (+

branches of agriculture

13,91%), whereas on farms of these regions
the amount of machinery varies from year to

Based on the data in Tables 1 and 2 in Table 3,

year with a tendency to increase the park (in

we calculate the availability of agricultural

the Donetsk region + 17.86%, in the Lugansk

equipment in agricultural enterprises, farms,

region + 24.83%).

households (as of 2014) and in general for
agricultural enterprises and farms in the

The number of haymaking park increases from

above-mentioned regions.
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Sowing
area
under crops

Cereals and
legumes

Production
of milk

Egg
production

69

Ukraine, total

Zaporizhye
region, thousand
hectares

Dnipro region,
thousand
hectares

Kharkiv region,
thousand
hectares

Lugansk region,
thousand
hectares

Donetsk region,
thousand
hectares

Table 2. Comparative characteristics of some branches of agriculture

Agricultural
enterprises

524,7

403,6

1017

824,4

801,8

14509,7

Family farms

148

195,1

240,3

415,6

302,3

4051,2

Agricultural
enterprises and
family farms

672,7

598,7

1257,3

1240

1104,1

18560,9

Households

306

173,9

480,8

652,5

502,6

8214,7

Households (2014)

506,1

225,5

476,8

652,4

507,3

8403,2

Total

978,7

772,6

1738,1

1892,5

1606,7

26775,6

Agricultural
enterprises

299,3

202,7

561

426

448,4

8129

Family farms

87,6

102,6

142,7

234,8

169,5

2281

Agricultural
enterprises and
family farms

386,9

305,3

703,7

660,8

617,9

10410

Households

162,8

78

283,2

437,6

264,9

3939,5

Households (2014)

262,7

94,7

275,6

446,8

253,6

4167,1

Total

549,7

383,3

986,9

1098,4

882,8

14349,5

-''-,
thousand
tons

-''-,
thousand
tons

-''-,
thousand
tons

-''-,
thousand
tons

-''-,
thousand
tons

-''-,
thousand
tons

79,8

37,4

237,3

75,9

33,5

2705,6

-''-, mln
pieces

-''-, mln
pieces

-''-, mln
pieces

-''-, mln
pieces

-''-, mln
pieces

-''-, mln
pieces

258,5

3,7

168,4

569,1

512,4

8067,6

Agricultural
enterprises

Agricultural
enterprises
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Table 3. Coefficient of provision with agricultural machinery

Agricultural enterprises

Family farms

Households (2014 )

16,88 9,02

8,69

9,57

15,27 8,86 11,65

9,16 9,9

10,81

10,18 8,15

10,6

9,62

9,14

8,94

22,43

9,1

Freight and cargo.
automotive

5,28

3,51

-

4,89

5,57

3,37

-

4,85

5,4

3,9

-

5,12 6,76

3,23 -

5,58

6

2,82

-

5,13

5,89

3,46

-

5,36

Tractor trailers

3,06

2,12

-

2,85

3,09

1,65

-

2,62

2,69

2,3

-

2,62 3,85

2,7

-

3,47

3,83

1,79

-

3,27

3,35

2,36

-

3,13

Plows

2,86

3,24

-

2,94

2,9

2,47

-

2,76

2,85

3,51

-

2,98 4,64

3,7

-

4,33

4,23

3,78

-

4,11

3,4

3,76

-

3,48

Cultivators

5,35

5,87

-

5,46

6,6

5,21

-

6,15

4,76

5,28

-

4,86 7,69

5,67 -

7,01

7,01

5,95

-

6,72

4,94

5,17

-

4,99

Harrows

8,74

6,32

-

8,21

8,28

4,87

-

7,17

13,17 8,17

-

12,22 14,62

8,9

-

12,7

11,93 6,62

-

10,48 13,24 8,56

-

12,21

Seeders

5,44

5,65

-

5,47

6,35

4,83

-

5,86

4,58

5,36

-

4,73 6,76

5,3

-

6,29

6,87

5,42

-

6,47

4,63

4,95

-

4,7

Spreaders of humus
and fertilizers

1,03

0,76

-

0,97

0,88

0,56

-

0,78

1,23

1,27

-

1,24 1,48

1,06 -

1,34

1,53

1,08

-

1,4

1,49

1,27

-

1,44

Mowers

0,76

0,9

-

0,79

0,8

0,64

-

0,75

0,76

0,79

-

0,76 0,75

0,6

-

0,7

0,76

0,65

-

0,73

0,78

0,71

-

0,76

Irrigation
equipment

0,52

-

-

-

0,29

-

-

-

0,23

-

-

-

0,48

-

-

-

0,77

-

-

-

0,72

-

-

-

Mini tractors and
motor blocks in
households

-

-

3,1

-

-

-

13,82 -

-

-

3,5

-

-

-

4,3

-

-

-

7,02

-

-

-

16,2

-

Number of vehicles
per 1000 hectares
of acreage for
cereals and
legumes

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

Combine harvesters

3,55

4,52

1,91

3,77

4,73

3,63

1,36

4,36

3,31

4,13

2,55

3,48

4,76

3,792,06

4,41

4,77

4,3

3,22

4,47

3,36

4,02

5,48

3,51

Rollers

1,95

2

-

1,97

2,62

2,02

-

2,42

1,72

1,93

-

1,76

3,01

2,18 -

2,71

2,41

1,89

-

2,27

1,78

1,71

-

1,77

Agricultural enterpr.
Family farms .

Family farms

Agricultural enterpr.
Family farms

Households (2014 )

7,46

Agricultural enterpr.
Family farms

Family farms

9,78

Households (2014)

Agricultural enterprises

8,79

Households (2014 )

6,37

Households (2014 )

Agricultural enterprises

8,63

Agricultural enterpr.
Family farms

Family farms

8,83

Agricultural enterpr.
Family farms

Tractors

Number of vehicles
per 1000 hectares
of acreage under
crops

Agricultural enterpr.
Family farms

Agricultural enterprises

Ukraine

Family farms

Zaporizhya oblast

Agricultural enterprises

Dnipro oblast

Households (2014 )

Kharkiv oblast

Family farms

Lugansk oblast

Agricultural enterprises

Donetsk oblast

Quantity of
equipment per
1000 tons of milk

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

Milking
installations

3,77

-

-

-

5,8

-

-

-

3,13

-

-

-

4,58

-

-

-

7,22

-

-

-

3,81

-

-

-

Number of
equipment per 1
million pcs. eggs

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

-''-

Incubators

0,17

-

-

-

6,21

-

-

-

0,4

-

-

-

0,11

-

-

-

0,02

-

-

-

0,15

-

-

-
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Table 3. Coefficient of provision with agricultural machinery
2014
Purchased

Lugansk oblast

Donetsk oblast

1

2015

Written-off

Balance

Purchased

2016

Writtenoff

Balance

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

Purchased
1

2

Total in 2014-2016

Written-off
1

Balance

Purchased

2

1

2

1

2

Written-off
1

2

Balance
1

2

Tractors

100

2,35

68

1,6

32

0,75

68

1,51

49

1,08

19

0,42

171

3,69

116

2,5

55

1,19

339

7,31

233

5,03

106

2,28

Freight
and cargopassenger
cars

49

2,06

38

1,6

11

0,46

35

1,29

37

1,36

-2

-0,07

74

2,67

52

1,88

22

0,79

158

5,7

127

4,58

31

1,12

Combine
harvesters

25

2,7

18

1,95

7

0,76

23

2,21

10

0,96

13

1,25

55

5,17

11

1,03

44

4,14

103

9,68

39

3,67

64

6,01

Tractors

60

1,58

78

2,06

-18

-0.47

89

2,41

47

1,27

42

1,14

218

5,53

57

1,44

161

4,08

367

9,3

182

4,61

185

4,69

Freight
and cargopassenger
cars

39

1,82

32

1,49

7

0,33

78

3,43

14

0,61

64

2,81

71

3,16

34

1,51

37

1,65

188

8,36

80

3,56

108

4,8

Combine
harvesters

13

1,55

17

2,02

-4

-0,47

40

4,27

9

0,96

31

3,31

65

6,78

20

2,09

45

4,7

117

12,21

46

4,8

71

7,41

1 – Number of units
2 - % of the number at the end of the year

The renewal of agricultural machinery is an indicator
of the intensity of replacing the old equipment with
a new one, the process of expanding production,
and the commissioning of new facilities. Updating
occurs with simultaneous purchase of new
equipment and writing off the same amount of the
old. With a greater write-off of the old equipment,
the park is being reduced, and with a larger
purchase of new equipment - expansion. Based on
the information [4, 5, 6], in Table 4 we indicate the
movement of the main types of equipment (tractors,
freight and passenger-motor vehicles, and combine
harvesters) in Donetsk and Lugansk regions in
2014-2016 in agricultural enterprises. We expect
expansion / reduction of parks of equipment.
The average coefficient of tractors availability in
Ukraine is 9.1 units / 1000 hectares of sown areas
(the load per tractor is 109.89 hectares). This is one
of the worst indicators in the world. FAOSTAT has a
database [10] on the number of agricultural
machinery in the countries of the world from 1961
to 2009.
Fig. 1 shows a diagram of the number of sown areas
per tractor in different countries of the world until
2009 [9]. In advanced economies, the number of
sown areas per tractor is less than 50 hectares.
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— Austria

— Brazil

— Canada

— China

— France

— Germany

-- -- India

— Iran
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— Japan

----Pakistan
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— Russia (USSR)
— England
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---Thailand

— USA

Figure 1. Diagram of the number of sown areas per tractor in
different countries of the world until 2009.
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The lowest coefficient of tractors usage in the

the same time, an insignificant updating of the

region is in the households of the Donetsk

tractors' fleet to 5% passes with the expansion

region. It is 6.37 tractors per 1000 hectares of

of the park to 4% annually in the agricultural

arable land. Each tractor has about 157

enterprises of the region. For three years the

hectares of arable land. This is a third higher

situation with the tractors park in Lugansk

than the average for Ukraine and three times

region looks much better than in Donetsk. The

higher than in advanced economies. At the

park was updated by 9.3% and replenished by

same time, on farms of the population of the

4.69% against 7.31% and 2.28% respectively. In

Lugansk region, this indicator is one of the

general, the number of tractors in the region

best in Ukraine - 16.88 units. per 1000

remains insufficient.

hectares of arable land, or 59.24 hectares of
arable land per tractor. On the farms of the

The average ratio of grain harvesters in

Donetsk region and agricultural enterprises in

Ukraine is 3.51 units per 1000 hectares of

Donetsk and Lugansk regions, the security

acreage for cereals and legumes, or 284.9

ratio is comparable to the average for Ukraine.

hectares per unit of equipment. This is one of

In farms of the Lugansk region, the ratio of

the worst indicators in the world. Fig. 2 shows

tractors was 7.46 units. / 1000 hectares, or

the number of sown areas per combine in

134 hectares of arable land per tractor. This is

different countries of the world until 2009 [9].

22% worse than the average for Ukraine. At

Figure 2. Diagram of the number of sown areas per 1 combine harvester in different countries
of the world until 2009

Canada

China

France

Germany

India

Indonesia

Italy

Japan

Poland

Korea

Russia

Spain

Ukraine

USA

Vietnam
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In the vast majority of countries, one grain

seeders, both regions are slightly ahead of the

harvester covers up to 200 hectares of crops.

Ukrainian statistics and statistics in the Kharkiv

In general, the agricultural enterprises in the

region, but the figures are lower than in

Donetsk and Lugansk regions, as well as on

Zaporizhya and Dnipro regions.

farms in the Donetsk region, the grain

By the provision of harrows and spreaders of

harvesting equipment availability ratio is

humus and fertilizers, both regions of the

slightly higher than the average for Ukraine,

region lag behind the indicators of

and for the farms in the Lugansk region is

all-Ukrainian statistics and statistics in

slightly lower. The catastrophic situation with

neighboring areas.

the provision of grain harvesters in the
households of Donetsk and Lugansk regions is

According to the availability of mowers, the

1.91 units / 1000 ha and 1.36 units / 1000 ha,

situation is stable throughout Ukraine,

respectively. In terms of 1 harvester, it is

including the areas under consideration.

respectively 523.6 hectares and 735.3 ha of

The availability of irrigation equipment is

land. This is primarily due to the high cost of

proportional to the geographic location of the

purchasing a new harvester, or even used in

regions. In such regions as Donetsk, Dnipro

Europe harvester.

and, especially, Zaporizhya the amount of
equipment is larger than in the south of

It should be noted that annually in the last

Lugansk and Kharkiv.

three years, the agricultural enterprises of the

In terms of the availability of rolls, both areas

region are undergoing a stable renewal and an

are slightly ahead of the general Ukrainian

increase in the fleet of combine harvesters.

statistics, as well as statistics for Kharkiv

Regarding Donetsk region, 9.68% of

region.

equipment was updated with 6.01%
replenishment, in Lugansk by 12.41% with

In general, in the eastern regions, the situation

replenishment of the park by 7.41%.

with the provision of mini tractors and motor

In terms of the availability of freight and

blocks in the households of the population is

passenger-cargo carriers, both regions of the

catastrophic with an average of 16.2 units per

region are only slightly behind the Ukrainian

1,000 hectares (61.7 hectares of land per 1

statistics, at the same time, by these indicators

unit of equipment) in Ukraine as a whole, only

they are ahead of the neighboring regions:

in the Lugansk region this indicator does not

Kharkov, Dnepropetrovsk and Zaporizhzhya.

reach this figure a little and makes - 13.82

According to the agricultural enterprises of the

units / 1000 hectares. In the Donetsk region,

Lugansk region, the fleet of freight and

the situation is 5 times worse (3.1 units / 1000

cargo-passenger cars is significantly more

ha).

active than in Donetsk. For three years 12.21%
of new machines were purchased in

By the number of milking plants, the best

agricultural enterprises of Lugansk region,

indicators for the region is in the Lugansk

while the park was replenished by 7.41%.

region. The statistics on the supply of

Regarding Donetsk - 5.7% of new cars

equipment is 1.5 times higher than the overall

purchased, and the park is replenished by only

Ukrainian indicator, while at the same time in

1.21%.

the Donetsk region the milking provision is
practically at the all-Ukrainian level.
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In terms of the availability of tractor trailers

By the number of incubators, the leader is the

and plows, both areas slightly lag behind both

Lugansk region in view of the fact that by the

national Ukrainian indicators and indicators of

number of eggs produced this area is

neighboring regions.

significantly inferior to neighboring.

In terms of the availability of cultivators and

Despite the fact that Donetsk and Lugansk
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oblasts are only marginally inferior to the

3. State financing of infrastructure facilities.

general Ukrainian statistics by quantity of
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and storage facilities. According to the Lugansk
region, all large flour mills are located in
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open for the Lugansk region. In the region, the
main railway (Troitskoe - Belokurakino Starobelsk - Novoyaidar - Stanitsa Luganskaya)
was cut off from the general railway network.
The harvested crop and food products are
forced to carry by road, which creates
significant loads on the road, breaking them.

Recommended set of measures to
improve the situation:
1. Increase financing of farmers in the region
on a returnable and irretrievable basis.
2. Support for private business of grain
storage facilities, flour-milling complexes and
enterprises of the meat and dairy industry.
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Introduction

population;

Since April 2014, a military conflict has taken

territories;

place in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions.
During the military confrontation, Ukraine lost
control of some of the territories, which later
led to the displacement of the civilian
population closer to the metropolis (Kyiv,
Kharkiv, Zaporozhye, Dnipropetrovsk). It
should be noted that a significant part of the
population remained within Donetsk and
Luhansk oblasts on a controlled Ukrainian

3. Outflow of capital from the abovementioned
4. Lack of investors for implementation of new
projects;
5. Outflow of skilled personnel.
Nowadays, the above companies continue
their activities in Kiev and Belgorod Dniester
(Odesa region).

Pond fish farms

territory. According to the Ministry of Social

"Dontrybokombinat" was and remains the

Policy, as of January 19, 2017, internally

main supplier of fish on the market. This is a

displaced people from the Donetsk and

large farm that demonstrates the current

Luhansk oblasts make up about 1 million 397

status of aquaculture in most of the fish farms

thousand people, approximately 528 thousand

in Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts. This

people moved from Donetsk and 31 thousand

enterprise on the Donbas market supplied up

people displaced from Luhansk oblasts [1].

to 90% of pond fish products. The company

With the outflow of population, there is also

includes the following fish farms

the movement of enterprises and farms of

"Oleksandrivka", "Krasnolimansky", "Nitrius",

different forms of ownership and sphere of

"Krasnaya Dolina", "SlovTES", "Myronivka",

activity, and, accordingly, specialists. Analyzing

"Mayakka", repair and transport shop, power

the fishing market there is also such a trend in

plants, processing workshops, and agricultural

this respect.

business. The total area of the company is
4905 hectares. The main objects of cultivation

High-tech and intensive fish
production (PAC systems)
For example, we can name the activity of the
company "Fishmatik" and "UkrAkvaInstudiya".
These companies have been leaders in
implementing the latest fishery development in
their region. At the market of Donetsk and
Luhansk regions, they were the main suppliers
of equipment and technologies for the
cultivation of aquaculture objects in closed
water supply facilities. Each of these
enterprises consisted of a design bureau, mini
research laboratories and production facilities
for the construction of appropriate equipment.
With the onset of hostilities in the Donbas, up
to 95% of enterprises of this type were forced
to leave the temporarily occupied territories.
Among the reasons for moving can be
distinguished:
1. Lack of demand for their products;
2. Reducing the purchasing power of the

are carp species of fish (carp, carps, white
amur).
• R & D "Oleksandrivka" is located in
Oleksandrivskiy district of Donetsk oblast and
is engaged in raising pond fish / carp pastry,
carp. Has an area of 725 hectares of parasols
and 323 hectares of upland ponds. The annual
volume of production fish was about 480,02
tons: fish-stuffs 1758,84 pieces;
• "Mayakka" R / G is located in
Oleksandrivskiy district with. Lviv region of
Donetsk region, engaged in raising pond fish /
carp pastry, carp /. Has an area of feeding
rates of 350,7 hectares, grown 97,4 hectares.
The annual production of 428.29 tons of
commodity fish, 355.1 thousand pieces of
fish-oil material;
• "Krasnolimansky" RG is located in
Krasnolimansky District, with. Kirovsk Donetsk
Region. He is engaged in the cultivation of
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pond fish / carp pastry, carp /. Has an area of

directions of its activity have not occurred.

feeding rates of 442 hectares, upland 227

According to the fish breeders of PJSC

hectares. The annual production of 168.76

"Donbribinat", it can be stated that there is a

tons of commodity fish, 2615.0 thousand

significant decline in production of this

pieces of fish-oil material.

enterprise. The main reasons include the
following:

• R & D "Nitrius" is located in
Krasnolimansky district with. Novoselivka

• Decrease in demand for fish

Donetsk region. He is engaged in the

breeding material (the main reason was the

cultivation of pond fish / carp pastry, carp /.

proximity to military operations and the

Has an area of feeding rates of 78 hectares,

destruction of a number of small private

grown 318.5 hectares. The annual production

farms). As of spring 2017 PJSC

of 39.17 tons of commercial fish amounted to

"Doniribokombinat" provides Donetsk, Lugansk

1519.8 thousand pieces of fish-oil material.

and Dnipropetrovsk regions with fish-material
(larva, one year old, step);

• Rvg "Red Valley" is located with.
Mirny Slavic district of Donetsk region. He is

• Reduced sales of commodity

engaged in the cultivation of pond fish / carp

products due to the withdrawal of large

pastry, carp /. Has an area of feeding rates of

metropolises into uncontrolled territory of

432.4 hectares, grown 274.5 hectares. The

Ukraine (reduction of the market of commodity

annual production of 405.8 tons of commodity

products);

fish, 873.3 thousand pieces of fish-oil material.

• Reducing purchasing power of the
population;

• Rybdlennia "SlovTES" is in with.
Raygorodok of the Slavic district of Donetsk

• Increase in cases of poaching;

region. He is engaged in the cultivation and
fishing of fish by quota / carp pastry, carp /.

• Prohibition of trade with temporarily

The words of the TPP in its composition have

occupied territories of Luhansk and Donetsk

65.4 hectares of grown-up ponds in which

oblasts (reduction of the number of clients,

about 1144.5 thousand pieces of fish-oil

mainly small farms).

material are grown.
• "Mironivka" is located in the area of
Debaltsevsky district of Donetsk region.
Myronivka Engaged in growing and fishing of
fish from reservoirs / carps, carp /. The
reservoir of Myronivska TPP is 420 hectares.
The industrial catch of the "Myronivka" ranch
was 18.25 tons of fish.
• Repair and transport workshop,
power unit and processing workshop, located
in the Slavyansk district, p. Peaceful In the
processing plant, processing of fish was
carried out. The private farming sector has
800.86 hectares of agricultural crops on which
cereal crops are grown: wheat, barley,
sunflower. During the whole period of
existence of the enterprise the changes in the
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Small farms
Analyzing the state of small farms, we can note
a steady decline in production of fish products.
There is also a reduction in the number of
business entities. The main problems of
management include the following factors:
• Legal. Many farms have problems at the
legislative level with the proper design of the
lease of the reservoir. There are a number of
legal conflicts in the legislation regarding the
water fund;
• Increased incidence of poaching;
• Lacking the necessary equipment and the
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ability to purchase it. Such equipment includes

aquaculture products. The main purpose of

reaper machines, equipment for incubators,

these measures should be to explain the

trays, baths and fishing tanks of different

technology of fish production and exchange of

types;

the study;
3. Financial support through grants, loans and

• Lack of qualitative fish-plant material;

leasing programs;

• Lack of qualified personnel.

4. Attracting investments. There are
temporarily displaced persons who want and

Industrial fishing

can organize the production of aquaculture

Industrial catching of aquaculture objects is

lack of finance and legal support.

products in the Donbas. The main problem is

concentrated on large reservoirs of coolers
and reservoirs. The monopolist is PJSC
"Donbibombinat", which has a quota for fishing
in the water areas. There are practically no
other users of water reservoirs. The main
reason for this situation is that the delimitation
line takes place in the vast majority of water
bodies. In large areas there is poaching fishing
in small quantities.

Conclusion
By communicating with fish farmers who came
from the Donbas (temporarily displaced
persons) and residents of Donetsk and
Luhansk oblasts, the following general
tendencies can be noted:
• Reduction of the aquaculture market;
• Lack of favorable investment climate;
• Reducing the purchasing power of the local
population;
• Outflow of highly skilled personnel from the
region;

Proposals for improvement of
aquaculture in Donetsk and
Luhansk regions
1. Creation of legal consultations aimed at
assisting the registration of documents for
management, and interpretation of the main
laws in aquaculture;
2. Creation of master classes, seminars,
conferences for small producers of
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Climate change and its impact on the

into the atmosphere, sources of wastewater

environment, economy and society is one of

discharges, surface water, water bodies within

the most urgent and priority issues on the

environmental protection areas, terrestrial and

agenda of the international community. The

marine ecosystems, industrial and household

data of meteorological observations indicate

waste dumps, including in nature conservation

that over the past 100 years the average

areas.

temperature on the planet has increased by
0.74 ° C. According to various scenarios of the

•

Seversko-Donetsk basin management

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

of water resources - monitoring of rivers,

(IPCC), by the end of the 21st century, the

reservoirs, canals, irrigation systems and

Earth's temperature could rise from 1.8 to 4.6

reservoirs within integrated water

° C.

management systems, inter-sectoral and
agricultural water supply systems, surface

The rate of climate change in Ukraine is lower

waters in border areas and their intensive

than in many countries around the world. Even

production and economic use.

though according to experts, Ukraine is one of
the 26 countries of Eastern Europe and

•

Central Asia least affected by climate change,

of hydrometeorology – conduct monitoring of

Donetsk and Luhansk regional center

its global consequences may affect the

atmospheric air and precipitation, surface and

economy and social development of the

sea water, content of pollutants on the basic

country.

observation network.

The possible increase in air temperature,

•

changes in precipitation, reduction in the mass

Enterprise Donetskgeology and Eastern State

of snow, shift in the habitats of plants and

Regional Geological Enterprise Vostok GRGP –

animals, an increase in the frequency and

monitoring of groundwater, geochemical

intensity of extreme weather events – these

status of landscapes, natural and dangerous

and other consequences of global climate

natural phenomena, such as endogenous and

change can significantly affect the industrial

exogenous geological processes.

Donetsk State Regional Geological

and social infrastructure of Eastern Ukraine.
The same reasons will have an impact on the

•

flora and fauna, threaten the health and life of

State Institution "Institute for Soil Protection of

Donetsk and Luhansk branches of the

people.

Ukraine" – conduct monitoring of agricultural
soils, surface waters of agricultural purposes,

On the other hand, for the Donbas global

agricultural plants and products from them.

warming can lead to certain economic
benefits, such as positive trends in agriculture,

•

reduction of the heating season, structural

protection stations – conduct monitoring of

Donetsk and Lugansk regional plant

changes in industry, etc.

the application of chemical and biological crop

From the governmental organizations that

protection products.

collect information on the impact of climate
change and state of the environment in the

•

Donetsk and Lugansk regions before the start

departments of forestry and hunting – conduct

of the conflict may be considered the following

monitoring of soils of forest fund lands, forest

facts:

vegetation, hunting fauna.
• State environmental inspections in

•

Donetsk and Lugansk regional

The Department of Housing and

Donetsk and Lugansk regions – conduct

Communal Services of the Donetsk Regional

monitoring of sources of industrial emissions

State Administration and the Department of
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Housing and Communal Services and

predominate, which are formed under the

Construction of the Lugansk Regional State

influence of Asian anticyclones, in the summer

Administration carry out monitoring of green

the North-West and West winds predominate.

spaces in towns and urban-type settlements,
drinking water of the water supply and sewage

Today in the East of Ukraine there is no

system of the city sewerage network and

evident warming. Although the average annual

treatment facilities.

temperatures exceed the norm in some years,
this trend is not sustainable. According to

Since 2014, all of the above-mentioned

forecasts, an increase in the average annual

organizations have been affected by the

temperatures in the East of Ukraine by 2050

conflict, most of them have lost technical,

may be 1.4 - 2.2 ° C, and by 2080 - 2100 years

material and transport support, archives and

– 2.4-4.0 ° C, respectively. By 2080, warming in

documentation.

this area can lead to a decrease in the amount
of average annual precipitation by about 3 – 5

The Seversko-Donetsk basin management of

%, with an expected increase in precipitation in

water resources and the Donetsk and Lugansk

winter and a decrease in summer.

regional centers for hydrometeorology can be
identified from environmental monitoring

In the process of climate change, the

organizations in Donetsk and Lugansk regions

probability of extreme weather events will

that continue to receive qualitative periodic

increase, this include droughts, dry winds,

information on the state of the environment,

strong winds, as well as the emergence of

on the basis of which it is possible to analyze

so-called heat waves – periods of time with

climate change in the Eastern Ukraine.

high or low air temperatures lasting up to 7
days.

Donetsk and Lugansk regions are located in
the Western part of the continental steppe

Climate change has significant impacts on

region and are characterized by the temperate

water resources. The annual flow of rivers in

of continental climate. Summer in the East of

the South-Eastern part of Ukraine will

Ukraine is usually hot and arid, winter – cold

decrease by 10 to 25% by 2070, which will lead

with little amounts of snow. The period with

to an increase in the water deficit.

temperatures above + 10⁰C is about 170 days,
and the frost-free period is 160-170 days. The

Observational data indicate that regional

total amount of precipitation is about 370 -

climate change affects the number of

550 mm per year, 75% of which falls in the

meteorological characteristics: the formation

warm season. The average height of the snow

and duration of snow cover has changed, the

cover varies from 10 to 19 cm. The duration of

duration of seasons has increased, the

sunshine is an average of 2100 hours per year.

intensity of unfavorable weather events has

Almost the middle position of the Donetsk and

increased, uncharacteristic for the east of

Lugansk regions between the equator and the

Ukraine, extremely low winter temperatures

pole ensures the receipt of relatively large

and steadily high summer in combination with

amounts of heat. This is one of the main

increasing precipitation.

causes of frequent droughts and dry winds in
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the summer and thaws, fogs and strong winds

The dynamics of the average annual rainfall

in winter. According to long-term data, the

obtained at the station of the Donetsk

average air temperature in January is -6.5 ° C,

Regional Hydrometeorological Center in

and in July + 21.5 ° C. In turn, the absolute

Debaltsevo is shown in Figure 1. As can be

minimum of the observed temperature is -37 °

seen from the obtained trend, the amount of

C, and the absolute maximum is + 40 ° C. In

precipitation increased from 500 to 615 mm.

winter, the South-East and East winds

The growth of the indicator has significantly
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Fig. 1. - Dynamics of average annual precipitation in Eastern Ukraine

Fig. 2. - Dynamics of the average annual temperature in eastern Ukraine

changed the climatic conditions in the East of

The level of average annual temperatures

Ukraine, which affected primarily the

below zero decreases more significantly - by

agricultural sector.

1.4 ° C.

According to the cyclicity of the water-bearing

Thus, the data of long-term observations

years, a low-water period is now observed,

indicate the presence of a trend towards

which began in 2007 and can last until 2025.

climate change in Eastern Ukraine. By the

The value of the average annual temperature

middle of the 21st century, there will be a

at the station of the Donetsk Regional

slight increase in the mean annual

Hydrometeorological Center in Debaltsevo is

temperature of surface air in the Donetsk and

shown in Figure 2. For the last 70 years its

Lugansk regions. The most noticeable

trend has decreased from 9.4°C to 9.0°C.

temperature increase will be in winter. It is
expected that the period with a stable snow

The positive average annual temperatures in

cover will shrink, precipitation will increase,

the region have changed insignificantly in

especially in winter, increase in river runoff

recent years, the overall dynamics of their

and an increase in the temperature of water

decrease is 0.5°C for 10 years.

bodies. A rise in sea level and an increase in
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the frequency and intensity of hazardous

the direction of their increase. It is necessary

weather events are forecasted.

to develop a system of weather and climate
monitoring, to improve the quality of

Agriculture largely depends on fluctuations

agrometeorological forecasts, and to switch to

and changes in climatic conditions, which in

the production of more resistant crops to

Donetsk and Lugansk regions are generally

reduce the possible climate risks for

favorable for the cultivation of most of the

agriculture, primarily related to the increase in

crops. The main unfavorable conditions for

the number of extreme weather events.

agriculture are arid conditions in summer and

An important area for adaptation to changing

autumn and unfavorable conditions of winter.

of climatic conditions is the development of

The main grain crop of the East of Ukraine is

forestry that is resistant to climate change,

winter wheat, which occupies up to 50% of the

land use management without additional or

total grain production. The zone of guaranteed

with a minimum additional CO2 emission

growing of winter wheat in conditions of

(without plowing or with minimal plowing) and

climate warming may move to higher latitudes,

protection of perennial pastures. Projects

to the territory of western Polissya and the

aimed at the use of biomass (primarily

right-bank of forest-steppe. According to

agricultural and forestry waste) to produce

tentative estimates, in this case its part in the

heat and electricity in rural settlements can

grain structure in the Eastern Ukraine may

also be viewed as adaptation measures that

decrease to 20-25%. At the same time,

have a significant economic effect (improving

conditions for increasing the crops of barley,

energy security, reducing the cost of electricity)

oats, corn, leguminous crops (up to 20%), as

and social (creation of new jobs) benefits.

well as a significant increase in the cultivation
of forage grains, and expansion of crops of

To adapt to climate change in agriculture in

perennial grasses. Such situation will promote

the medium term, the following measures are

the formation of the zone of intensive dairy

necessary:

and beef cattle breeding. In the future, due to
the increase in the growing season in the

• Informing farmers and the public about the

Donetsk region and the amount of

effects of climate change and adaptation

precipitation, the harvest of crops may

measures;

increase, and it will also be possible to
cultivate new species, for example, some berry

• Revision of species diversity of cultivated

crops.

crops and varieties in the direction of their
increase;

Therefore, the possible climate change can
significantly affect the agricultural production

• Increase in production of more resistant

of the East of Ukraine. At the same time, today

crops to climate change;

the degree of the industry's readiness to
implement measures to adapt to the expected

• Development of irrigation networks;

changes is quite low, in Donetsk and Lugansk
regions there are no regional programs for

• Development of forestry, support of forest

adaptation to climate change, farmers'

shelterbelts;

awareness of the necessary measures to adapt
to climate change is insignificant.

• Use of biomass for heat and power

Under the existing conditions, it is necessary

generation in rural settlements, especially in

to take into account the climatic changes in

remote areas of the region;

planning for the development of agricultural
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production in the region, including the revision

• Improvement of weather and climate

of the species diversity of cultivated crops in

monitoring and improvement of the quality of
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significantly influence the state of the
environment of the East of Ukraine.

• Improvement of the system of prompt

Among the large number of industrial

delivery of weather and climate information to

enterprises damaged as a result of the

the consumer;

fighting, were the most environmentally
hazardous industries: Yasinovsky, Avdeevsky

• Development of insurance system of weather

and Enakievo coke plants, Enakievo Steel

and climate risks.

Works, Lisichansk Oil Refinery, Donetsk State
Chemical Plant, Slavyanskaya, Luganskaya and

Healthy ecosystems will be more adaptable to

Kurakhovskaya Thermal Power Stations,

climate change. Therefore, the protection of

Severodonetsk "Azot" and Gorlovsky "Stirol".

ecosystems should become an integral part of
regional adaptation policies. Emphasis should

A significant negative impact on agricultural

be placed on monitoring of the state of

soils cause impurities from the air. Due to the

ecosystems, preserving and restoring

disruption of the work of industrial enterprises

biodiversity, including in marine and river

and fires caused by hostilities, there is a

ecosystems, reducing the undesirable impact

precipitation of combustion products and

of invasive species emerging in the region due

chemicals contained in industrial emissions.

to climate change, and implementing activities

When ammunition is burned, nitro compounds

to conserve ecosystems in plans regional and

and heavy metals enter the soils: iron, lead,

territorial development.

mercury, zinc, cadmium, strontium, titanium,
vanadium, chromium, manganese, nickel and

Consequences of the military conflict

other contaminants. In addition, the metal

Recent military actions in Eastern Ukraine

particles entering the environment is mainly

caused significant damage to the environment

made of cast iron with an admixture of steel

of Donetsk and Lugansk regions, while one of

and contains sulfur and copper in its

the most dangerous environmental

composition.

consequences of fighting in the East is
pollution of the natural environment in case of

In general, since the beginning of the conflict

emergency disruption of large industrial

in the Eastern of Ukraine, the total amount of

enterprises. As a result of direct damage to the

pollutant emissions has decreased due to the

production infrastructure and equipment,

suspension of large industrial enterprises in

emergency shutdowns of enterprises due to

the Donetsk region by 40%, and in Lugansk -

damage and the lack of raw materials, energy

by 75% compared to 2013. Despite this, gross

and electricity carriers, the risks of negative

emissions in the Donbass in 2015 amounted

impact on the natural environment of the

to almost 25% of total emissions in Ukraine. In

region are significantly increased. In some

2015, in the Donetsk region, 975 thousand

cases, this leads to emergency break releases

tons of pollutants were released into the

of the emissions and discharges of harmful

atmosphere, and 133 thousand tons in the

substances, in others – to a longer exposure to

Luhansk region. The volume of emissions of

the environment by reducing the efficiency of

pollutants into the atmosphere from stationary

cleaning and use of low-quality raw materials

sources of pollution from agriculture, forestry

for production.

and fisheries is quite insignificant and
amounted to 1.8 thousand tons in Donetsk

A significant part of the industrial potential of

and 0.7 thousand tons in Lugansk region,

Ukraine is concentrated in Donetsk and

which is 0.2% and 0.5% of total emissions.

Lugansk regions. Here situated large industrial

During the conflict in the East, there have been

enterprises of coal, metallurgical, chemical,

several instances of cut-off of coal-mining

machine-building and power industries, which

enterprises from electricity supply. Violation of
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power supply to pumping stations of sewage

Ukraine, the withdrawal of water from natural

water disposal systems in a number of cases

water bodies in 2015 decreased by 22%

resulted in complete flooding of mines,

compared to 2013 in the Donetsk region -

flooding of nearby territories and

from 1979 million m3 to 1,548 million m3, and

contamination of groundwater. This tendency

in the Lugansk region - by almost 72% % - from

is especially traced along the

469 million m3 to 133 million m3 due to a

Toretsk-Gorlovka-Zolotoe line.

decline in industrial production in the East of

High mineralization of mine waters and a

Ukraine. The total water discharge also

significant amount of sulfates and chlorides

significantly decreased in 2015 compared to

can lead to salinization or solonetzation of

2013 - in the Donetsk region by 36% - from

flooded soils. The rise in the level of

1313 million m3 to 846 million m3, and in the

groundwater with flooding of terrain and

Lugansk region - by 71% - from 287 million m3

structures in industrial zones and settlements

to 83 million m3. For irrigation in 2015 in the

leads to bogging of significant land plots.

Donetsk region was spent 6 million m3, which

Irrigation of agricultural land with surface

is 0.6% of the total amount of fresh water

waters polluted by mine waters can also lead

used. In the Lugansk region in 2015, no water

to pollution and salinization of soils.

was not used for irrigation.

Given that the areas allocated for arable land,

The areas of death of forest plantations from

for example, in the Donetsk region, reach 64%

forest fires in the Lugansk region in 2014 and

of its territory, such an impact will lead to a

in 2015 increased. In 2014, the area of death

significant drop in the quality and quantity of

of forest plantations increased by 97.7% from

agricultural products produced and the

the previous year - from 21 ha to 918 hectares,

withdrawal of agricultural land from

and in 2015 - by 87.7% compared to 2014 – to

exploitation.

up to 7458 hectares.

The use of agricultural land damaged as a
result of hostilities will be hampered by the

At the same time, since any forest

need for their reclamation due to pollution

management activities in the territory of the

and damage to the soil cover, the need to

conflict are impossible until the fighting and

demine territories and neutralize ammunition,

demining of the forests are completely

which will lead to the inability to use significant

stopped, the areas of forest reproduction have

agricultural and recreational land and

significantly decreased. In Donetsk Oblast, the

reduction in production of agricultural

area of forest reproduction decreased by 66%

products.

- from 1024 hectares in 2013 to 348 hectares
in 2015, and in the Lugansk region by 89% -
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As a result of the fighting, engineering

from 4,610 hectares in 2013 to 499 hectares in

structures were damaged, designed to supply

2015.

the population with drinking water and

Thus, the ongoing hostilities in Eastern Ukraine

irrigation water. The destruction touched the

and political instability in the region do not

infrastructure of the Seversky Donets-Donbass

give opportunities to fully implement measures

channel, which supplies significant part of the

to mitigate the effects of climate change. In

Donetsk region with water, some pumping

combination with the negative impact of

stations were damaged, main and distribution

climate change, the consequences of the

networks were destroyed. Such situation can

conflict can negatively affect the volume of

lead to a shortage of drinking water in the

agricultural production, lead to significant

Eastern Ukraine, which suffers from its

increase in migration processes and

shortage and even in peacetime, and the

exacerbation the socio-economic situation in

deteriorating sanitary and epidemiological

Donetsk and Lugansk regions, as well as

situation in the region.

neighboring regions of Ukraine and the

According to the State Statistics Service of

Russian Federation.
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Introduction

Agroindustrial departments of the state

The dairy industry is traditional for Ukraine,

oblasts were interviewed, as well as

administrations of Donetsk and Lugansk

its development is associated with a number
of factors, both internal and external. In
addition, today the state has significant
regional factors affecting production, for
example, the Anti-terrorist operation in the
East. For example, damage to the dairy
sector infrastructure, separation of milk
production centres from milk consumption
centres, limited capacity for producing
feeding and rearing the cattle, reduction of
purchasing power and internal migration of

specialists of the Bakhmut district
administration, representatives of
households and enterprises of
Velykonovosilkivsky, Dobropolsky,
Volodarsky, Mangush, Volnovasky districts of
the Donetsk region; Novopiskovsky,
Bilovodsky, Bakhmutsky districts of Lugansk
region.

Main part

the population raised new challenges for the

First of all, it should be noted that the share

dairy industry in Lugansk and Donetsk

of dairy stock in the total amount of cattle

oblasts.

for the period 2011-2016. was relatively
stable and fluctuated within 49-54%.

Information research base
For report preparation the information open
to general use was used from the World
Wide Web, the main specialists of the

According to the information from open
sources, the number of cows during
2011-2016 decreased in all studied areas.
The largest decrease in the number of

Fig. 1. Dynamics and forecast of the number of cows in Donetsk, Lugansk, Dnipropetrovsk
and Kharkiv oblasts, thousand head

― Luhansk oblast
― Dnipro oblast

― Donetsk oblast
― Kharkiv oblast

···· Trend (Luhansk

···· Trend (Donetsk

oblast)

oblast)
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livestock was during the period of 2011-2016

households, and from this it can be assumed

which occurred in Lugansk and Donetsk

that most milk is produced by households.

oblasts - by 53% and 47% respectively, in

The best illustration of the change in

quantitative terms it is 33.3 thousand heads.

production and possibly the consumption of

The actual number of cows as of January 1,

milk and milk-based products, the number of

2016 in Lugansk region was 28.7 thousand

cattle per 1 thousand people. Thus, on the

heads and in Donetsk region - 37.6

basis of statistical data, the residents of the

thousand heads, which is significantly less

studied areas found that for the period from

than the number of cows in Dnipro (73.1

2014 to 2016 the number of cows per 1

thousand heads) and Kharkiv (91 , 8

thousand people decreased in all areas. For

thousand heads).

the period 2014-2016 The smallest number
of dairy cows was in Lugansk and Donetsk

The forecast made with the help of a linear

oblasts (Fig. 3), the overall decrease of milk

trend shows that with preserved trends

provision in the Lugansk region was - 47%,

2011-2016, the number of cows in the

while in Donetsk - 41%.

Donetsk and Lugansk oblasts will decrease
annually by 6.67 and 6.86 thousand heads,

Milk production without a well-established

respectively. The level of approximation of

quality control system means the presence

such a forecast is 83%, which confirms the

of problems with raw materials for industrial

high level of trust in the results.

milk processing. The absence of a controlled
system for fat content, acidity, bacterial

As it can be seen from Figure 2, specific

contamination and somatic cells provokes

weight of the cows held by households

the production of unsorted milk.

during the period under study ranged from

Inappropriate milk collection and storage

68% to 74% in the Lugansk region and from

leads to a low price for family farms, and as a

55% to 62% in the Donetsk region. That is,

result the production of unsorted milk

the absolute majority of cows are kept by

(Table 1).

Fig. 2. Specific weight of the cows kept by households of Lugansk and Donetsk oblasts,
2011-2016.

● Luhansk
oblast
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● Donetsk
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Fig. 3 Dairy cows supply in Lugansk, Donetsk, Dnipropetrovsk and Kharkiv regions, heads
per 1 thousand people.

● Luhansk oblast
● Dnipro oblast

● Donetsk oblast
● Kharkiv oblast

Table 1: Production of milk by the number of livestock in the Luhansk and Donetsk oblasts,
thousand tons
№
1
2
3
4
5

Indicator
High quality milk
(Lugansk region)
High quality milk
(Donetska Oblast)
Low quality milk
(Luhansk Oblast)
Low quality milk
(Donetsk region)
Total

2015

2016

2016/2011
+,%

170,4 163,2

98

78,8

-103,6

43%

163,6

162

162

116,8 89,2

-68

57%

65,6

66,4

63,2

58

46,4

36

-29,6

55%

126,4

120,4

109,2 98,4

81,2

61,2

-65,2

48%

531,6

522,4

504,8 481,6

342,4 265,2

-266,4

50%

2011

2012

2013

182,4

172

157,2

2014

According to the survey conducted 10-20%

systematic sampling of milk quality, and from

of households supply to a dairy producer,

this price does is established on the basis of

while the rest sell the surplus at markets

the amount of milk delivered without taking

within a radius of 20 km. The total number of

into account its quality. This pricing

skilled producers of different groups is 284

approach does not encourage the sellers to

in Luhansk and 129 in Donetsk oblasts. See

produce and deliver quality milk, since this

Appendix 1 that contains all farmers with 3

will in no way affect their revenues.

or more cows that are registered within each

According to the Internet business resources

oblast (about 80% of total amount) and on

"Search" (http://www.poshuk.com) and Yellow

the map following the link

(https://yellow.com.ua) there are 25 milk

http://ge0.me/I4WD8axEtod.

processing enterprises on the territory of

Milk is collected by dairy processors without

Lugansk and Donetsk regions (see Annexes 2
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and 3 and on the map at

Preparation of forage by agricultural

http://ge0.me/I4WD8axEtod). According to

enterprises and households that have their

the data of regional administrations some of

own equipment and access to meadows and

the milk processors are not active. Thus, only

other land plots is carried out on their own.

4 milk processing enterprises of the Lugansk

Households that own land plots which they

region collect milk, namely, PJSC "Belovodsky

are renting out have an opportunity to

MRS", PP "Prodgrupservis", PJSC "Starobelskiy

receive hay as a payment at the rate of 10

Dairy Plant", LLC "Markovsky Cheese

UAH - 13 kg hay (bale) and 7.5 UAH - 10 kg

Factory". Annual capacity of the mentioned

(bales) of straw. Owners of land plots can

dairy enterprises is 85.3 thousand tons. In

also receive grain as a lease payment. It is

2016, 38.5 thousand tons of milk was

also possible to purchase grain from

received for industrial processing: from

agricultural producers at a price of 3450

agricultural enterprises - 15,8 thousand tons

UAH / tonne and in the bazaars 4 UAH / kg.

and 22,7 thousand tons of milk from the

Bucket of hay 15 kg - 25 UAH.

households. Milk from households is of II
grade quality. Upon the entry into force of

Access to water in different regions of

the amendments to the Law, as of January 1,

Lugansk and Donetsk oblasts is different. In

2018 (milk factories will not be able to take

general, these areas are characterized by

raw materials below the 1st grade), the

limited access to water resources, which

under-capacity of dairy farms may amount to

inevitably affects the development of the

81.5%.

dairy industry.

The price for milk in Luhansk and Donetsk

On the territory of the regions there were

region from households depends on the

agricultural cooperatives which received

supply channels, so the price of 1 litre of

assistance from organizations and

milk from milk producers without VAT is

foundations, as well as the government. So,

3.7-4.2 UAH / liter. (0.12-0.14 €), and the

for example, Cooperative"Ai-Dar" (village

price in the bazaar is 9-11 UAH / litre

Denezhnikove, Luhansk region); Cooperative

(0.29-0.36 €) (see Appendix 4). The basic

Agro-Alliance (Artemivsk, Donetsk region) in

price per one litre of milk under the scheme

2009 received milk trucks for milk collection

"+ payment for fat" from cooperatives of the

and storage

Dnipro region is 4.5-5 UAH / litre. (0.15-0.17

(http://a7d.com.ua/agropoltika/1591-premye

€), taking into account the average milk

rka-radilasya-z-golovami-silskix-i.html ) At the

quality per litre, the average member of the

moment, there is no information on the

cooperative receives 5.6 UAH or (0.18 €). In

operation of these cooperatives and the

the winter, the price of milk in Lugansk and

state of the transferred equipment and

Donetsk regions was higher than the

assistance provided. Almost all communities

summer price, and fluctuated within 4.9 -5.1

have always been biased towards

UAH / litre. (0.16-0.17 €). However, the

international projects, constantly

purchase price for milk of grade 1 in the

emphasizing that the purpose of these

Donetsk region for agricultural enterprises

projects is a certain research in order to take

was higher than the price for households in

the land in the future.

the average for 2016-2017 by 55%, which in

91

monetary terms was UAH 2.44 per 1 kg of

In Lugansk and Donetsk regions there are no

milk. The interviewed persons indicated that

modern certified laboratories that can

the cost of milk before the conflict, in terms

determine the complex of qualitative

of the Euro, was higher. So milk was taken at

parameters of milk composition, namely: fat,

0.20-0.26 € per 1 litre, and its price in the

total protein, lactose, dry milk balance, dry

bazaar was 0.54-0.58 € per 1 litre.

fat-free milk balance, freezing point, urea
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nitrogen, somatic cell and detection of

4. Establishment of a regional dairy business

residual amount of inhibitors in milk. The

support program that can be funded at the

absence of certified laboratories is a limiting

expense of local and state budgets, funds

factor in the development of the dairy

from international donors and funds.

industry, and it is precisely the complex
diagnosis of milk that helps to determine the

Development programs can be aimed at:

dynamics of quality and adjust the cost of

- Facilitation of the establishment of dairy

feed and the efficiency of the economy of the

business infrastructure - processing (involves

population and farmers.

availability of high quality raw materials), milk
cooperatives, milk receiving points,

Suggestions

equipment for determining milk quality

To improve the work of the sector, it is

- promotion of the development of the raw

essential to carry out the following

parameters;
material base of the dairy industry - access

measures:

to the acquisition of high-quality livestock,

1. Setting up a quality control system for

livestock and harvesting of forages, provision

manufactured milk. This is the first necessary
step for the collection of high-quality milk
that meets the needs of large producers.
Initially, it is advisable to introduce control of
the indicators of fat content, acidity,
bacterial edema and the number of somatic
cells.
2. Implementation of training on effective
organization of activities. It is advisable to
familiarize households, family farms and

forage, provision of land for keeping
of water and uninterrupted access to
electricity. Separately focusing on ensuring
equal opportunities for women and men, the
design of farms should contribute to
reducing the burden of manual labor of
women.
5. Uniting milk producers into agricultural
servicing cooperatives for the joint
procurement of high-quality milk, for
wholesale joint purchases and sales.

large farms with the best domestic and
foreign practices of milk production
organization, construction of small modern
farms.
3. Training on the basis of cooperation and
to get acquainted with the advantages of the
agricultural service cooperatives, the system
of effective functioning of agricultural
cooperatives.
For practical familiarization with sections 1
and 2 it is advisable to organize study tours
to the Dnipropetrovsk Agricultural Advisory
Service, the DMS Laboratory, the
cooperatives of Dnipropetrovsk and
Zaporizhzhya Oblasts, where, one can get
acquainted with the organization of the milk
quality control system and the organization
of milk production for family farms and dairy
cooperatives procurement systems.
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Appendix 1
LIST OF THE REGISTERED MILK PRODUCERS OF LUHANSK AND DONETSK OBLASTS WITH 3 OR
MORE COWS
Data can be provided upon reques

Appendix 2
REGISTERED MILK PROCESSING ENTERPRISES OF THE LUGANSK REGION
Data can be provided upon request

Appendix 3
REGISTERED MILK PROCESSING ENTERPRISES OF THE DONETSK REGION
Data can be provided upon request

Appendix 4
Dynamics of purchasing prices for milk 1 class in the Donetsk region in 2016-2017, UAH/T with

--●-- Agricultural enterprizes
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Fruits and Vegetables in
Donbas
Yuriy Bakun
Background
The bulk of fruit and vegetable production is
produced by peasant farms - at the level of
82-83%. On the territory of Lugansk region there
are areas with historically developed potential for
the development of vegetable growing and
horticulture - OSG activity is observed in
Stanichno-Luhansk rayon, Novoyadyrsky,
Novopskovsky, Kreminsky and Starobilsky
districts. The main production facilities are
concentrated in 6 districts of the Luhansk region
(Belokurakinsky, Markovsky, Novoyadyrsky,
Kreminsky, Trinity, Popasnyansky).

The problem of the industry.
Causes and consequences
Vegetables are mainly located in households with
a share of over 86% in total production.
The cost of producing vegetables in households
is one and a half to two times higher than in
agricultural enterprises due to the inefficient use
of resource potential, the use of manual labor,

more than 30%.
In vegetable growing and mushroom growing
due to the disparity of prices for means of
production of vegetable products, proceeds from
sales do not reimburse the costs in the sizes
necessary for extended reproduction. As a result,
industry entities lose their purchasing power. The
negative factor in recent years, in addition to
fighting in Luhansk and Donetsk regions, was the
consequence of the collapse of hryvnia and price
disparities. So the cost of seeds increased 1.7
times, fertilizers in 1.8, CZR - 1.5, fuel oil - 4 times,
electricity - 4.3 times, water consumption - 1.9
times, and costs for current repairs and
depreciation - decreased by almost 2 times.
¾ of agricultural enterprises does not have the
appropriate equipment for processing and
processing of vegetables, which prevents them
from obtaining additional profits, because
washing and packaged vegetables can be
realized by 15-20% more expensive. There are
almost no shops for freezing and drying

the lack of innovation and mechanization.

vegetables.

In households when growing vegetables in the

A significant problem is the small volumes of

structure of spending lion their share is manual
labor, which is accompanied by an increase in
labor intensity. The main reasons for the
considerable costs of manual labor are the low
level of complex mechanization of production
processes and the poor organization of
production, especially in private plots. Unlike
other branches of plant growing, vegetable
growing is the most labor-intensive industry. The
share of labor costs in the overall structure of the
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cost of production of open soil vegetables is

commodity products for wholesale because of
the scattered supply of households and the lack
of agricultural enterprises that would supply
products through marketing channels.
Lack of professional local branding
Lack of large-scale trade through organized food
markets, where the sale of products is
guaranteed on economically advantageous
terms. As a result, the chain of
"manufacturer-wholesaler-retailer-consumer"
remains congested by a large number of
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business entities.

important that the regions have territories with
historically formed forms of agricultural activity,

Available infrastructure and
market opportunities
On the territory of the Donetsk region, mainly
local wholesale intermediaries work, but in the
southwestern regions, in particular,
Velikonovosilkivsky, Nikolsky, Mangushsky, the
purchase of raw materials by traders from
Zaporizhzhya region is fixed, while in the
northern territories (Oleksandrivsky,
Dobropolsky, Slavyansky districts, Lyman OTG)
wholesale intermediaries from the Kharkiv region
work.
The situation is similar in the Lugansk region, the
difference of which is the lack of a systematic
purchase from the Zaporizhzhya region, while the
existence of even more emphasis on traders
from the Kharkiv region.
In addition to wholesale intermediaries from their
own regions, there are transit customers from
other regions (mainly from Dnipropetrovsk and
Kharkiv).
Less is sold outside of the areas of berries grown
in Donetsk, Luhansk and Zaporozhye regions. It
should be noted that the satisfaction of the
needs of the region in berries is carried out by
the OSG, but is not covered fully. The needs of
the region for vegetables, such as potatoes,
onions, which are bought by representatives of
the sales network from the northern regions, are
not fully met.
Loss of opportunity to sell its products has put
the producers in the process of looking for new
territories. The main direction of reorientation
took place in the direction of Mariupol,
Kramatorsk, Slavyansk, Starobilsk, Severodonetsk.
However, the potential of these cities does not
match the sales opportunities that were in
Donetsk and Luhansk, therefore, in addition to
the territorial reorientation, from 2014, there was
a reduction in production volumes, as well as a
parallel search for markets in neighboring
regions.
In the field of fruit and vegetable production, it is

which include areas with high employment in the
vegetable growing and horticulture. So, in
Luhansk oblast such areas are
Stanichno-Lugansk, Novoaydarsky, Starobilsky
and Kreminsky, and in Donetsk-Slavic,
Velikonovolskivsky.
Stanichno-Luhansk, Novoyadyrsky, Slavic districts
are now at the stage of restoration of pre-war
indicators of land allocated for vegetable
growing. At the same time, the main orientation
of sales of these regions of Luhansk Oblast
remains on the territory not controlled by
Ukraine. Sales to the territories were oriented to
the military, and the attempts to re-focus on
Severodonetsk were not successful due to the
over-saturation of the market with similar
products of the OSG of the nearest districts,
while in the territories not controlled by Ukraine,
there was a steady demand for products and a
well-established delivery system that allows
manufacturers to sell their products at more
favorable prices. These territories are defined as
potentially promising from the point of view of
supporting local producers, as well as the
location of mini-processing shops for vegetables
and fruits.
At present, in the regions there is very little
number of well-established distribution channels
for crop production for small producers. Existing
ones can only be attributed to:
-

Private intermediaries who during the

harvest collect the vegetable products in rural
communities for further resale in the markets of
the district. Their activities are not systematic or
organized. As a rule, they are more focused on
purchasing products in farms that already have a
sufficient volume of vegetables for wholesale.
-

Retail, presented by Networks Silpo,

Brusnichka, ATB, Family, and Fora. Purchase of
agricultural products in such networks is
carried out through the central office.
Requirements regarding the volumes, quality
and homogeneity of the batches of supplied
products are very rigid, to ensure that small
producers in the near future will not be able
to.
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Requirements for the suppliers
Wholesale Company
«Freshallternativa»

Retail
Tomato

Cucumber

Pepper

Tomato

Pepper

Tomato

Pepper

Minimum batch of
products

1-2 t

1t

0,5 t

10 t

5t

15 t

10 t

Frequency of
deliveries, risk /
week

2-3

2-3

2

1

1

1

1

Logistics of the
delivery of the
goods

Delivery by the supplier

Pickup available

Product
requirements

According to DST

Requirements for
packing

Cardboard or plastic box

Requirements for
documentation

Certificate on the availability of land plots

Requirements for
acceptance of the
product

Acceptance of quality products
in the warehouse of the buyer
in the presence of a
representative of the marketing
group

Price formation

Indicator wholesale market

No cracks, dents, rot, damage by pests

Wholesale price in the
wholesale market - 15%

Wholesale price
in the wholesale
market - 10%

Price monitoring

leaders in the production of greenhouse

In order to identify the potential for sales of

-

greenhouse products (tomatoes, cucumber and
peppers) as well as fruit products of producers of
Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts, prices were
monitored among the main food markets. Were
selected the markets with the maximum number

products in Ukraine;
"Stolichny" (Kiev) - a relatively expensive

market of all wholesale, which determines the
maximum price level;
-

"Shuvar" (Lviv) - the main market for

Western Ukraine;
-

Also the market of the Odessa region is

of buying / selling of fruits and vegetables:

added - "Beginning", where you can monitor

-

-

"Unexpected" (Copan), which in season

buy products from all regions of Ukraine;
-

Kamyanka (Zaporozhye region, village

Kamyanka Dniprovskaya), which is one of the
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Wholesale
company
«FreshStart»

prices in the South of Ukraine;
Dnipro, Kharkiv and the market of

Severodonetsk.
The marketing analysis of prices (shown below in
the table) was conducted by way of telephone
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calls directly to the markets, in order to avoid

• Lack of cooperation between producers;

inaccuracies in the indication of prices on

• Impossibility for the producers to form proper

Internet sites.

batches of fruit vegetables of proper quality to
obtain a higher selling price.

State of laboratories / laboratory
services

Price changes of the means of
production

The vast majority of manufacturers, selling their
goods, undergo a laboratory examination at the

The average price increase for all means of

place of sale, which serves as a confirmation of

production is observed at 104%. However, in

product quality and permission to sell it to end

determining the fate of growth, it is important to

users. This is what is perceived as a process of
obtaining a quality certificate, which is considered
quite a prerequisite for the sale of the product.
Strategically, it is important to work out these

note the currency in which the price of the asset
is recorded.
Therefore, producers / processors who purchase

questions by producers to expand the range of

imported materials are forced to pay the hryvnia

sales of products at higher prices.

equivalent of the prices in dollars or euros, and

Main constraints / limiting factors
for the sector
The general limiting factors for the sector are:
• Continuation of hostilities;

from this it is stated several times the price
increase over the past three years.

Leaders
In the process of preliminary analysis, 10
enterprises of leaders - 3 in the Luhansk region,

• Rising resource prices;
• Loss of traditional markets (major in Donetsk

and 7 - in Donetsk.

and Luhansk cities);

Region

District

Telephone

Company

Settlement name

Size

Specialization

Lugansk

Kreminsky

509439226

PSP "Svitanok"

Kreminna

micro

vegetables

Lugansk

Markivsky

994756736

PJSC
"Bondarovske"

Bondarivka

small

fruits

Lugansk

Novoaidarsky

PJSC
"Michurinske"

Raihorodka

medium

fruits

Donetsk

Velykonovosilkivsky

990096613

TD "Dobrobut"

Zelenyi Hai

small

fruits

Donetsk

Velykonovosilkivsky

0503467405,
0984957676

Legal farm
"Podsolnukh"

Novodonetske

medium

fruits

Donetsk

Dopropilskyi

503478953

LLC
"Perspektyva"

Dobropillia

medium

vegetables

Donetsk

Kostiantynivskyi

0997199897,
0676941174

LLC "Sady
Donbasu"

Poltavka

medium

fruits

Donetsk

Mariinskyi

503678424

LLC “ElvikoGigant”

Kostiantynopolske

medium

vegetables

Donetsk

Nikolskyi

506165700

Legal farm
"Nadia - 2"

Topolyne

small

fruits

Donetsk

Oleksandrivskyi

964678461

Open Company
"Raiske"

Vysokopillya

small

fruits
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Options / suggestions for the
improvement of the sector and
creation of cost chains

fruits in the region, since it will allow more

To improve the situation in the vegetable

Considering that the production of these crops is

growing, fruit and berry sectors of Donetsk and
Luhansk regions, the key position is to develop a
strategy for their development.
The strategy is proposed to be developed on the
theoretical concept of a 5-point marketing mix. 5
letters P denote 5 key positions of the strategy
(product - product, price - promotion, promotion

effective use of protection against diseases and
pests on the basis of prevention, rather than
post-reaction response.

carried out in the zone of risky agriculture, the
strategic component of increasing the
importance of these industries is the introduction
of dripping technology.

2 P - PRICE

- place, location, people - people involved in the

One of the strategic objectives of the project is to

implementation of the strategy).

increase the level of education of producers in
order to create products with a higher level of

1 P - PRODUCT

added value to ensure the sale of products at a

Target products of the project are vegetables,

following conditions:

fruits and berries and products of their
processing. In strategic terms, this position is
expected to improve the technology of
production of basic products and products of

higher price. This can be achieved under the

-

Creation of conditions for more

profitable sales of products: considering the
complexity and complexity of the problem of the

their processing.

loss of the domestic market and the need to

Components of the improvement: The proposed

proportion to the existing and expected demand

will be implemented on the basis of the creation
of the Information Center and computer platform
for information and consultation on technologies
for growing vegetables, fruits and berries. The
platform will contain information on: 1) varieties
of fruit, berry crops, varieties and hybrids of
vegetables; 2) technologies of their cultivation; 3)
the presence of seedlings and seeds in the
network of Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts.
- involvement of technology consultants /
creation of advisory services in the region. These
consultants can assist in the production of
vegetables, fruits and berries. FAO and regional
administrations are developing a regional
program for the creation and financing of such a

reorient to new (including external) markets in
in current and prospective markets, the solution
of this issue requires more long-term support of
both technical and
informational-information-consulting (advisory),
professional and advocacy.
-

The holding of information companies

in favor of the association of primary producers
and the creation of their cooperative associations
to ensure the formation of wholesale lots of
primary products for the possibility of its
implementation at a higher price;
-

Stimulation of the processing of primary

vegetables, fruits and berries for the creation of
products with increased value added and the
possibility of its implementation at a higher price.

service.
Taking into account that the process and results
of cultivation in the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts
depend on weather conditions, it is important to
use weather monitoring technologies. In this
regard, it is strategically proposed to purchase
and install local meteorological stations, which
will greatly facilitate compliance with the
technologies of production of vegetables and
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3 Р - CHAIN OF PROMOTION
Implementation of the chosen concept involves
optimization of the chains of promotion of
manufactured products. The key aspects of the
implementation of this are improving the quality
of products on the basis of its certification and
strategic promotion of it to foreign markets. To
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implement this, it is important to hold
information companies among manufacturers of
certification of their products, since obtaining a
quality certificate creates preconditions for:
- Increase in the price of sales;
- Expansion of the sales network and access to
new markets;
- Guaranteeing the quality of products as an
element of protection for itself as a producer /
processor;
- Increase of the image status of the enterprise.
In organizational terms, in order to ensure a
more productive process of product passing
through the chains of its promotion, it is
important to create marketing groups in the form
of agricultural servicing cooperatives to provide
resources and sales of products of primary
producers. Such groups may wholesale purchase
production resources, which will reduce the cost
of production.
At present, the organizational factor for the
grouping of producers into groups is the
development of agreed schedules of production
and sales within the framework of the association
of primary producers and the adjustment of
deliveries of grown products in accordance with
the established schedules.
Implementing such a component of a strategy
could include:
• Creating a local brand
• Construction of a place of storage and sale of
products
• Development of rules of work of the group of
manufacturers for the supply and sale of
products

4 P - LOCATION
Strategically, there are 2 stages in relation to the
project location - internal and combined (internal
and external). At the first stage, the project is
exclusively concentrated on the territory of
Donetsk and Lugansk regions and is mainly
based on the production and sales of
manufactured products.
Given the limited access to external markets or
network retailers, it is necessary to maximize the
potential of local markets. The feature of Donetsk
and Luhansk regions is that they contain a
significant number of small cities with a
population of 10 to 20 thousand urban
population. In addition, a significant number of
people who work in mines and do not grow
agricultural products live in rural communities
that are located near working mines.
The second stage involves the transition to an
active strategy for output to foreign markets.

5 P - PEOPLE INVOLVED IN THE
STRATEGY
The target groups for this component strategy
will be producers producing vegetables, fruits,
berries, and leaders (managing staff of business
entities) for the production of these crops. Also,
the target groups include the management of
business entities for the processing,
transportation and storage of products.
The implementation of the needs for human
resources is one of the systemic problems,
especially in rural areas, and encompasses a
range of educational and informational activities,

Such an approach could be realized by reaching
an agreement with the market administration on
the arrangement of permanent trading places
that would have their own marking and were
equipped with everything necessary for the sale
of products:
1.

Equipment for trade

2.

Refrigeration equipment

3.

A show-window.

targeted and training programs aimed at training
the personnel of the necessary competencies.
A promising direction of the development of
value added chains in the Donetsk and Luhansk
oblasts is seen:
-

A chain of growing and processing

of vegetable production. This chain can be
restored on the basis of manufacturers and
processors of the Luhansk region: producers of
greenhouse production areas along the Siversky
Donets River that grow cucumbers, tomatoes,
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peppers, eggplant in open and closed grounds
(mainly OSG), open-air farms growing farms
(borscht set) - processing plant Michurinsk
(canning plant) - consumers. This chain will
provide the opportunity to process and obtain
value added for products that do not enter the
fresh market (second grade). To implement this
chain, investments in restoring the business of
Michurinsk (in the course of hostilities the
enterprise suffered damage) and the
establishment of interconnections between the
producers of the product and the given canning
industry are necessary.
-

A chain of growing and processing

of gardening products. This chain can be built
on the basis of manufacturers of the Donetsk
region: fruit and berry producers (mainly farms
and enterprises), who introduced on their
capacities the sorting and storage of products processing juice shop - consumers. To implement
this chain, producers need to be supported by
the installation of sorting lines and product
storage systems (cold stores) at their facilities, as
well as the creation of a processing juice
company to obtain value added from
non-standard products (such products range
from 5 to 10%).
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Fruits and Vegetables in
Donbas
Oleksiy Kharsun,
Executive director of Agricultural
Cooperative “Zernovyy”
Potential of grain and oilseeds in
Lugansk and Donetsk oblasts
Today, the agro-industrial sector of the country is
the only large industry that maintains stability,
even in the current difficult economic and political
situation, as the general tendency over the last 5
years has been reduction in exports revenues.
Despite the negative trend, export of
non-agricultural products are shrinking at a much
faster pace than agrarian, while in 2016 there was
an increase in exports of agricultural produce. A
similar trend has persisted in 2017. In the first
quarter of 2017, exports of agricultural products
amounted to 4.6 billion US dollars, which is 38.6%
more than in the same period in 2016. Over the
past 5 years, the share of agricultural products in
the structure of Ukraine's export earnings has
increased from 26% in 2012 to 42% in 2016. In
the first quarter of 2017, the share of agricultural
products in the structure of Ukrainian exports
was 44%. The basis of agrarian exports is the
export of raw materials, namely, products of plant
origin - wheat, corn, barley and soybeans. In
January-March 2017, the total share of crop
production in the structure of agrarian export of
Ukraine amounted to 50.7%. The increase in sales

of sunflower oil by + 36% (+336.6 million USD) was
the driving force behind the growth of agrarian
exports. According to the results of 2016, Ukraine
is the world leader in the production and export
of oil, a similar trend has maintained in 2017.
An analysis of the areas under crops in 2016 crop
in Donetsk and Luhansk regions shows that the
regions have a great potential for development of
the grain and oilseed sector, as 90% of crops in
the above-mentioned areas are occupied by
export-oriented crops.

26

For further analysis, we use data of the following
crops: winter wheat, barley and sunflower. For
comparison, we give data on the Dnipropetrovsk
region, which has similar agro-climatic conditions
to Luhansk and Donetsk oblasts, respectively.
All three areas of the above-mentioned crops
show similar yields, which in general corresponds
to similar level of agricultural machinery and
agro-climatic conditions.
We compare the data of the State Statistics
Committee of Ukraine on the profitability of
agricultural production in Lugansk region and
Ukraine as a whole.

26 Source: Main indicators of foreign Trade of Ukraine
http://ucab.ua/ua/doing_agribusiness/zovnishni_rinki/osnovni_pokazniki_zovnishnoi_torgivli_ukraini
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27

4099,3

8220,2

14401,2

10461,6

2281,3

Industrial crops

3939,6

8851,8

7553,6

1725,3

1298,2

Donetsk, 000.ha

989,6

683,5

154,0

306,1

545,6

382,7

88,6

162,9

347,1

270,6

62,5

76,5

Donetsk, %

3,66%

3,63%

3,76%

3,72%

3,79%

3,66%

3,88%

4,13%

3,92%

3,58%

3,62%

5,89%

Lugansk, 000 ha

786,3

612,4

198,7

173,9

380,9

302,9

101,5

78,0

351,0

292,6

93,9

58,4

Lugansk, %

2,91%

3,26%

4,85%

2,12%

2,64%

2,90%

4,45%

1,98%

3,97%

3,87%

5,44%

4,50%

Summarily,000 ha

1775,9

1295,9

352,7

480,0

926,5

685,6

190,1

240,9

698,1

563,2

156,4

134,9

Summarily, %

6,57%

6,89%

8,60%

5,84%

6,43%

6,55%

8,33%

6,11%

7,89%

7,46%

9,07%

10,39%

Table 2. Production of winter wheat in 2016
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Farms of all types

Agricultural enterprises

Output,
‘000.cwt

Area
harvest
ed
‘000 ha

Output,
‘000.cwt

Yiel
d
cwt
per
1 ha

4703,4

206095,7

43,8

1299,1

47111,3

36,3

34,7

332,9

12001,1

36,0

87,4

2589,9

29,6

12004,8

37,6

265,7

10035,4

37,8

53,4

1969,4

36,9

7755,0

35,8

188,2

6839,3

36,3

28,5

915,7

32,1

Output,
‘000.cwt

Area
harvest
ed
‘000 ha

6002,5

253207,0

42,2

Dnipropetr
ovsk

420,3

14591,0

Donetsk

319,1

Lugansk

216,7

Ukraine

29

Farms of all types

Agricultural enterprises

Output,
‘000.cwt

Yield cwt
per 1 ha

Area
harvested
‘000 ha

Output,
‘000.cwt

Yield
cwt
per 1
ha

Area
harvested
‘000 ha

Output,
‘000.cwt

Yield
cwt
per
1 ha

2859,2

94357,1

33,0

1621,0

57109,2

35,2

1238,2

37247,9

30,1

Dnipropetrovsk

280,1

7020,5

25,1

128,0

3275,5

25,6

152,1

3745,0

24,6

Donetsk

124,3

3275,0

26,4

64,0

1695,2

26,5

60,3

1579,8

26,2

Lugansk

54,1

1261,0

23,3

35,2

799,9

22,8

18,9

461,1

24,4

Area, gross yield and productivity of crops, fruits, berries and grapes (final data) in 2016. Statistical bulletin. P. 48-49.

28 Area, gross yield and productivity of crops, fruits, berries and grapes (final data) in 2016. Statistical bulletin. P. 57.
29

Households

Area
harvested
‘000 ha
Ukraine

27

Households

Yield
cwt
per 1
ha

Yield
cwt per
1 ha

Area
harvested
‘000 ha

Table 3. Production of barley in 2016
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Agricultural
enterprises
Includi
ng
Total
family
farms

Farms of all
categories

18805,8

Farms of all
categories

27026,
0

Agricultural
enterprises
Includi
ng
Total
family
farms

Households

Farms of all
categories

Ukraine, 000. ha

Grain and leguminous plants
Households

Crops
Agricultural
enterprises
Includi
ng
Total
family
farms

Households

Table 1 Areas under crops in 2016

Area, gross yield and productivity of crops, fruits, berries and grapes (final data) in 2016. Statistical bulletin. P. 61.
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Table 4. Production of sunflower seeds in 2016
Farms of all types

30

Agricultural enterprises

Households

Area
harvested
‘000 ha

Output,
‘000.cwt

Yield
cwt
per 1
ha

Area
harvested
‘000 ha

Output,
‘000.cwt

Yield
cwt per
1 ha

Area
harvested
‘000 ha

Output,
‘000.cwt

Yield
cwt
per 1
ha

6086,7

136268,
9

22,4

4981,4

117300,
5

23,5

1105,3

18968,4

17,2

Dnipropetrov
sk

631,4

12640,7

20,0

540,4

11088,6

20,5

91,0

1552,1

17,1

Donetsk

332,5

6199,4

18,6

256,6

4936,7

19,2

75,9

1262,7

16,6

Lugansk

339,5

6701,2

19,7

281,5

5816,8

20,7

58,0

884,4

15,2

Ukraine

Figure 1. Profitability level of farms production in Ukraine

Produce from agricultural production

31

Produce from crops production

Produce from livestock

The level of profitability of agricultural production by enterprises made in total 37.3% (in 2015 - 45.6%),
including plant production - 44.3% (in 2015 - 50.6%).
Similar data on the Lugansk region: the level of profitability of agricultural production by enterprises
made 48.8% (in 2015 - 55.0%), including plant production - 54.9% (in 2015 - 60.9 %)
Profitability of economic activity of agricultural enterprises of Donetsk region is - 30,9% (crop and
livestock combined).

30

Area, gross yield and productivity of crops, fruits, berries and grapes (final data) in 2016. Statistical bulletin. P. 88.

31 Economic results of agricultural production in 2016. State Statistics Committee of Ukraine. Apr. 21, 2017, No. 120/0 / 06.Zvn-17
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Table 5. Cost and profitability of production by enterprises of agricultural products (Ukraine)

Cost of production
1 metric centner of
agricultural products, UAH
2016
Crop production

% until 2015
х

Grain and leguminous crops
Sunflower seeds

The level of profitability (lossmaking) of agricultural
production,%
2016

2015

х

44,3

50,6

214,5

119,8

37,7

43,1

451,2

124,6

61,9

80,5

Table 6. Cost and profitability of production by enterprises of agricultural products
(Luhansk region)

Cost of production
1 metric centner of
agricultural products, UAH

2016

105

The level of profitability (lossmaking) of agricultural
production,% %

%
unti
l
201
5

2016

2015

Crop production

х

х

54,9

60,9

Grain and
leguminous crops

284
,1

152
,7

36,9

32,1

Sunflower seeds

472
,4

126
,9

57,9

93,0
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Elevator infrastructure in Donetsk and Luhansk regions. Prices for grain
According to the elevator industry of Ukraine in the Donetsk region, the following elevators are located

1

Агрорфірма Агротіс, філія "Елеватор Нікольский", ТОВ (сіра зона)
85600, пр-кт. Ворошилова, буд. 34, м. Мар'їнка, Донецька обл.

2

АКЗ, ВАТ . (зона АТО)
87302, вул. Куйбишева, буд. 76, м. Амвросіївка, Донецька обл

3

(06236) 4-30-68

Велико-Анадольське ХПП, ТОВ
85730, вул. Центральна, 76, Волновахський р-н, с. Ольгинка,
Донецька обл.

10

(06236) 4-30-68

БЕТА-АГРО_-НВЕСТ, ТОВ
86020, вул. Залізнична, буд. 10, смт. Очеретине, Донецька
обл.

9

(06242) 4-85-45

Бета-Агро-інвест, ТОВ (сіра зона)
85295, вул. Зарічна, буд.51, м. Дзержинськ, с. Новгородське,
Донецька обл.

8

(06259) 2-34-41

Бета-Агро -Інвест, ТОВ (зона АТО)
84634, вул. Інтернаціональна, буд.18, м. Горлівка, Донецька
обл.

7

(06274) 3-21-38

АФ Кутейниківський агропродукт, ТОВ (зона АТО)
87321, вул. Лермонтова, буд. 1, смт. Кутейнікове,
Амвросіївський р-н., Донецька обл.

6

(06259) 3-26-58

Артемівський КХП, ТОВ
84500, пров. Чайковського, буд. 9, м. Артемівськ, Донецька
обл.

5

+38-067-644-16-61

АПФ Родник, ВАТ (сіра зона)
87242, вул. Глинки, буд. 35, с. Ужівка, Новоазовський(с.
Ленінське, Старобешівський) р-н., Донецька обл.

4

(06255) 4-07-74

АПК-ІНВЕСТ, ПАТ
вул. Шопена, 28, с. Рівне, Донецька область

5

(06259) 3-26-58

Амарант-Агро, ТОВ
85334, вул. Желєзнодорожна, буд. 5, смт. Удачне,
Красноармійський р-н., Донецька обл.

4

(06278) 5-14-35

(06244) 42053

ДКХП № 1, ЗАТ (зона АТО)
83059, пров. Ілліча, буд. 115, м. Донецьк

(062) 382-94-39
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11

Добропільський КХП, ВАТ
85004, вул. Крупської, буд. 1, м. Добропілля, Донецька обл.

12

Прометей Плюс, ТОВ (зона АТО)
84700, вул. Мокієвської, буд.1, м. Дебальцево, Донецька обл.
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(0629) 53-05-43

Оленівський КХП, Філія ДПЗКУ
85710, , смт. Оленівка, Волноваський р-н, Донецька обл.

24

(06269) 2-13-08

Маріупольський млинкомбінат, ЗАТ
87510, вул. Луніна, буд. 50, м. Маріуполь, Донецька обл.

23

(06259) 2-44-50

Легендарненський елеватор, Філія ДПЗКУ
85010, с. Новодонецьке, Добропільський р-н, Донецька обл.

22

(06261) 2-11-79

Кутейніковський КХП,ДП (зона АТО)
87321, вул. Лермонтова, буд. 1, смт. Кутейнікове,
Амвросіївський р-н., Донецька обл.

21

(06239) 2-15-00

Красноліманське ХПП, ТОВ
84400, вул. Свободи, буд. 20, м. Красний Лиман, Донецька обл

20

(062) 335-12-15

Красноармійська реалбаза, ВАТ
85300, вул. Шота, буд. 2, м.Красноармійськ, Донецька обл.

19

(062) 332-59-00

Константа- Агро, ТОВ
85107, вул. Докучаєва, буд. 1, м. Бересток, Костянтинівський рн., Донецька обл.

18

(06279) 2-17-11

Комбінат Каргілл, ТОВ (зона АТО)
83038, вул. Бойцева, буд. 80, м. Донецьк.

17

(06253) 2-23-77

Каранська філія, Розівський елеватор, ВАТ(сіра зона)
87120, вул. Гоголя, буд. 1а, смт. Андріївка, Тельманівський р-н,
Донецька обл.

16

(06246) 2-42-76, 242-25 факс

Каракубське ХПП, ВАТ (зона АТО)
87252, вул. Чкалова, буд. 96, с. Роздольне, Старобешівський рн., Донецька обл.

15

(062) 341-15-32

Кальчицький елеватор, Філія ДПЗКУ (сіра зона)
87040, вул. Елеваторна, ст. Кальчик, Володарський р-н,
Донецька обл.

14

(06277) 2-36-39

Екопрод А.Т., АТЗТ
85700, вул. 100 років Червоного Хреста, буд. № 9, м.
Волноваха, Донецька обл.

13
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25

Райз, ЗАТ
85766, вул. Вокзальна, 3а, с. Хлібодарівка, Волновахський р-н,
Донецька обл.

26

Роївський елеватор, Філія ДПЗКУ
85612. вул. Маяковського, буд. 16, м. Курахове, Мар'їнський рн., Донецька обл.

27

(06259) 2-49-51

Феоніс, ЗАТ (зона АТО)
86228, вул. Степова, буд. 2, с. Розівка, Шахтарський р-н,
Донецька обл.

31

(06272) 6-17-80

Украгроремонт, КП (зона АТО)
86691, вул. 127Чистяковської дивізії, буд. 7, м. Торез, с.
Розсипне, Донецька обл.

30

(06274) 5-20-49

Степовий елеватор, ТОВ
85107, вул. Мирошниченко, буд. 31, м. Костянтинівка,
Донецької обл.

29

(06278) 3-23-91

Сіверська дільниця ПрАТ "Полтавське ХПП"
84522, вул. Залізнична, буд. 9, м. Сіверськ, Донецька обл.

28

(06244) 9-21-38

(062) 332-22-63

Ясинуватський КХП, ЗАТ (зона АТО)
86000, вул. Жовтнева, буд. 97, м. Ясинувата, Донецька обл.

(06236) 2-21-03

In Donetsk region, 31 of the 11 elevators listed in the catalogue are located in the ATO zone, and
there are 4 in the grey zone.
The following elevators are located in the Luhansk region:

1

Аграрій, ТОВ (зона АТО)
93720,
Інтернаціональна,
буд.
51,
Слов"яносербський р-н, Луганська обл.

2

смт.

Фрунзе,

Аграрник, СЗАТ
92000, вул. Чкалова, буд. 16, смт. Троїцьке, Луганська обл.

3

5

(06456) 2-42-72

Агро, ППСВФ
93500, вул. Октябрьська,
Луганська обл.

4

(05273) 6-54-29

буд.

42-а,

смт.

Новоайдар,

(06445) 9-14-24

93500, вул. Октябрьська, буд. 42, смт. Новоайдар, Луганська
обл.

(06445) 9-14-24

Агротон, ЗАТ

Біловодський елеватор, ТОВ
92800, вул. Хорунжого, буд. 1, смт. Біловодськ, Біловодський
р-н, Луганська обл.

(06466) 2-01-32
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6

Біловодський елеватор, ТОВ (Зимогір'я) (зона АТО)
93741, вул. Панфілова, буд. 2б, м. Зимогір'я, Луганська обл.

7

Біловодський елеватор, ТОВ (Марковка)
92400, вул. Єрьоменко, 175, смт. Марківка, Луганська обл.

8

буд.

Петровське,

(06432) 7-13-54

13

14а,

м.

Красноріченське,

(06454) 9-31-52

92913, вул. Привокзальна, буд. 1, смт. Красноріченське,
Кремінський р-н, Луганська обл.

(06454) 9-36-96

Красноріченське, ТОВ
92915, вул. Шевченка, буд. 36,
Кремінський р-н., Луганська обл.

12

смт.

Красноріченський ККЗ, ТОВ

ЛОТУРЕ-ЗЕРНОПРОМ, ТОВ
93113, вул. Артемівська, буд. 33, м. Лисичанськ, Луганська
обл.

14

(06433) 5-01-90

Ровеньківський КХП, ДП, Держкомрезерв (зона АТО)
94700, вул. Вигонна, буд. 1, м. Ровеньки, Луганська обл.
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(06474) 2-07-66

РКЗ Слобода, ТОВ (зона АТО)
94700, вул. Вигонна, м. Ровеньки, Луганська обл.

19

(06472) 3-63-05

Попасна-Агро, ЗАТ (сіра зона)
93301, вул. Чехова, буд. 11, м. Попасна, Луганська обл.

18

(06436) 2-43-72

Огороднє, ТОВ (сіра зона)
93613, вул. Центральна, буд. 18, смт. Петрівка, СтаничноЛуганський р-н, Луганська обл.

17

(0642) 93-45-18

Лутугинський КХП, ЗАТ (зона АТО)
92000, вул. Залізнична, буд. 2, м. Лутугине, Луганська обл.

16

(044) 537-42-88

Луганськмлин, ВАТ (зона АТО)
91020, вул. Лутугинська, буд. 111, м. Луганськ.

15

(06434) 2-21-68

Житниця, ТОВ(зона АТО)
94540, вул. Южно-Вокзальна,
Луганська обл.

11

(0642) 71-70-81

Должанський, ТОВ (зона АТО)
94806, вул. Чайковського, буд. 130, м. Свердловськ, Луганська
обл.

10

(06466) 2-01-32

Вільховське, ТОВ
93653, вул. Свердлова, буд. 8, с. Вільхове, СтаничноЛуганський р-н., Луганська обл.

9

(06473) 9-78-34

(06432) 2-04-03, 204-16, 2-05-30
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20

Рубіжне -Агро, ЗАТ
93008, вул. Київська, буд. 138, м. Рубіжне, Луганська обл.

21

Сватівська олія. ЗАТ
92603, вул. Челюскінців, буд. 15, м. Сватово, Луганська обл.

22

1,

с.

Солідарне,

068-740-91-57

Філія "Старобільська", ТОВ СП Нібулон
92700, вул. Південна, 71- а, м. Старобільськ, Луганська обл.

32

050-493-18-55

Філія "Сватівська", ТОВ СП Нібулон
92600, вул. Ново-Старобільська, 17, м. Сватове, Луганська обл.

31

097-986-78-79

Філія "Новопсковська", ТОВ СП Нібулон
92351, вул. Горького, 22-Е, с. Писарівка, Новопсковський р-н,
Луганська обл.

30

(06456) 2-12-80

Філія "Біловодська", ТОВ СП Нібулон
92800, вул. Гуньяна, 51, смт. Біловодськ, Луганська обл.

29

(06456) 2-41-72

Троїцький ОПЗ, ЗАТ
92760, вул. Степова, буд. 38, с. Половинкине, Старобільський
р-н., Луганська обл.

28

(06461)
2-25-84,
067-640-40-69

Троїцьке-Агро, ЗАТ
92100, вул. Чкалова, буд. 85, смт. Троїцьке, Луганська обл.

27

(06462) 9-96-35

ТОВ «Старобільський елеватор» СП Нібулон
92700, вул. 1 Травня, буд. 4, м. Старобільськ, Луганської обл.

26

(06462) 2-29-97

Солідарненський елеватор, Філія ДПЗКУ
92213,
вул.
Центральна,
буд.
Білокуракинський р-н, Луганська обл.

25

(06471) 3-25-40

СВФ Агро, ПП
92200, вул. Чапаєва, буд.238, смт. Білокуракине, Луганська
обл.

24

(06471) 3-33-27

Сватове-Агро, ЗАТ
92600, пл. 50-річчя Перемоги, буд. 23, м. Сватове, Луганська
обл.

23

(06453) 7-68-26

050-394-73-55

Філія "Троїцька", ТОВ СП Нібулон
92100, вул. Ліхачова, 37 - в, смт. Троїцьке, Луганська обл.

067-517-36-87
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In Luhansk region, 32 of the 6 elevators listed in the catalog are located in ATO zone, and there
are 2 in a gray zone. Most
of the lost elevators are located in Donetsk region, farmers in Donetsk region are generally in a
more advantageous position than farmers in Luhansk region. After losing a part of the territory,
the Donetsk region has retained communications both automobile and railway with Zaporozhye
and Dnipropetrovsk regions, and access to the port of Mariupol. Instead, the railway tracks in the
southern direction of Luhansk oblast were cut off due to the capture of the DNR-LNR railway
units. Thus, farmers in the Luhansk oblast are forced to work through the transport infrastructure
of Kharkiv region or use motor transport.

Map 1. Structure of Donetsk railway
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Map 2. Map of the ATO zone

Agrarians of Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts, as well as all grain growers, are net exporters of grain,
and therefore they follow the general rule of pricing: the price for grain is equal to the price of
FOB, minus transport costs.
Farmers of Lugansk region estimate their losses from broken logistics connections as 1000 UAH
per ton of early cereals. In general, this is true, but the actual amount of logistics costs is
somewhat lower and depends on the actual location of the farmer towards the west-east. To
calculate logistic losses, it is convenient to use the purchase prices of Nibulon LLC branches. The
analysis of procurement prices indicates that the price decrease correlates with the logistic costs
of delivery to the Nibulon reloading terminal in Mykolayiv.
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Table 7. Procurement prices of LLC "NIBULON" as of 1.08.2017

Branch of LLC "NIBULON
Transshipment terminal for handling cereals
and oilseeds (Mykolaiv)
Branch "Khortytsya" (Zaporozhye region)
Branch "Svatovskaya" (Lugansk region)
Starobelsky Elevator (Lugansk region)

Price for wheat of the
2nd class, UAH per ton

4780

5300

4580

5100

4250

4780

4150

4680

Grouping of producers in
Donetsk and Luhansk regions in
terms of size and efficiency of
agricultural production

hectares. The control over 12 thousand

The geopolitical changes of recent years have

agricultural producers in the Donetsk region,

led to the loss of part of the territory of
Ukraine, and consequently to the losses of
agricultural producers. So the HarvEast
holding has lost about a third of the cultivated
area. Agroholding "Agroton" (land bank of 150
thousand hectares, Lugansk and Kharkiv
region) has lost control of 20 thousand
hectares, and is forced to carry additional
logistics costs due to damage to highways and
problems with railroads.
APK-Invest, a vertically-integrated company,
has a complete closed cycle of production of
chilled pork - from growing cereals and
production of mixed fodder to livestock, meat
processing and finished products. At the
consumer market, APK-Invest Company is
represented by products of TM "Myasnaya
Vesna" and "Kolbaspischeprom". In August
2014, the company closed 70% of stores
located in the occupied territory.
Beta-Agro-Invest is an agricultural enterprise
that processes land in the Donetsk and
Chernihiv regions of Ukraine. It grows wheat,
barley, sunflower, flax, soya, sorghum,
buckwheat, mustard. The land bank of the
company is 28 thousand hectares. Before the
beginning of hostilities in the East of Ukraine,
the company processed 40 thousand

113

Price for wheat
fodder, UAH per ton.

hectares in the Donetsk region (Yenakiyevo,
Debaltsevo and Vuglegirsk) has been lost.
At the same time, despite the
above-mentioned, in the structure of
the major role belongs to large
agribusinesses. One of these is PJSC
"Ecoprod", the land bank - 30 thousand ha
The main activity of the company "Ecoprod" is
the cultivation of grain, technical and forage
crops, as well as dairy cattle breeding. The
staff consists of almost 700 people. The main
beneficiaries are: Agroservice Farmers'
Association and Western NIS Enterprise Fund
(Enterprise Support Funds in Newly
Independent Countries).
On the territory of Donetsk region there are
divisions of companies LANDFORT, Genero
Group - specializing in organic livestock and
crop production, the agricultural company
"Hermes" - the leading producer of organic
fertilizers in Ukraine and.
There are no relevant data in free access for
the grouping of farms in Luhansk oblast
according to their size and their economic
development. However, a survey of farmers in
the Luhansk region shows that in general,
agribusinesses in the Luhansk oblast have a
slightly smaller size compared with the
Donetsk region. At the same time, on the
territory of Luhansk oblast there are agrofarms of Nibulon Ltd. and Agrex Ltd., which is
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Table 8. Composite indicators of management depending on the size of the farm
(Donetsk region)

Branch:
agriculture,
forestry and
fisheries

Including
small
farms

Medium size
farms

Units
total

units

% to
total
number
of farms

including
Micro-farms

units

% to total
number
of farms

units

% to
total
number
of farms

Number of
farms

1310

74

5,6

1236

94,4

1081

82,5

Number of
employed

18340

12160

66,3

6180

33,7

2729

14,9

14

164,3

8850022

5493222

Sales, thousand
UAH per one
farm

6755,7

74232,7

2715,9

856,8

Per worker,
thousand UAH

482,6

451,7

543,2

339,4

749768,1

574371,9

40,9

47,2

28,4

16,4

8,47%

10,46%

5,23%

4,82%

22,62%

20,55%

26,00%

22,86%

Number of
employed on
average per one
farm
Sales, thousand
UAH.

Labour costs,
UAH thousand
Per worker,
thousand UAH.
Wage Fund
pursuant to
sales, %
Profitability,%

5

62,1

76,6

335680
0

175396,
2

2,5

37,9

23,4

926210,
5

44623,1

10,5

6

the main company for Svyativska Oliya LLC,

weakening of the position of the medium-sized

and has its own elevator for 30 thousand tons

manufacturer due to the creation of differently

of sunflower seeds storage and processes up

sized and social loads for economic entities

to 160 thousand tons of sunflower seeds per

which are formally identical, but not equal

season.

conditions of management.

Identified problems:

Social and economic problems

Multilevel of agro-sector

consequences of the proxy war with the

The unevenness of the development of various
forms of management (forms), from
households to agroholdings, with the

The long-term economic crisis and the
Russian Federation intensify the
socio-economic problems of the population of
Donetsk and Luhansk regions.
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Table 9. Household incomes and expenditures in 2016 (UAH million)

Income
total

wages

Ukraine

2002383

837250

Dnipropetrovsk
Donetsk
Lugansk

187830
114741
38048

86162
55590
17478

including
Profit
Social aid
and
and other
other
current
mixed
transfers
income

Available income
Including
social aid

363898

719167

340573

33184
10750
2808

60539
44695
16635

30107
27098
10128

Using data from the State Statistics Committee
on households we find out that wages and
profits and mixed income in the above areas

total
151957
4
140918
82685
26227

Per one
person,
UAH
35610,1
43458,3
19434,3
11919,7

Changes in taxation and shadow
turnover of grain

is: 36.7 thousand UAH. per person for
Dnipropetrovsk, 15.6 thousand UAH for

Cancellation of preferential VAT for grain

Donetsk and only 9.2 thousand UAH for

farmers on the one hand sector contributed to

Lugansk regions. These data correlate with the

the growth of purchasing prices - as traders

data of Table 8.

were able to return VAT, on the other hand it
increased demands of most traders to

This allows for agricultural producers of the

agricultural producers in terms of

aforementioned areas to preserve a rather

documentation to proof the origin of grain. In

high level of profitability just saving on wages

connection with this, non-payers of VAT,

and rent payments.

households and private entrepreneurs faced
problems connected with sales. Traders refuse

However, in the medium term, this is a source

to purchase from such producers grain not

of instability for agrarians themselves, both in

wanting to have problems with the tax when

terms of social tension (theft, disloyal

refunding VAT.

behaviour of workers) and economic losses
(narrowing the market for livestock products,

In practice, farmers who are not VAT payers

the fruit and vegetable sector, etc.).

are forced to sell grain for cash - the price of
cash purchases of grain is usually less by 30

Logistics problems

per cent. It is necessary to understand that
such grain goes to the shadow grain market
and is used to create a tax credit by

To a greater extent, it concerns growers of the

fraudsters.

Luhansk region: damaged railway connection
and damaged roads impede and increase the

The specialists of "NIBULON" developed a

sale of grain. However, all agricultural

scheme for the purchase of grain from both

producers in Ukraine bear financial losses

private entrepreneurs (PE) and households,

when selling products due to the imperfection

but if for PE this scheme is acceptable (with

of the infrastructure of the agrarian market,

some exceptions), households suffer from the

storage logistics, and the lack of access to

tax burden - money for the grain they get

exchange pricing mechanisms, hedging.

without VAT and have to pay income tax of
18% of the value of the delivered grain. In fact,
it is more profitable for a households to sell
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grain for cash than to pay all due taxes.

creation of value added, at all stages and
directions of its production and sales. The

A large share of guilt in this situation lies with

objective is to create a steady advantage over

the tax employees, who in practice impede

competitors in costs: to get high profits when

agricultural producers’ registration as VAT

selling goods at market prices, at lower than

payer. They usually require unnecessary

market costs.

documents according to Tax Code and
threaten with possible inspections. This

If large agricultural producers are able to carry

situation is particularly relevant for agricultural

out such projects independently then for small

producers Donetsk and Lugansk regions,

producers one of the options is cooperation.

where for some time tax inspections did not

Leadership in costs strategies in combination

work at all.

with the grain cooperative provide additional
competitive advantages:

Other problems
1. Lack of motivation of producers to comply
with agro-ecological requirements of
production
2. Lack of motivation for cooperation and
consolidation of small agricultural producers,
and therefore lack of efficiency of
self-organization, the difficulty in developing a
consolidated position of agricultural producers
in protecting their interests.
3. Uncertainty in the future conditions of
agribusiness in anticipation of the completion
of land reform
Suggestions and recommendations
In my opinion, there are two main areas of
technical assistance that should be
implemented in the near future:
1. Firstly: improving market access

- solves the problem of price competition
between individual producers due to selling
their produce via a cooperative;
- with access to elevator infrastructure, the
bringing of grain with "substandard" conditions
(characteristic of farms) to the industry
standard confirmed by relevant analyses, with
characteristics that fully satisfy the vast
majority of buyers;
- consulting services of the cooperative allow
to save on recruitment of specialists;
- the cooperative does not focus only on costs
and neglects other possibilities: marketing,
introduction of additional or even new
services.
Taking into account the general goal which is
sustainable development of rural areas, I
personally can make some recommendations

2. Secondly: improving access to resources

based on my own experience in the

If such measures are implemented, the middle

the following stages of implementation:

and small producers of the grain sector will
receive a number of positive effects: the actual
rather than declarative equalization of the
economic conditions; Improvement of the
economic situation of the rural population;
Withdrawal of grain from shadow circulation;
Changes in the mentality of agricultural
producers.
Taking into account that the main strategy of
any agrarian enterprises in the market of
buyers is a strategy of cost leadership, aimed

agricultural servicing cooperative, and highlight

1.Identification of the target audience, in my
opinion it is
a. Economically self-sufficient
independent agro-producers who are not
(independent of) in vertically-integrated
agroholdings
b. Agrarian producers who are
forecasting their participation in agribusiness
at least in the medium term
c. Agricultural producers are open to
new information and open to changes

at reducing costs throughout the chain of
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2.Organization of the target audience
(promotion of self-organization) in legally-issued
organizations such as Agricultural Service
Cooperatives for the consolidation of
agricultural producers. It is important that
organization of cooperatives does not make
sence as it is, the sense is the organization of
economically successful cooperatives, that is,
the basis of cooperation should be a credible
and understandable economic model to the
members of the cooperative.
3. Realization of the chosen economic model.
The goal is to conduct activities that will improve
the financial position of the members of the
cooperative (by achieving narrower and more
specific goals - the main ones should focus on
improved access to markets and information).
4. Acquisition of assets by a cooperative.
Implementation of infrastructure projects.
In practice, for the farmers of the Donetsk
region, who are adjacent to Vasilkovsky district
of Dnipropetrovsk region, the use of the
infrastructure of "First Cooperative Elevator"
(LLC "PKE") Ltd is possible through cooperation
with the "Grain" SOC. The territory and project
of the elevator allow finishing its construction
and the establishment of a second parallel line
for acceptance of cereals, which will allow to
meet the needs of agricultural producers in
elevator services in a qualitative and
non-queuing manner.
For farmers in the Lugansk region, it makes
sense to repeat the experience of the farmers of
the Vasylkiv district of the Dnipropetrovsk
region, and build on a cooperative basis with the
financial participation of donor organizations a
similar object to the elevator of the LLC "PKE". In
the process of interviewing farmers in the
Luhansk region, a significant interest was found
in the implementation of such a project.
Information base of research
Data from the State Committee of Statistics,
information from open sources, telephone
survey of agrarians of the grain sector of
Donetsk and Luhansk regions.
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